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ABSTRACT
The problem of developing a reliable technique for measuring
instantaneous velocities at an arbitrary point in a magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) flow of mercury is the primary concern of the thesis. The
solution to this problem is urgently needed in order that measurements
may be taken in practical MHD devices and in order that the interesting
theoretical work which has emerged in the past decade may be substantiated
by experimental evidence.
Much of the information on measurement techniques contained herein
will be applicable to other liquid metal flows. The recent advances
in the area of constant temperature hot-film anemometry have made this
technique the best one for instantaneous measurements in low-temperature
liquid metal systems.
TIle thesis is divided into two parts. The study of thermo-
anemometry is described in chapter 2 and its application to some MHD
experiments is described in chapter 3,
Chapter 2 is divided into two main sections, §2. 2 and §2. 3 i which
discuss the theory of thermo-anemometry in mercury and demonstrate its
appLlcat.ion in calibration exercises. The hot-film sensors tested are
t.he tiny (0.030 mm di ameter and 0.5 mm length ) quartz-insulated
platinum film sensors which are now made available for work in electric-
ally conducting fluids by Thermo-Systems Inc., St,Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A,
An account of our attempts to construct somewhat similar sensors in the
laboratory is given in Appendix B.
In addition to discussing various calibration problems, such as
MHD effects on free convective heat transfer from the hot-film and its
dynamic response, chapter 2 develops, and demonstrates by experiment,
new methods for the direct measurement of low turbulence intensi.ties in
low Prandtl number fluids. The simple formulae presented are likely to
be more accurate in the majority of cases than more sophisticated methods
involving linearization of the anemometer voltage with respect to velocity
because of their lack of sensitivity to signal drift.
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Chapter 3 discusses theoretical aspects in S3.2 and their
experimental substantiation in §3.3 for two different types of MHD
flow. The first of these is electrically driven flow in mercury
between two circular, highly cOlducting electrodes Which are placed
opposite one another in insulating planes with a magnetic field
normal to their surfaces. The steady flow is examined theoretically
by an asymptotic analysis and exper-Imental.Iy using Pitot tubes and
electric potential probes. The experiments give some insight into the
behaviour of these probes in MHD situations. This same flow is
studied using a hot-film sensor with good results. This experimmt
points to the need for an extensive study of the MHD effects on hot-
film heat transfer and the associated MHD errors in measurements for
various orientations of the sensor relative to the magnetic field.
Hot-film techniques are then used to examine the instability and
subsequent wave-like secondary flow (when the Hartmann number, M, is
very high) in this same electrically driven flow. These phenomena
are interesting but very difficult to understand. It is shown that
the transverse magnetic field, if strong enough, can control the stability
of, and secondary flow in, the electrically driven shear layprs through
direct action on the most unstable three-dimensional disturbances even
though most of the vorticity of these disturbances is parallel to the
magnetic field. An attempt is made to discuss the physical mechanism
involved.
The second tyPe of MHD flow investigated is turbulent vorticity
suppression behind a square-array wire grid in a transverse magnetic
field. The exper-Iment,is of a preliminary nature but demonstrates
some interesting phenomena which can be explained in order of magnitude
terms.
Both of the MHD flows studied demonstrete various aspects of the
behaviour of the hot-film sensors as well as being interesting in
themselves.
The paper listed in the Table of Contents under Appendix A as
"Malcolm (1968b)'may be read as an extended sunnnary of the thesis.
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PREFACE
The research presented in the thesis was carried out between October,
1965 and June, 1965 at the School of Engineering Science, University of
l'larwick0 T1Vhenmy studv of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)began in September,
1965, it was suggested to me by Professor J.A. Shercliff that the develop-
ment of techniques for measuring turbulence characteristics in MHD
experiments us:ing mercury, and the demonstration of these techniques in
some interesting experiments, would be an important endeavour. Theoretical
work pertaining to the behaviour of a t.urbul.ei ce field of electrically
conducting fluid when acted upon by ele ctromagnetic forces has occupied
the minds of manyapplied mathem~ticians, but direct experimental evidence
to test such work has been almost entirely lacking. This initial
prompting led to my study of thermo-anemometryas applied to MHD experi-
ments in mercury. The success of such a venture seemed hopeful because,
firstly, Sajben (1964) had been successful in operating an insulated hot-
wire in mercury and, secondly, an industrial firm, 'lberrno-Systems Inc.,
U.S.A., had recently been successful in j.roduci.r.g very small, cylindrical,
quartz-insulated, hot-film sensor-s whi:~hwould operate in th e constant
temperature mode for reasonable. pe riocs of time in mercury.
After successfully developing t.he technique of constant temperature
anemometryto a f'a Lr-Ly re: id.ble sta.te, in both steady and turbulent mercury
flows, I wished to test the technique still further by anplying it to some
relatively simple but interesting experiments in MED. To this end, I have
examined the structure of certain shear Layer-s which occur in electrically
driven flow between circular electrodes with the magnetic field nonnal to
these electrodes, both in the steady primary flow and in the unsteady flow
regime at t.he onset of instab ility.. 'Ibis study inunediately suggested
itself f:llowing the collaborative work using different experimental
techniques on the same system by Hunt and Malcolm (196S). I have also
examined another- unsteady flow problem,that of vorticity suppression
behind a conventional square mesh grid in a transverse magnetic field, as
a preliminary attempt to examine experimentally the effect of electro-
magnetic forces on a field of turbulence.
Myefforts have been frustrated to some extent by certain unfortunate
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circumstances. A few months elapsed in 1966 while awaiting the long
overdue anemometer equipment and the specially designed hot-film probes
for mercury. Since then, more months have been anxiously spent awaiting
the arrival of new and repaired hot-film probes. The cylindrical hot-
film sensors are sufficiently fragile to make a certain runount of
accidental breakage during the course of experiments unavoidable and to
greatly enhance the probability of breakage during transit from the place
of manufacture in the U.S.A. About 40% of all probes ordered new or
returned for repair were broken either in transit or while clearing
Customs. Since each repair and return journey involved a two-month wait,
this situation led to some anxiety!
It was not possible to begin serious experimental work in mercury
until the design and construction of the HHD Laboratory, a special
building of plastic construction for MHD experiment.ation in mercury, was
completed in the spring of 1967. Nevertheless, I value the experience
gained through participation in this project.
No part of this thesis has been presented for a degree at any other
uni ver-ai.t.v, Copies of three pub Li.catdons resulting from this work
(including the collaborative study discussed below) have been included
in Appendix A. One of these is a draft of a paper which is to be
presented at the Sixth Symposium on M3.b'1!st.:;hydrodynamicsin Riga, Latvia,
U.S.S.R., in September, 1965. T, .~~..aper-is an extended summary of the
salient features of the the.s:5"
Some collabo!'o'...i,tt': W(JI1<: was carried out on the problem of electrically
driven flow between (.rrcu.lar- electrodes with Dr.J.C. 'L llurrt between October,
1965 and March, 1966 in a temporary MHD Labor atcry located at Bristol
Siddeley Engines Ltd., Coven t.rv, Th.i s Jnve.s t.i gat.Lon led to the publication
by Hunt and Malcolm (1968). I participated in the experiments and in the
analysis of the resullsj but the theoretical analysis was carried out alone
by Hunt., Lxcept where reference s ar-e given to the contrary, the remainder
of the ...ror-k described in the thesis is original.
I am very grateful to Professor Shercliff who originally sug~ested the
work and introduced me to the subject of MHD, to my supervisor, Dr.C.J .N.
Alty, for his constant interest .. in the project and many helpful discussions
and to m.v colleagues, Dr.,J.C.R.Hunt amd Mr.M.K.Bevir for various
illuminating discus sions on MHD in general. I gratefully acknowledge the
help given by Mr.P.Bradshaw at the National Physical Laboratory and by Dr.
D.L.Schultz at the University of Oxford who introduced me to the techniques
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of thermo-anemometry.
It must be stated that, without the technical expertness, patience
and keen interest of Mr.A.E.Webbin building and modifying apparatus, this
work could hardly have been as successful. To him, and to his assistants,
Mr.A.Ross and Mr.R.Coles, I am greatly indebted.
I would especially like to thank the members of the Royal Commission
for the Exhibition of 1851 who have enabled me to continue my studies here
through an Overseas Scholarship and whose encouragement and hospitality
has been greatly appreciated. Thanks are also due to the National
Research Council of Canada v.ho provided part of the Schclarship during my
first year.
I am grateful to the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada,
whohave graciously supported me during the final stages of thesis
preparation, and who have provided a generous travel grant to enable me
to present mypaper in Riga next month.
Most of the anemometry equipment was purchased from a Royal Society
Grant.
Ff.na.Ll.v, I would like to express my sincere a.r,,,re:lab.on to Miss
Jennifer A. Green who prepared the types~r:i~;t ot' L:,e thesis.
The Universit~r "',f ~varwick, Coventry,
August, 1968.
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1. INTRODUC TION
The problem of devising and applying a sensing element to measure
instantaneous local velocities in some interesting steady and unsteady
MHD flows of mercury is the concern of this thesis. Many aspects of
this problem are relevant in flows of other liquid metals such as
sodium or No...K eutectic. With these examples, the difficulties are
even great.er because of the necessity of using higher operating
temperatures.
The solution to this measurement problem is urgently required in
vrder that the wide gaps between theoretical predic tion and experimental-verification can be closed. A clear understanding of the behaviour of
liquid metal MHD flows in ducts is, of course, of considerable
practical importance in designing electromagnetic pumping facilities to
circulate liquid metal coolant in nuclear reactors, etc.
There are four conditions which must be satisfied by an ideal
velocity sensing device in MHD whatever its mode of operation These
are:
(L) The inherent response time of the sensing element to changing
events at its surface must be much less than the short.est time which
is characteristic of these changing events.
(ii) The interface region between the sensing element and Lhe changing
environment must cause negligible lag and at.tenuat i on of the changes as
they are transmitted to the surfa...:€:of the element,
(iii) The length scale of t be sensing element must be much smaller
than the smallest length scale which is characteristic of the changing
envirorunent,
(Lv) Either the length scale of the sensing element must be sufficiently
small to make the electromagnetic forces influencing the flow around :it
negligible compared to the forces of fluid mechanical origin, or the
influence of the electromagnetic forces must be accurately calculable
for the length scale employed.
As well as these stringent conditions on the operation of the
sensing element, one is faced with deleterious effects due to the
phys~cal properties of the mercury environment. Amalgamation readily
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takes place between mercury and most other metals, and mercury, being of
high electrical conductivity, readily shorts out electrical signals so
that direct contact must be prevented between the fluid and the sensing
element if this is metallic and electrical~operated.
The measurement device which comes closest to meeting the four
desired conditions for accurate velocity measurement while still being
sufficiently protected from the environment is a quartz-insulated,
eonstant temperature platinum film mounted on a tiny (as small as .001
Inch diameter) quartz fibre. This sensor is heated and kept at
,(>r~tant temperature e'te ct.r-Lcally using conventional constant
t.emper-at.ur-e anemometer equipment. The heat flux transferred by
:'cmvection from the surface of the sensor is related to the local flow
,»ndi tion by idealised theoretical relationships or, more realistically,
f a calibration. Sensors of this type are manufactured by only one
f'irm, 'Ihermo-Sys bems Inc , , U.S.A. Attempts to make satisfactory hot-
i'ilm sensor-s for mercury have also been made here at cur School of
;;;!"gineering :.3ci",w;e as discussed in Appendix B of this thesis.
Or.ly t.wo pubHcat Lons are known of previous quantitative
inv-estigations of unsteady !'-lliDflows. One is by Branover, Slyusarev
a'1"! Shcherbinin (1965) who employed a strain gauge technique to measure
t.!'!€: fluctuating drag on a tear-drop probe inserted in a turbulent
mer;:'.J!"V flow 0 The size of this tear-drop pr-obe (2.15rrnndiameter)
,:re:;-~'"dE:S t.he measurement of small scale turbulence.
interference by the probe stem, the quantitative r-elat ionsh f.p between
the fluctuating drag force measured and the flt::, +"",,2\, ~ 19 flow ve.Locl,ty
at the tear-drop is not at all cl eer 0 T:Jt: aut.hor-s do not 1 in fact,
claim any great success ,L=' f ,it as :1,; erpre Ling their results
quantitatively is cUr!c"'~"rled.
In ,,_,:-: " eLl '-',1'j },o.r ,1.graphBrancver- et al make the rather curious
and unqua i ~fJed remark that the t.hermo-anemomet.er-cannot be used in
mercury ow-Lngto the smallness of Lhe Prandtl number! Indeed, as will
be d:isCUSSea:LL ,-,~tion 2 cf the thesis, the heat transfer characteristics
of a fluid of small l:'ard~'.l number enable one to considerably simplify
the problem of luw irlte!.,c,: ty t.urbu'len ce measurement by conet ar.'.
temperature anemomet.ry , T:;(' only evi.derrt way in which a small Prandtl
number could i71f11i.t:mc~ the t.ur-bu.Ler.ce measurenent capability OJ
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anemometryunfavourably is in lowering the frequency response through
the thermal inertia effect of the thick thermal boundar-y layer. This
effect is minimized by operating the sensor at constant temperature.
The other publication relating to quantitative turbulence
measurements in mercury is bJ Sajben (1965) who employed a constant
current thermo-anemometric technique. He used a lacquer-insulated
tungsten wire in a turbulent jet, subjected to an axial magnetic field,
with some success. Since the temperature of the sensor fluctuates in
a f'Lucbua td ng flow if the heating current is constant, the frequency
response of the hot-~~re is adversely effected by the thermal inertia
of ~he therrr~l boundary layer and the insulating coating •
•
For- a discussion of some simultaneous investigations at other
st.It.u td.ons using 'Ihermc--Systems quartz-insulated sensors, which have
\>"eryr'ecerrt.l.y been brought to th e author Is attention, refer to the
:ctrod-..:(..:;tury discussi on in section 1 of Malcolm (196Sb) in Appendix A
of this thesis.
"'[hen testing a new experimental technique it is advisable to use
rela t,ively simple experiloontal arrangement s , With th is thought in mind
t!V HED studies given in section :3 of the thesis suggested themselves.
The problem of steady electrically driven flow between circular electrodes
t.ad prel.riously been investigated by Hunt & Malcolm (196S) (see Appendix
A) usi ng Pitot tubes and electric pot.en tLal. probes, thus providing
comparab Ie results for the steady flow case. In this investigation the
control of the experirrent was proven to be extremely edSY.
The exper:i.IOOnton grid turbulence decay in a transverse magnetic
field was considered the simplest possible since it required only minor
alterations to apparatus already in existence.
It"vi'iS hoped, of course, that these simple experiments would not
only test the hot-film technique but would also extend our present under-
standing of MHD phenomenain liquid metals, particularly as regards the
effects of el.ect.ronagnet.tc forces on stability and on vorticity
suppr-e ssLon in an unst eadv flow.
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20 THERMO-ANEMCMETERY IN MERCURY
2.1 General Introduction
Thermo-anemomet~has long been a useful experimental technique in
aerodynamics. At the root of all variations of this technique is the
fundamental fact that the heat flux convected from a hot surface is a
function of the physical properties and the flow velocity of the
surrounding cooler fluid. In order that a hot surface can operate as
a velocity measurementdevice when this function is known, its
temperature or thermal dissipation must be controlled in somemanner.
The simplest way to do this is to choose an electrically conducting
material for the hot surface and to provide the thermal dissipation and
-~ts control electrically.
The hot surface is usually represented in practice by a "hot-wire"
or "hot-film". It is also possible to employthermistor lIEI.terial, as
reported by Lumley (1962), but problems of poor frequency response and
low sensitivity have yet to be solved. The hot-wire sensor is composed
of a wire, with a diameter usual~ less than O.01JIDI1.and a length to
diameter ratio of a few hundred, which is attached at its ends to
electrically condUcting supports. The hot-film sensor is composedof
a thin metallic film deposited on a glass or quartz substrate and
electrical connections to the fUm to supply the heating current.
For normal use in air the principal advantage of 8 hot.-film sensor
over a hot-wire sensor of similar electrical resistance is its superior
strength and rigidity. Whenused in electrically conducting fluids it
has the further advantage of being easier to insulate. In seme cases
it has proved possible to use a thin coat of lacquer for insulation
purposes, but the most satisfactory method available at present is to
use a coating of sputtered quartz. Thermo-SystemsInc, , the finn
supplying the quartz-insulated cylindrical hot-film sensors for the
present r-eaearcr.>' r-epor f that they have not been successful in coating
wires wi. th s puttered quartz. It seems that the wires becomebrittle
when coated in this marmer, The difficulty associated with the
insulation of wires by lacquer coatings is illustrated by the fact that,
whereas Sajben (1964, 1965) was successful, Moreau (1967) had to abandon
the attempt in spite of concerted effort.
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Hot-film sensors may be constructed in the laboratory if the
necessary equipment am technical skills are available.
B for a discussion of hot-film sensor manufacture.
See Appendix
The two commontypes of hot-film sensor are the wedge and cylinder
as shownin Figure 2.1. The wedge type, first developed by Ling (1955,
1960) and Ling and Hubbard (1956) and further studied by Bankoff and
RosIer (1962), is very robust and is without doubt the best sensor for
work in low shear hydrodynamic flows where a small flow blockage is of
minor importance. However, for minimizing flow blockage when
traversing thin shear layers and for experimmtation in MHDwhere MHD
effects on the heat transfer fran the sensor must be minimized, the
smaller, mor-e- fragile cylindrical hot-film recently developed by Thenno-
Systems must be employed. The cylindrical hot-film also has another
advantage in turbulent flows since an X-array can be constructed (see
Figure 2.1), as in conventional hot-wire anemometry, to measure turbulence
intensities simultaneously in two perpendicular directions.
The two commonmodes of sensor operation are designat ed as "constant
current" and "constant temperature". In both cases the voltage across
the sensor is measured and related to flow velocity. In the constant current
mode, the current through the sensor is maintained constant by using a
large resistance in series with it. If the flow velocity in the
neighbourhood of the sensor fluctuates, the surface temperature, and
hence the resistance, of the sensor also fluctuates. Because of
temperature fluctuation the constant current mode is unsatisfactory in
hot-film. anemometry; the thermal inertia of the substrate, insulation
and boundary layer seriously impair the dynamic response of the hot-film
element.
In the constant temperature mode a bridge and feedback system are
used to maintain the sensor at constant resistance, and therefore at
constant temperature. Constant temperature operation of thin film
sensors is superior to constant current operation in allowing rapid
response to rapid flow fluctuations.
Anyonewho is interested in learning the basic principles of thermo-
anemometrywill find the publications of Kovasznay (1965) and Bradshaw and
Johnson (1963)most helpful. Kovasznay's paper includes an excellent
bibliography of hot-wire anemometry. Bradshawand Johnson present a
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great deal of helpful information regarding the construction of hot-wire
sensors and electronic apparatus for signal analysis. Other good
reviews of hot-wire anemometry are given by Hinze (1959), Grant and
Kronauer (1962) and Wieghardt and Kux (1967). Frey,muth (1967)
presents a clear and concise study of the operational behaviour of the
constant temperature anemometer. Rasmussen (1966) discusses the ways
by which turbulence characteristics, such as energy spectra and
correlation functions, are calculated from the voltage output of a
constant temperature anemometer. The present understanding of the
dynamic behaviour of hot-film sensors is made clear by Bellhouse and
Schultz (1967) and Bellhouse and Rasmussen (196a).
The first known attempt to apply a thermo-anemometric technique to
mercury was by Lielpeteris (1960). He constructed a velocity measuring
probe by positioning an electrically heated, semiconducting element in a
small diameter glass tube adjacent to one end which was closed to
exclude mercury. The probe was inmersed in a mercury flow and attempts
were made to calibrate it. It was found that the calibration curve
changed from day to day in a peculiar manner and the technique was not
developed further. The reasons for such strange behaviour would seem
to be those discussed by Sajben (1964, 1965) to explain his similar
results obtained using a constant current, lacquer-insulated tungsten-
wire. He found an explanation by considering the changeable properties
of the non-wetting layer which surrounds an insulated sensor in mercury.
He also presented a calibration technique whereby this effect could be
overcome. This technique is described later in section 2.2. and applied
in section 2.3. S.ajbenused his constant current technique to measure
the large turbulence intensities in a rrez-curyjet which was subjected to
an axial magnetic field (Sajben (1967)). This involved very complicated
procedures of data analysis. By way of contrast, a very simple
equation is derived in section 2.2 for measuring low turbulence
intensities (J~u.., < 0.1, say) by taking advantage of the constant
temperature characteristic and tile special convective heat transfer
relations in a low Prandtl number fluid.
To complete this review of previous thermo-anemometrlc work in
mercury, the work of Fraim (1966) and Fraim and Heiser (196a) should be
mentioned. Fraim gained further experience with Sajben's system by
using it as a qualitative instrument to study transition phenomena in a
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circular pipe flow of mercury subjected to an axial magnetic field.
This chapter on thermo-anemometry is organised in the following
manner. Section 2.2 presents the theory of constant temperature
§2.2.1 reviews the relevant work
92.2.2 and 2.2.3 discuss MHDeffects
anemometry in mercury MHDsystems.
on heat transfer from cylinders.
on heat transfer from finite length cylinders and the dynamic response
of the cylindrical hot-film sensors to rapid flow changes. These
topics are still not well understood and recommendations are made for
their further study in chapter 4. The paper which is designated
Malcolm (1968a) p entitled "Someaspects of turbulence measuren:ent in
liquid mercury using cY'lindrical quartz-insulated hot-film sensors" ,
forms an integral part of chapter 2 and is discussed in §2.2.4 to
2.2.7. This work was discussed more informally at the Tenth British
Theoretical Mechanics Colloquium at Oxford in.Apri1.,1969.
Sect-ion 2.3 dLscussee the experiments. After a description of the
apparatus and method in 92.3.1,92.3.2 and 203.3 discuss same preliminary
experiments on MHDheat transfer effects and frequency response.
§2.3.4 and 2.3.5 discuss hot-film calibration results and results of the
experiments designed to test the turbulence equation developed
previously for the case of low Prandtl number fluids.
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2.2 The theory of thenno-anenometry in mercury ',
2.2.1 Heat transfer from cylinders in a steady now of
low Prandtl number fluid
Although no attempt has been made in thi. s thesis to study in detail
the heat transfer from finite-length cylinders in mercury, a few remarks
are necessary in order to discuss the observed performance of the
cylindrical hot-film sensors.
The fact that mercury ha s a low Prandtl number-( P'2::. 02Sat 20 "c.. )
is of primary importance. Since P is the ratio of kinematic
viscosity, 'V>: Y!r ,to thennal diffusivity, ex. z: k/rep , a small
Prandtl number- signifie s that th e diffusivity of momentumis small
compared to t herma1 diffusivity. A consequence of a low value of P
in a flow situation is that the thermal boundary layer is thicker than
the velocity boundary layer (eg, see Holman(1968)).
The competition between convect.ive heat transport by momentum
diffusion and conductive heat transport by thermal diffusion is
char-act.er-ised by the Prandtl-Reynolds number product ,PR, known as
the ~:!let. number, Pe = lAdfo. i which represents the ratio of
flow speed t.o thermal diffusion speed. In MHDflows of mercury one
]_s often interested in measuring speeds of a few em/sec. With such
now veloci ties normal to hot-film sensors of diameter 0.003 cm Pe
is less than one.
A ther.retic al expression fa!" forced convect.Ien heat transfer, as
dascri.bed by the NusseLt number, N \A,_ , whi ch is valid cd:. l_owPe and R
for circular cylinders of infinite length has been der-Lvedby Cole and
Roshko (1954) on the basis of the Oseen apprcximet.I.)[, and the assumption
of mlifonn surface temperature. ThIs exor-e ssd on is
(i~~c; - j' ) tV', Pc- , .._---_ ..__ ._ (2.1)
NIA, ' . ? )r-. 1-..
where i' is Euler's constant. Note that N\A.·-~'>0 as Pe'.-:->O. This
is a result of the infinite length assumption. For qyl1nders of finite
Length , the s,:.t.':':li.ionis quite different. N I.A.... for conduction alone is
then of the same order of magnitude as that calculated fran (2.1) with
?c,./ 10-1 Cole and Roshko illustrated this by consideri.ng an
ellipsoid as an approximau on for a finite-length qyUnder for which
N vL ..._ I--../.,l- « i/I) in st aady conduct icn when the length to diameter
ratio, )_/ci , is large.
Asp~~ 0 , free convection effects also becomeimportant. For
the small diameters and the t.emperature differences used in this work, tV I)_.
for free convection from infinite-length cylinders is again of the same
order of magnitude as !VIA. from (2.1) (see Chapman(1967)). Free
convection from cylinders of finite length is complicated by three-
dimensional effects. The heat transfer from an insulated, cylindrical
hot-film sensor is further complicated by end losses to the supports, a
nonaunifor.mtemperature distribution, conduction through the insulating
layer and the poorly understood effects of the non-orettdng , contact
resistance layer which surrounds the sensor in mercury.
It is evident, then, that (2.1) is an oversimplification of the
practical sit'Ltation. The experiments will show, however, that fiNiA-
is a linear function of -.l,r, Pf fer O.3 ~ p,§ ~ /.0 , although the
slope of the line is less than !.
In a recently completed thesis, Hill(1968) has described experiments
ir: IIIThich he examined the directional sensitivity of Thermo-Systems'
c!y:i.i.ndricalhot-film sensors in a steady mercury flow. The principal
result of his work is that the proportion of the velocity component
along the axis of a sensor inclined to the flow di.rection which contri-
butes to the cooling rate varies considerably with flow velocity for a
constant angle of inclination. This worl<: should be studied before any
attempt is made to use an X-array hot-film sensor in mercury.
2.2.2 MHDe.ffects on c om.~ctive heat transfer from cylinders
of f 1nlte lengtn.
MHD effects on the convecti ve heat transfer fr-,Jm cylinders in mercury
at l~ flow velocities are solely due tu the modification of the flow
field around the cylinder by electromagnetic forces. This modification
takes place because vorticity componentswhich are perpendicular to the
magnetic field direction are suppressed (see Shercliff (1965)). The
relative importance of electromagnetic forces to inertial forces in the
flow is represented in the ratiot../11Rg where rv1 = BQcI(O"'/,J~iS the
Hartmannrmmber, This ratio is referred to as the interaction
parameter, NoM 2.... represents the rat io of ele ctromagneti c forces
to viscous forces. It. is not necessary that N be very large for
significant alteration of the flow field around a cylinder to take place.
Leibovich (1967) has sh~n theoretically that there can be no
separation from a rear stagnation point when /\/ = 2. • This theory is
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based on a magnetic field which is normal to the surface. Kalis et al
(1965) studied the flow around a circular cylinder at lew magnetic
Reynolds number, Rrn , in a transverse magnetic field numerically. They
found separation to be prevented at N:= 0,5" for R:::.. <10 • They found
experimentally that separation was prevented at N:;; Z for R".:::: I 04 in
mercury. Another dimensionless ratio, f\1YG ,where G= (g et 3,.6' ~ T \
"1/3 J
is the Grashof number, gives the relative importance of electromagnetic
and buoyancy forces. This ratio is important in free convection.
vlhen electromagnetic farces are similar in magnitude to other forces
in the flow one would expect significant e1'fects on the thermal
dissipation of hot-film sensors in mercury, if they are orientated so
Uat the vorticity of the free or forced convection around thEm is
perpendicular to the nagnetic field. Typical magnitudes, considering
the .030 nundiameter sensors in mercury at 20 QC flowing at , mm/sec
with an applied magnetic field of I Wb)-I1~ are N=- 2,3 , NI'::. 0,6,
M'2../Gt -:::.8,5 • MHDeffects must therefore be considered.
During the planning stage of the experimental 'WOrkdescribed herein
it was decided to eliminate MHDeffects by a.ligning the axes of the. .
sensors, and hence the vorticit,r shed by them, with the magnetic field.
It was not appreciated until the experiments were well under way that, in
the free convection mode, it is not possible to eliminate iQ1. electro-
magnetic effects on the flOW'around finite-length cylinders in this way.
The edge-effects at the ends of the heated film cause free convection
currents with some of their·vorticity perpendicular to the magnetic
field. This vorticity is strongly dampedby el.ect.r-on.agnet.Lc forces.
Whenvorticity'in the wake of a heated ~ylinder is suppressed by
the action of a magnetic field, the convective velocities are reduced.
Consequently, the temperature gradients near the surface decrease and
the thennal dissipation becomes less. It is expected then that MHD
effects wIll cause a reduction in convective heat transfer.
2.2.3, D:mami~r.esponse of constant tEmperature hot-film Sensors
in unsteady flew.
In this discussivn it is assumed that the hot-film senscr is heated
by a feed back circuit Wfi+..ha gain sufficiently high to keep the hot-
film at constant temperature throughout the frequency range of interest.
(L,e, up to frequencies of O(i) kr-c).
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The most fmportant points to consider are, firstly, unsteady heat
transfer between the film and its substrate material because of thermal
feedback from the fluid to the substrate and, secondly, unsteady heat
transfer between the film and the thermal boundary layer.
Bellhouse and Schultz (1967) have discussed the first aspect, with
particular reference to wedge-type sensors, on the basis of a simple
one-dimensional mathematical model. The results of their theoretical
investigation are supported by experimental evidence and indicate that
the thermal feedback effects are serious in air but not in water and
mercury which have lower thermal impedances. These effects are
expected to be unimportant in any fluid for cylindrical sensors in which
the fiJJn sur-r-oundsthe cylindrical quartz substrate for a length,)__ ,
such that )_/d »1 , because direct feedback from the fluid to the
substrate can only occur at the ends of the film. For practical sensors
where ~/d!:ZO the thermal feedback at the ends maybe noticeable in air
but not in mercury.
The unst.eady heat transfer between the film and the boundary layer
involves the insulating quartz layer which is sandwiched between them.
This protective coating adds 10 - 20%to the diameter of the sensors
(.030 mm). If one approximates this coating by an infinite slab of
sindlar material and thickness, the t.ransient effect of a t.empers.tur-e
jump on one side will decay in a time of 0(10-5) sec. The unsteady
heat conduction a:ross the insulating coating would therefore have
r.egligible effects on the interaction between the fj 1m and the boundary
layer.
The nature of the film-boundary 1aver Int er-act.Lon is not well under-
stood. It maywell be the must Lmport.an t factor influencing the dynamic
response of the sensor. When:\ is 0(1 ()) the velocity boundary layer
around a cy ll.nder- is not trrin comparedto its diameter. WhenP<.~/,
the thermal boundary layer is much thicker than the velocity boundary
layer. The effect of rapid flow oscillations on heat transfer in such
a case has not been adequately studied. Strickland and Davis (1966)
have used numerical +echrriques to study this effect in air (P.:;-- o·7)
assuming constant phy.s.i ca1 properties, small velocity and temperature
fluctuations and a constant surface t.emperature. They found the
thermal inertia of the fluid at R-::. : () to be twice as high as that
predicted by Lighthill (1954) who solved t.he problem on the basis cl'
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boundary layer approximations. This discrepancy was attributed to
failure of the boundary layer assumption that the layer is very thin
compared to the diameter of the cylinder. Obviously, boundary layer
theory cannot be used to study the case of the muchthicker thermal
boundary layers in mercury. A nwnerical study along the lines of
Strickland and Davis would be very helpful. The effects of the quartz
insulation, the contact resistance layer and a non uniform and velocity
'--"
dependent temperature distribution (see Davies and Fisher (1964))
should be taken into account, if possible.
The comnonmethod of checking frequency response in constant
temperature anemometryis to introduce a small square-wave voltage
across the bridge and to monitor the response of the bridge output
vo~tage (i.e. the heating voltage). Whether or not this method of
pur.aing the temperature of a snail diameter hot-film sensor adequately
descr-Lbes the response of the thermal boundary layer to fluctuations in
free stream velocity is still open to speculation. Davies and Fisher
Ci964) have shownin their experiments with hot-wires in air that the
axial temperature distribution on the wire varies with velocity when the
mean temperature stays constant. This allows the possibility of
unsteady heat transfer along the wire as the velocity changes. This
effect would presumably be more serious in the case of cylindrical
hot-films where such a changing temperature distribution would cause
fluctuating heat transfer in the axial direction in the quartz substrate,
in the quartz coating aOOin the thermal boundary layer. If velocity
fluctuations are only snail deviations from the mean (e.g. low intensity
turbul.ence ) these effects are probably negligible. The square-wave
frequency response check does not take these effects properly into account
since the mean temperature is madeto fluctuate, but not the shape of the
temperature distribution. This fluctuating mean temperature will cause
unsteady intera:+icn3 wiLh the quartz substrate and quartz coatings which
are unlike those met in practice.
It is expected that the square-wave test will give an approximate
indication of the tre quency response to be expected in unsteady flows
with low intensity f1u~bl8.tions. It should be noted that, because of
lower freest-ream velocitie s be ing used with sensors of similar spacial
resolution, the maximumfrequenry response necessary in liquids is much
less than that required in air. In the low speed mercury flow
considered here, for instance, one is Lnt.er-est.ed in frequencies of up
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to 0(/0'2) Hoi rather than JllJ4)+ltas in air.
Before any definite conclusion can be drawn regarding the dynamic
response of cylindrical hot-films in mercury, it will be necessar,y to
conduct calibrat ion experiments in which unsteady flows of knownand
variable amplitudes and frequencies can be accurately realised.
2.2.k Introduction to Malcolm (196Ba)
This paper is included in draft fOImlin Appendix A. Its purpose
is to discuss the application of constant temperature hot-film
anemometr,yin mercury. After an introductory section, section 2 of
the paper reviews Sajben's calibration theory (Sajben (1965)) and
develops simple formulae for measuring low intensity turbulence in
fiuids of low Prandtl number. Section 3 describes and discusses the
results of experiments l-bich test these measurement th eorl ee ,
4 draws some conclusions from the results. Twoappendices are
included, Appendix A on the effect of environmental temperRture drift
on measurement accuracy and Apperrlix B on the details of some special
Section
operational problans.
In the following subsections, §2.2.5 to 2.2.7, the measurement
theories are briefly discussed.
The experimental section of the paper will be discussed lAter,
in §2.3.4 and 2.3.5.
2.2.5 SaJben 's c;alibration e:guation
Subsection 2.1. of the paper applies Sajben '5 analysis to develop
the steactr flow calibration equation for the cylindrical hot-film sensor.
The hot-film sensor is approximated by a V8r,ylong laminated cylinder.
The thin lamination representing the platinum film is kept at constant
temperature. The outermost "lamination" is the non-wetting contact
resistance ~er of unknownproperties and thickness Which surrounds
the sensor and changes in propertie s each time the sensor crosses the
mercury free sur face. The basic heat transfer equation is simply that
given in manyheat transfer textbooks (e.g. Chapman(1967)) for radiil
heat conduction in a laminated cylinder combined with convective heat
transfer at its Burface. This equation, equation (1) in the paper,
is rearranged in th e following manner,
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N tA ([1:)
(2.2)
where K contains all velocity independent terms, including the term which
describes the contact resistance layer.
The calibration equation, which eliminates velocity independent
terms, ,-is written as follows,
I
Nu.(O)
I
Nv.(Pe) •
In practice Q(pe) is the ohmic dissipation in the hot-film.
An important question is whether or not one would expect similar
NP~)curves, for a single senoor, at different values of LlT. NiA(Pe)
is given by a temperature independent equation such as (2.1) in forced
convection. Onemigtlt expect, however, that N~{o) would have some
temperature dependence since, in free convection,
~J\A_::' -f (_ p) G ) ;
where G or:.. fJ.T. One can calculate tha.t, m.th a sensor diameter of.
0.0)0 mmwhen 6T is O(IC)~C, PGris 0(10-3). One then observes from
heat transfer data. for horizontal cylinders (e.g. see Chapman(1967»
that, at such low values of PG , Nu.(o) is a very wea.k function of
temperature and will appear 'to be const.arrt if changes in LlT are not
too great. Therefore one \\Ould expect F(P~) curves to be nearly
similar.
2.2.6 Sensitivity er i= (F~) to~bient temperature dTift
Whenmeasuring velocities as low as a few nnn/sec using the t- (Pe)
calibration, a temperature d..""il'tas low as 0./ cC during the course of
an experiment can have disastrous effects on measurement accuracy. This
problem is studied in Appen:iixA of the paper where the following error
equation is dsvekoped to describe t.~is effect.
£. - (f - 1)(
where ET ~ (ti120- LlI.) /61"; ,
fran 6 T to 11T, e
I 2..
---(2.4)
and
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E F = (Fe\. - 'F.r;)/F-r;; , the relative error in F(F~) if Ll G.. is
mistakenly thought by the observer to have remained at b.T.. r may
be given the alternative form,
2 - F- (Pt) / " t,~L(? i ,.) )
... / . ~ (J (1)/
...'(' i-'"
where t--r (Pf) is Ue true value of r(;)() at either L)T, or.6 -r; .
Now, suppose that the particular measurement is being taken at
which:: = 0.02 (this w:>uldcorrespond appro:xima.telyto r=(Pf)=O,j),
and that DT has drifted from ~ T. ::: lao t"to ~-r; =: 20., DC so
that ~=o.oo5. Equation (2.4) then shOW'sthat EF=- o.Z4. Thus, ao.5 %error in AT has caused a 24%error in ~(Pc!) w-li ch, when
referred to the calibration curve, gives a correspondingly large error
in Pe ! It is advisable then to control the ambient temperature
very carefully or to employ an electronic temperature compensator which
follows the ambient temperature continuously and forces appropriate
changes in RS ' the operating resistance of the sensor, to keep .6 T
constant.
Note that f F dt;3creasesas ET de~reases andz increases. '!his
shows tha.t the temperature drift problem is less acute whenmeasuring
large p.~ , since 2- is larger, and when the operating hT is increased.
L~ general it is ad~isa.ble to keep L\,· low so as to encourage long
sensor life.
2.2.7 ThemeasuI"E!l1entof small flow o9cillations and low
tUrbulence intensities
In subsection 2.2 of the paper formulae are developed to enable the
direct measurement of low intensity turbulence in mercury. The reader
is referred to this subsection for details of the development. This
consists of sUDstituting an appropriate relationship for N~(H~)and
electrica.l quantities for Q(Pe) in (2.2), differentiating the resulting
equation with respect to the velocity I U , normal to the sensor,
substituting the weak oscillat ions in measured voltage and velocity for
the differentials and, f'Inal.Ly , taking the rms of the equation in the
usual manner, ignoring tbird order infinitesimals.
If (2.1) is used as the relationship for WIA(Pl) , the resulting
equation for tile intensity of the streamwise turbulent flt;.ctuatioft1t'·ie
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where E is the mean voltage aero ss the sensor resistance, R s ,and
a resistance in serles with it, R* , and ) eZ. is the rms of tlle random
voltage fluctuations corresponding to the rms of the velocity fluctuations,
_)u?-. This theoretical equation would probably apply directly in the
case of a ver,r long sensor.
For finite-length senoors, where the slope of the IIN v...(Pt) LJ"~. ~ Pe
curve is not -1/2.. but - 5 ,Vlich is determined experimentally from the
calibration eqaation (2.3), the resulting formula is
--(2.6)
A third fOImula may be developed for a low Prandt I: number fluid at
highPe by substituting for N~e) the equation developed by Grosh and
Cess (1953) under the assumptions of two-dimensional, inviscid flow,
viz. , N IJ... = ,.0 1)- Pe 1/;>_.
The formula becomes ,
)c'-
-<E.-'
,
---(2.7)
l)-where f e is the Peclet number at the nean velocity, u: .
Note that equat ions (2.5) and (2.6) possess the unique advantage of
being independent, not only of the changeable properties of the contact
resistance la;yer, but of any reference cordi.t Lon, such as Q (0) , so
that the eaLeu'latdon of buz-bukenceintensity is independent of signal
drift, provided that the drift is on a slower time scale than the time
necessary to read )(;.2. a.rrl E. Note that (2.7)is not independent
of signal drift since ?e must be determined using the calih:ration
curve.
If one retraces the steps in the development of (2.6)to the point
just prior to tile rms operation, a relationship is found for the
calculation of the amplitudes of small velocity fluctuations which may
be caused by, say, a passing eddy, viz.,
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--- (2.S)
u,
Since e c <::. E and i,.A.' c "-u., E"3 and U haw been approximated by
t::. 5 and ~. Equation (2.S) has no importance as far as turbulence
measuremerrt is concerned, but it becomes usefuL in calculating velocity
nuctuations in the experiment on the stability of electrically driven
flow.
2.3 ExperiIrent s and Discussion
2.3.1 A~ratus gnd measureJrent methoos
2.3.101 Anemometer81'1d au:x::iU.aryequipment
A Therm~ystems Model 1010 constant temperature anemometer was
used to operate the special hot-film sensors in mercury. Specifi cations
and operating characteristics of this unit are described by Thermo-
Systems Inc. (1966).
The d ,e , component of the output voltage from the anemometer,
corresponding to a particular mean flo'W'condition, was read directly
from a Solartron model 1M 1440.3 digital voltmeter. The a.c. component
of the output voltage, corresponding to a turbulent velocity fluctuation
about the mean, 'W'asmeasured by a Hewlett Packard model H12-34.00Atrue
rms voltmeter with a frequEnCY response extending down to 2Hz The
rIDS voltage is available at the back of this instrument as a (0 - 1 ) volt
d ,c, output (see Hewlett Packard (1966, 1967». For low frequency work
in liquids, this d.c. output is conditioned bv switching the damping
circui t from the nonnal 2 sec response to a .20 'SM response. This
amount of damping was still not sufficient to give a sufficiently steady
mean nIlS reading. The d. c. output was therefore displayed on a
Tektronix Model 565 Dual...Beamoscilloscope (containing two plug-in
units, a Model %..\61 and a Model 3A3) and recorded by a photographic
techniqueo The details of this technique are discussed in Appendix C
and in Malcolm (196Sa).
Before being fed into til e nns meter the anemometer signal was
usually passed throu~h a 1kHz low-pass filter, thus limiting the noise-
level to about Q.3 lIN. This fi ltering was possible since the spatial
resolution of the sensors and the now speeds were such as to limit the
measureable frequency range to less than 300 Hz•
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To ensure correct operation of the anemometer system the anemometer
output voltage was continuously displayed on the oscilloscope.
2.3.1.2 Hot-film sensors
Special quartz-coated platinum film probes for work in mercury were
constructed by 'lhermo-Systems Inc. according to their standard procedures
for cylindrical sensor construction and the specifications in Figure 2.2.
A full scale photograph of the probe end containing the tiny sensor is
shown in Figure 2.3.
A Nikon V-16 projecting microscope was used to measure the sensitive
lengths and approximate diameters of the sensors. Table 2.1 gives
descriptive data pertaining to the three hot-films used in the experiments.
The temperature coefficients of resistance entered in the table were
checked experimentally by immersing the sensors in a heated water bath
and following the inc reases in resistance with increase in temperature.
Resistance was measured using the resistance decks on the anemometer set.
Noattempt was made to clean the sensors between runs. It was
thought advisable to check the reproducibility of results obtained in
this manner since, in practical MHDexperiments, it is extremely hard
to ensure cleanliness in the system.
2.3.1.3 The calibration tow tank
A special tow tank was designed and constructed for the purpose of
calibrating hot-film eensor s in mercury. This tank is formed of rigid
pvc sheet,3/16-inch in thickness, to make a trough of internal dimensions,
4 x 4 x 54· inches. It is supported in a steel framework to eliminate
deformation of the tank l'hm it is filled with about 4cxfb of mercury.
The hot-film probes are suspended from a "f-b brass trolley so as
to pass through the mercury free surface with the sensors horizontal.
The trolley runs above the tow tank on two -t- inch diameter stainless
steel rails. It has three wheels, approximately 2i, inches in dia-
meter, which are formed from pvc material to assist in the damping of
vibrations in the mechanism. Twowheels on one side resemble V-pulleys
and serve to guid the trolley on one of the round rails. The third
wheel has a flat running surface and rides freely an the other rail.
This arrangenent of guide wheels minimizes wheel chatter and eliminates
the need for accurate posit ioning of the rails.
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SI NG-LE:SENSOR HOT-FILMPROSE:
Pieure 2.2 Specification drawing of special Thermo-
Systems hot-film probe:" for mercury.
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Figure 2.3 Full size photograph of probe showing hot-film
sensor and mounting prongs.
•
Probe Approximate Sensi tiv.e Approximate Temperature
number sensor diameter length distance be- coefficient
in mm in mm tween tips of of resistance
nron.Q's in mm .Ln O_e_-
1 0.030 :!: 0.003 0.452 : 0.015 1.13 0.00274
2 + + 0.002360.030 - 0.003 0.495 - 0.015 0.95
6 + + 0.002360.028 - 0.003 0.478 - 0.015 1.42
Table 2.1 Physical data of hot-film probes.
--21-
The trolley is towed via a system of pulleys and steel cables by a
2- inch Q.D. hollow brass cylinder, with a sharp-edged orifice at one end,
which descends vertically under gravity in an accurate~ machined
stainless steel tube, 7 feet in length, .through a mixture of water and
eomnonwater-soluble machining lubricant. The rate of descent is fixed
by the pressure drop across the 0.1-inch diameter orifice. Slower
speeds are obtained by adding counterweights to a restraining cable
which is attached to the "'ear of the trolley. The variation of speed
with counterweight is shown in Figure 2.4. This method can be used to
achieve trolley speeds as low as O.2em/sec. Hi€f1er speeds than 0.9 cm/sec
are obtained by adjusting a by-pass valve to regulate a by-pass flow
from the bottom to the top of the stainless steel tube during the
descent of the brass cylinder. The trolley is timed over a 50 em
distance by a Griffin Centisecond. Timer lllieh is actuated by the tripping
ot microswltches situated on one guide rail at either end ot the 50 cm
length.
A similar towing technique was used by Lindgren and Chao (1967)
who covered a range ot speeds by installing.orifices of various sizes,
one for each speed,' in the driving cylinder. The by-pass. arrangement
used in the present case seems a 'WOrthwhilesimplification. 'ilie
apparatus is capable of speed regulation from 0.3 to 14 em/sec ld th
± 0.5% precision ani with sufficiently low vibration in the mechanism
to produce an equivalent turbulence intensity of 0.015 • Most ot
this vibration apparently arises fran harmonic oscillations in the
towing cables which are excited by a slight binding of the brass
cylinder as it slides within the stainless steel tube. *
'ilie two/tank was also used to produce a turbulence field in order
to test the turbulence measurenent fonnula which was developed in
§2.2. 7. This was accomplished by mounting a conventional square-mesh
grid of round rods P.02S in. diameter rods,0.150 in. mesh spacing) on
the trolley at a fixed distance ahead of the hot-film sensor and towing
the entire assembly along the tank at constant speed.
Figure 2.5 shows the trolley traversing the 50 cm test length
between the microswitches with the probe cable in plAce but without
* This binding problem can probably be corrected by ski.mmingapproximately
0.001 inch off the diameter of the brass cylinder before future use.
-22-
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a hot-film probe attached. In the backgr-ound is the timer and part
of th9 vertical tube through which the driving cylinder descends. In
the foreground is til e grid attachment for producing turbulence.
2.3.1.4 Measurement methods
The operating procedure for velocity and turbulence intensity
measurement and calci11atfon -methoRsare given in Appendix C. Property
values for mercury as a function of tenperature were obtained from
Chajman (1967). They were evaluated at a temperature midwaybetween
that of the hot-film and that of the mercury environment.
The sensor runs exactly at the operating resistance only when the
ananometer bridge is exactly balanced. This necessitates rebalancing
of the bridge for each flow condition if a constant AT is to be
obtained during a run. In the present case this procedure be came very
difficult and imprecise duri ng calibration at high trolley speeds along
the tow tank. For the highest values of Pe used here it was found
that continua1 balancing of the bridge gave r= values about 5'~ higher
than when balancing at Pe =- 0 only, but introduced a great deal of
imprecision. The procedure ~s therefore dropped in favour of one
where the bridge was balanced at the no flow condition prior to each
run, the value of £\T being calculated at this condition.
A discussion of varirus operational problems is contained in
Appendix B of Malcolm (196Ba). Of' }:articular importance are problems
associated wi. th the thermal contact resistance layer (e.g. very careful
immersion of the sensor in the mercury to avoid a thick non-static
layer), sensor operating lifetime and signal drift. Signal drift
arises from gradually changing properties of the contact resistance
layer (probably due to build up of impurities on the surface of the
sensor) and to drifting ambient temperature. The use of electronic
compensation equipment to keep 6.T constant as the ambient temperature
changes is strongly advised to combat the latter problem. A Therrno-
SystEmS 1025 Temperature Compensator with a constant voltage power
source to drive it was purchased for this purpose late in the experimental
programme, but a convenient season for its initiation never came. It
was fort'lmate that in all but one of the experiments the ambient temp-
erature drift was as low as 0(10-1 )oC/hr • The exception was the
experiment on turbulence decay using the flow circuit when temperature
-25-
changes of O(lO-~oC/minwere encountered -whenthe flow was stopped in
order to measure 0(0). Anyonedoing future hot-film 'WOrkin a flow
circuit 'WOuldbe well advised to install a small calibration jet·· in the
test channel t~ give an accurate reference of Q(re) other then Q(Q)
(eg. see Sajben (1965», unless accurate temperature compensation is
employed.
In the next subsection it will be shownexperimentally that
electromagnetic forces do significantly affect the heat transfer from
the hot-films in free convection even lohen their axes are aligned with
the ma~etic field. The possibility of aie h an effect was discussed
in §2.2.2.*
It becomes necessary, therefore, to make someallowance for MHD
measurement errors caused by the effect of a magnetic field on Q(O) •
It will be shown in §2.3.4 that the calibration !unction, I=(Pel
varies linearly with hPe when ~. > 0,3 and Pe>o,2.', approximately.
It is expected that free convection has been completely overpowered
by forced convection in this range. Also, since N is no larger
than 0(10-2..) in this range, it is expected that MHDeffects will be
negligible. It is known, though, that.MHDeffects are significant
in free convection (i.e. when Pt :::0). It would be expected then
that the change in heat transfer due to MHDeffect'S wru1d vary from a
ma.x1.mum whenPe =0 to zero at ~o.l>. -Since the detailed nature of
this variation is unknown, it is assumed as a first a~proximation that
the MHDeffect varies linearly with F in the range 0 = l=.: 0.3 .
Whenelectromagnetic forces are present let the measured
calibration function be
1=' = 7)' k+L llT(~) - QB~~»)) (2.9)
where subscript B refers to the presence of a mAgnetic field, F I will
not in general be equal to F , the calibration function outside the
magnetic field. An approximate method of taking this error into
account will nowbe sought. Fromequation (2.3) for ~ and equation
(2.9) for F' the error in ~ is
* .In the future it 'WOuldbe advisable to examine these effects in
detail by calibrating the sensors in the presmce of a uniform
magnetic field.
-26-
From the defining equations of F and F/, F:. 0 and 1=1:: 0 when
Pe = 0 so that
t1 i= = 0)
in (2.10).
For j:: ~ Fo , where MHDeffects are negligible, Q rfPe ):: Q(f>§) ,
so that from (2.10) the maximuma ~is
-- (2.11)
This is the equation expressing MHDeffects in free convection alone and
is easily evaluated experimentally for different value s of 00 •
For the correcti on in the range 0 ~ F ~ Fo , let
liF=: o(6F)M)
mere, according to the assumed first approximation,
--(2.12)
'( oC. F. --(2.13)
Thus, the corrected calibra.tion curve may be represented by the
expression,
F' = r= + 0 (A F) ~.",J (2. 14)
where '6 = 0 for F:: 0~
'0 oC. 1= for C = ~ = 1=" )
¥ -:., for t=- ~ 1=0 '
The adequacy of '(2.13) for the correction factor is unknown. It
should be adequate providing that (t: i=)r.\ / Fo is small. For the hot-
films used in these e:xperimmts, (ll.';)'M/Fo~ 0.1 •
2.3.2HHDeffects on free convection
These preliminary experiments were carried out using hot-film sensors
numbered 1 and 6. These were immersed in mercury with their axes
horizontal and parallel to a uniform magnetic field, So , which was
provided by the mgnet described later in §3.3.
The results of the experiments are expressed in the form of equation
(2.11) and are plotted in Figure 2.6. For both sensors LJ. F approaches a
value of approximately 0.035 at Bo J:: 0,5" and remains constant there-
atter. At !o:'o.S, Ml..!4::'1.3 ' which may have some theoretical
-27-
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significance. Sajben (1964) examined the MHDeffects on free convection
in mercury with his enamel-coated hot-wire sensor positioned horizontally
in a transverse magnetic field and found the MHDeffects to reach a
maximumat about the same value of M2./G. A detailed study of MHDheat
transfer from circular cylinders of finite length wruld make an important
contribution to the understanding of the thermo-anemometry problElll.
2.3.3 Frequency response checks
The routine square-wave test was applied to get some idea of the
dynamic response of a Thenno-Systems cylindrical hot-film sensor to
rapid flow fluctuations in mercur.y. As discussed in §2.2.3, the
validity of the technique is questionable. Nevertheless, it is still
possible to use this technique to optimize the frequency response of
the system and to get a value of the response time which is likely to
be within an order of magnitude of that lo.hichactually occurs.
Figure (2.7) shows a typical photograph of the response of the sensor
in mercury. The pulse width is about 10~ec, which would indicate a
frequency response of about 10kHz. It is thus very likely that the
measurement system will respond sufficiently rapidly in the case of the
frequencies of O(102)Hz which are of interest here.
2.3.4 Calibration of hot-film sensors
Rawdata for- the calibration of the three sensors used in the
experiments is included in Appendix C.
The extensive calibration experiments on hot-film sensor J"l0.2
are described in Malcolm (196Sa) (see Appendix A). Sections 3 and 4
of the paper oover this experimental work and should be read in conjunction
with this subsection and with the following subsection which discusses the
tests of the turbulence measurement equation. In the paper the ~ ',Tt; p~
and 1= "'"S hPe curves are plotted in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), the
experimental conditions for the various runs are given in Table 1 and a
low speed ( Pe < O. Of:, ) calibration is plotted in Figure 3.
Widely varying properties of the contact resistance - impurity
~er around the sensor were obtained by repeated reimmersion through
each of two types of interface, from air to mercury and from water to
mercury. Accordingly, the free convection heat transfer, represented
by ?1' kf L6.,T/ Q(O) in Table 1, was observed to vary from 3.32 to S.24.
In spite of this wide variation, similar ~ ~ ~ curves were obtained
-29-
F'ir;ur~ 2.7 Fr"'~'.lPr.C'V rl"::-;",:"n~e te:'t ~'!1c I. '.1.,~ ~r~
diameter hot-fi 1... c cnr o r h·· .f;',~p :-'U "',,,-~,,\.;,, t 1'[' t ,
Scalt"s: 1)');UBecl(Hvi~io!"', 1'" '!'·:/~:\'i'i(")r..
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so that Sajben's calibration method is indeed applicable.
The use of the water to mercury interface lessened the thermal
contact resistance, and increased the sensitivity through improved
surface wetting, at the expense of creating an unstable l~yer around
the sensor Which caused random drift effects. It is hoped that better
methods can be found to improve the wetting of the sensor's surface by
mercury. Hoff (196S), who is using larger diameter Thermo-Systems
sensors (O.16~diarneter) at large F'~, has attempted to solve the problem
by depositing a thin gold film on the quartz insulation. He reports
a significant improvement in operation of the sensors, especially as
regards preventing the build-up of impurities on its surface, for as
long a time as it takes the mercury to amalgamate with the gold film.
In the paper sensor no.2 was run at temperature differences from
11 to 34 OCt For this range, similar J={p~) curves were obtained
(within experimental error). This was to be expected since NIA.(o) is
a very weak function of temperature when ~p is 0(10-3) •
A great deal of scatter is evident in the ~ I..TSPe curve, Figure
2(a). This is most important at larger values of Pe where a snaIl
change in ~ corresponds to a much larger change in P~. The
scatter may be attributed to impurity build-up on the sensor and would
likely have been much less had stringent measures of clean liness been
observed. The only cleaning operation was to skim the free surface of
the mercury in the "tfWg/ tank from time to time with a skimmingprobe, a
stainless steel tube flattened slightly at one end, which was operated
under vacuum.
The low speed calibrat ion curve in Figure 3 of the paper shows that
fairly' reliable velocity measurements maybe madeWlen ~ is less than
1cm'ec( Pe ( O'Cb ) ~rovided that the ambient temperature is constant
during the measurement of a pair of Q(o) and Q(Pl)val~es.
Similar calibration curves for sensor nos t are given on the following
'Pages in Figures 2.S to 2.10, and for sensor no.6 in Figures 2.11 and 2.12.
Also shown are the ~ I curves t-A1ichtake MHDerrors into account. These
curves are calculated according to the method given in §2.3.1.4 which
makes use of the values of (/J 8M from Figure 2.6.
It is not worthwhile to discuss the slight differences between the
calibration curves for the three sensors. To do this it would be necessary
to know the diameter of the sensor-s more exactly and the thicknesses of
-31-
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insulation, as well as to understand the complicated end effects.
The extension of the F ~ Ft{ low speed calibration curve for sensor
nos t to lower values of Fl· in Figure 2.10 requires some explanation.
This extension was made out of necessi ty* in order to calculate some of
the leM veloe! ties measured in the steady electric ally dri van flow
experiment. The extende<! portion. is identical to the low speed F ITSPe
curve for sensor no.2 in Figure 3 of the paper. The physical similar! ty
of the two senoors and the smooth way in which the != tr, Pe curve for
sensor no.1 in Figure 2.S merged into the curve in Figure 3 was considered
to provide sufficient justification for this extension.
Sensor no.2 was used only in the measurements described in Malcolm.
(196Sa). Sensor no.1 was used in the electrically driven flow experiments
and sensor no.6 was used in the grid turbulence decay experiment. These
experiments will be dis cussed in 93.3 with reference to th e calibration
curves just described.
2.3.5 Tests of the turbulence measurement equation
The tests carried out to show the practicality of equation (2.6)
for measuring the intensity of streamwise turbulent fiuetuations in
mercury are described in sections 3 and 4, of Malcolm (1968a). Only
the main observations from these sections and a few extra details ~11
be mentioned here.
The experiments were carried out using the tow tank with the grid
attachment in place on the trolley (20 mesh lengths ahead of the hot-
film position). The turbulence measured was a combination of the slight
vibration of the mechanismand the actual grid turbulence.
The results of the experiments are presented in Table 2 of the
paper. As in the calibration exercises, various reimnersions of the
sensor through both a water to mercury and an air to mercury interrace
were tried over a fairly wide range of AT(i.e. from 11 tou,°C ).
Reynolds numbers, based on the grid mesh length, of 3050 and 4650 were
tested.
Calculated values of rw1~ varied from 0.033 toO.04,1 but
* Sensor no.1 was broken by accident during disassembly of the
electrically driven flow apparatus so that no follow-up calibration
at lOW'speed could be attempted.
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there doesn't seem to be any correlation between this variation and the
variations in value of the independent experimental variables. The
most like~ cause of these variations is a slight change in the intensity
of the mechanical vibration of the mechanism from one run to another.
Although the equivalent turbulent intensity of these vibrations was
generally about 0.015 when the trolley was run without the grid attach-
ment, an unusually low or unusually high value was observed at times.
For instance, see Figures 2.13(a) and (b) which represent two consecutive
runs of the trolley with the grl d detached. The amplitudes of the
oscillations in the anemometer output voltage are observed to vary during
a single run and also to vary from one run to the next.*
The dramatie effect of improving the wetting of the sensor by
immersing the sensor through a water to mercury interface in place of an
air to mer-curyinterface is S1OW'nby comparing Figures 2.14 and 2.15
(i.e. the oscillographs from which Figures 4(a) and (b) in the paper were
drawn). These figures display turbulent fiuctuations of similar
intensity in the form. of typicaleVS time variations. The two traces
have identical time and voltage scales. However, the oscillation
amplitudes are muchgreater where better thermal contact is achieved.
This is because, at constant ~T , J €.i must alw~s increase in direct
proportion to E.3 to yield similar values ofJ~v i/o::..
Oneadvantage of improved thermal contact is to increase the hot-
film's sensitivity to flow fluetuations and thereby increase the signal
to noise ratio. This is very ilnportant when one is attempting to
interpret a fluctuat ing anemometersignal. Refer to Figures 2.16 and
2.17. In Figure 2.16, representing the air to mercury interface ease,
the turbulent fluctuations are hidden behind a veil of weak electronic
noise which has the appearance of a high frequency turbulence. On the
other hand, in Figure 2.17 Mlich represents the water to mercury inter-
face case, the sensor is so sensitive to the flow fluctuat.tons themselves
that the electronic noise flnctuations are too small to be seen.
Fromthe exper-Lnent as a whole it may be concluded that the
turbulence intensity formula yields reliable measuranents over a wide
range of operating variables, provided only that in the range of Pe
considered there is a linear dependence of F on hPt .
*Suggestions as to the cause of this vibration and its possible
cure were discussed in §2.3.1.3.
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Fi~l~e ~.l~ Tr~lley vib~ation.
(:1.) ~n'i (b': conse~utive rur.s ,
:k;1.1e~: CI.I"IZ ~ec/division, 50 mV/diviflion.
I
\
\
1
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Pignre 2.14 Hot-film turbulence signal: air-mercur,y
interface.
Scales: 0.02 sec/division, 50 my/division.
FiP"Urf' ?1C\ Hot-film +ur-bu'l ene e Elir:n,"ll: "'!iter-mercury
interface.
Sc:\les: 0.02 sec/division, ;0 mv/division.
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Pi~lre 2.16 Hot-film turbulence sienal: air-mercury
Interfr\ce.
Scales: 0.05 eec/division, ~ mv/.ivi~ion.
FiP"llre ~.11 :'ot-fil'~ tu r+u l ence !jiL7Tl:tl: wlter-mf'rcury
interf~ce.
Sc~le~: 0.0~ crc/~ivi~inn, ~n mv/jlvision.
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3. SOMEMAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICSTUDIES
3.1 Introduction
Themain purpose of this chapter is to show the praeticality of the
hot-film techniques eli scussed in chapter 2 by applying them to some
typical MHDflows in mercury. Because of its small size and rapid
dynamic response the cylindrical hot-film should have definite advantages
over other probes as a measurement device in shear layers, unstable
flows and turbulence fields. As will be seen, it nevertheless has its
weaknesses.
It is hoped that the results obtained from the MHDeJCperimentswill
be considered interesting in themselves since quantitative local
measurements within MHDflows are seldom to be found in the literature.
The art of measuring steady and unsteady MHDphenomenaat an arbitrary
point in a flow is still in an embryonic stat e •
The f'i rst concerted attempt to understand theoretically the
behaviour of Pitot tubes and electric potential (e.Pe) probes in an MHD
situation was by Hunt (1967). The first knownattempt to apply Pitot
tubes and e.p. probes together in order to correlate their results and
to compare these with theory was made by Hunt and Malcolm (196S) in the
study of ele ctri cally driven flow (EDF)between circular electrodes.
The results of these experiments serve to illustrate how little is
presently understood of probe behaviour in MHDSS' stems. However, they
form a basis with which to compare the th ermo-anemometric study of the
same system. This hot~film study represents the first attEmpt to
examine in detail experimentally the internal structure of an MHDshear
layer and its stability.
The last experinent on grid turbulence decay in an MHDsituation
represents the first attempt in this direction. The study is very
sketchy due to total depletion of two precious commodities, hot-film
probes and timel It nevertheless provides someunderstanding of flow
modification by electromagnetic forces downstream from a commonsquare
mesh grid.
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This chapter is organised in the following way. §3.2 dl ecueees
the theory upon Wlich the experirrents are based. §.3.2.1 summarises
the work on steady circular EDF. §.3.2.~ discusses a physi.cal mechanism
which may control the stability of the EDFshear layers. §.3.2•.3.
sumnarises some of the theory applicable to MHDvorticity deoay in
mercury.
§.3• .3 covers the experimental W)rk. §3 • .3.1 describes the newMHD
laborato~ which has been designed and built at the School of Engineering
Science specifically for work with mercury. §3.3.2 describes the EDF
apparatus, the flow ~stem for the turbulence decay experiment. and the
the:nno-anemometry system. §3. 3. 3 discusses the experirrent on steady
EDFbetween circular electrodes. §.3•.3.4 discusses the experiments on
the stability of and subsequent secondary flow in the EDFcase. §3.3.5
describes the experiment on turbulent vorticity decay oownstrea.mfrom a
square mesh wire grid. To conclude the chapter, §3.3.6 compares the
performance of Pitot tubes, evp, probes and cylindrical hot-film sensors
in MHDflows.
The research reported in this chapt er is sununarised in the last two
sections of Malcolm (196Sb)..(see Appendix A). The study of the detailed
structure of the EDFshear layers, their stability and the subsequent
secondary flow will be published in more detail in the future (Malcolm
(1969)).
3.2 Theory
3.2.1 Steady ele ctrically driven flow (EDF)between cl rcular
electrodes
Whentwo electrodes at different electric potenti als are placed one
in each of two parallel insuJating planes, between which is an electrically
comuctd.ng fiuid, and lhen a magnetie field is applied normal to these
planes, a flow is induced in thin layers which join the edges of the
electrodes. This effect was first fUlly appreciated by Moffatt (1964).
Someof the fluid nechanical and electrical phenomenaW:J.lcl\occur for
different electrode geometries have been described in a paper in three
parts by Hunt and Williams (1968), Hunt and Malcom (1998) and Hunt and
Stewartson (1969).
In Part 1, Hunt and Williams exaninsd th e sp ecific cases of line and
point electrodes theoretically. Of pirtieular interest tothe present
research is part 2 by Hunt and Malcolm. This paper describes, both
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theoreti cally and experimmtally, th e case \<bere the electrodes are
circular discs positioned directly apposite from one another. 'The
arrangement (and the(~ €I;~) co-ordinate system) is shown, including
the current lines whenM = 0 , in Figure 1(a) of the paper, When
M >'>1 we fourrl that the current was channelled or, in other 'WOrds,
confined to the cylinder or fluid joining th e electrodes. This effect
is accounted for by the action of the induced electric field, lA.)( B a
, 'Y "" ~
owing to the veloci ty component,u's , ltlich is irrluced by 1)(.~ forces
in thin layers with thickness 0 (M -lA) at the cd.reumrerence of the
cylinder. 'Through the layers the electric potential, ¢ , falls and
(.t8 is induced in the manner shown in Figure t(b) of the paper. 'The
azimuthal velocity falls to zero on the centreplane between the discs
and is of opposite sign on eitmr side of this pla ne,
A complete solution to the analytical problems was not obtained
in the paper. Conclusions or physical interest .were drawn following
an~ approximate asymptotic analysis whenM=» I. 'These eonclus ions
were then substantiated by experiments using Pitot tubes and e.p.
probes within the now. For details of this \\Ork, refer to the paper
in Appendix A of the thesis. 'Ibe layout of the paper is as follows.
An introductory section di scusses the physical situati on, section 2
presents the asymptotic analysis, sections 3 and 4 discuss the experi-
mental apparatus and results and section 5 states the conclusions drawn
from both theory and experiment. Apperdix A of the paper describes in
detail the experixrental apparatus used and, in particular, sunmtarises
the theory of Hunt (1967) on the operation of the Pitot tube and the
e.p. probe in MHDsituations. Appendix B dl seueees the stability of
the EDFsystem and secondary flow effects. These last aspects will be
disc'B.ssed in mare detail in the next subsection.
The solution for the azimuthal velocity in the thin shear layers
is given by the equation on p.6 of the paper, viz.,
00
I (~It) fe'~{-(~-m~('-'S))
4J}·f'f~) t Q-~ )'/1-
o
LA.. -
-- (3.1)
and 1.:b/~.b and a_
are the radius of the electrode disc and the half-width of the space
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between the electrodes respectively. u... -= U.e;tI/~~) is a non-
dimensional velocity in WIich ria the electric current, (f' is the
electrical concfuctivity and 1] is the viscosity.
In a forthcoming Jl3.IBr (part 3) Hunt and Stewartson (1969) present
a complete asymptotic analysis in order to arrive at actual theoretical
values for the velocity and electric potential. These values will be
compared with the experimental results of Hunt and Malcolm,and with some
of the hot-film measurements in §3.3.3 of this chapter.
For comparison with the hot-film measurements a graph of t.te M 'kbJ.;:F;;/x
against (e-J.) M'A.. for f=O.SO, based on the above mentioned Hunt and
Stewartson. theory and kindly provided by Dr.J.C .R.Hunt, is plotted in
Figure 3.1. In addition, the theoretical maxima of the curves at
later reference.somevalues of :f are given in Table 3.1 for
-$ U.e M lA..b.l f5=1/1
0.50 0.059
0.905 0.137
0.922 0.142
0.97 0.166
1000 0.226
Table 3.1: Maxi.maof radial velocity profiles in the EDFshear layer
according to the theory of Hunt and Stewartson (1969).
3.2.2 The stability of some shear layers in MHD
3.2.2.1 Introduction
The three-dimensional character of the rotating EDFshear layer makes
the physical mechanismwhich governs its stability very difficult to
understand. The interesting outcome of the experimental study of this
problem in §3.3 necessitates same attempt, however inadequate, to under-
stand the ways in which electromagnetic forces affect the stability of
this system.
There are three ways in 'tbich the presence of a magnetic field can
affect the stab:!.lity of an MHDflow. Firstly, it may affect the flow
directly by altering the mape of the velocity profile. The effect
maybe stabilizing or destabilizing as discussed in the case of MHDduct
flow by Hunt (1965). Secondly, the magnetic field maydirectly affect
the growth or decay of the most unstable disturbances which occur when
cri tical eonditions are reached in sare part of the flow. Hunt (1966)
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presented a lucid discussion of this effect. In particular he was able
to deduce sufficient oorrlitions for there to be no growth of perturbations
in the magnetic field and the electric cur r-errt , He also eli scussed the
conditions for there to be no effect on a velocity eli. sturbance by a
magnetic field. FinallJl through the direct action on the disturbances,
the magnetic field may affect the interaction between these disturbances
and the primary flow. This aspect has been dealt with by. various
writers, notably by Wooler (1961) aid by Hunt (1966, 1967).
Followtng a statement of the relevant MHDequations this section
discusses, in qualitative t erms, th e three aspects of MHDstab ill ty as
applied to the rotating EDFshear layer. The remarks on the last two
aspects, concerning the behaviour of an assumed velocity disturbance
and its interaction with the primary flow, are conjectural because of
the difficulty in understanding the three-dimensional effects.
A schematic sketch of the rotating EDFsystem, also showing the (r, 9, t)
co-ordinates, is shown in Figure 3.2. The shear layer will under
certain conditions be approximated by a three-dimensional, plane
parallel flow in the (t.) y )~) co-ordinate system shownin Figure 3/3.
The angles ¢k. and ¢t3 in the (X) 2) plane refer to the inclination to
the X -axis of the disturbance wavenumbervector, k , and of the
'"applied magnetic field, 80 ' respectively. In this co-ordinate system,
X and y correspond to e and -I"" , respectively, in the (tj B-, i!.)
co-ordinate system (see Figure 3.2). The shear layer flows in the ?C-
direction and the shape of its profile varies in the ':} and ~ -directions.
In the remainder of ~3.2.2 the abbreviations "2~D" for "two-
dimensional" and "3-D" for "three-dirrlensional" will be used.
3.2.2.2 MHDeguati ons
The following e<pations of MHDwill be referred to. They apply to
incompressible fluids having uniform electrical conductivity, viscosity
and density. See Shercl.iff (1965) for details of the derivations and
for a discussion of the approximations made in these equations. The
equations are:
the equation of motion,
--(3.2)
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mercury rotates in opposite
direction~ at each end
j
electric
current lines
squeezed
in
current
out
1
Fieure 3.2 A sketch of the circular ~le~trically-driven
flow system with the systems of co-ordinates.
,.
s
x
Firolre 3.3 The (x,y,z) co-ordinate system, showing the
directions of the wave number vector and the applied
magnetic field relative to the flo~" direotion.
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Ohm's law,
r = 0-( E" +- lA )t.
""'"'" - "'\"
/-I::: Y)(.@I
-)~/d't = \7 X E>::::f ~ ..._ -.., I
Z,~ 0 I
the equation of continuity,
-- (3.3)
-- (3.4)
Maxwell's equations, - t3.S)
--(3.6)
In these equations the symbols e ' ~ , a- an~ represent the
properties, density, viscosity, electrical. condueti'Vity and penneabillty,
respectively. The fluid mechanical variables !:t and p are the
veloci ty vector and pressure. The electromagnetic variables I, B
--- -and E are the vectors of the current density, magnetic nux density.......
and electric field, respectively.
In the followtng discussion it will be assumed that the magnetic
Reynolds number, Rrn (R'oi\~~IJ&I.t , where 1... is a typical length scale)
is very small, i.e. Rvr-,<<: I. This implies that the induced magnetic
fleld,bt, as deternd.ned from (3.4), is very anall canparedto the~
externally applied fl eld, ~, and that the effects of ~t on the fluid
motion are eorrespollUngly small. This assumption is usually valid when
MHDnows of mercury are considered on the normal laboratory scale.
3.2.2.3 Direct stabilization of the EDFvelocity
profile by ~
In Appendix B of H & M (Hunt and Malcolm (196S» secondary flow in
the rotating EDFsystem is di.scusaed , The discussion is mainly based
upon the experimental results obtained using Pitot tubes and electric
potential probes, but alro considers SOIM preliminary hot-film measurements.
That discussion will nOW'be contdnued-.
Wecor.eluded from expezl.mental. evidence in the H & Mpaper that the
effect of an increase in the magietd e field on the now at a given driving
current was to stabilize it by lowering the Reynolds number. This effect
becomes evidm t by considering the definit ion of a Reyholds number, R ,
based on the maximumazimuthal velocity, Us
layer of thickness OlClM'"'Ia.), viz",
R ~ tAe I¥.~" (CA. M-Ill. ) f/1 ·
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, which occurs in the shear
--(3.S)
Fromthe asymptotic analysis which culminated in equation (:3.1) it
was observed that
u..e cC. T/tA 'h..., (3.9)
so that (3.8) and (3.9) mCIiVbe combined in the following way:
R d:_. riM . ---(3.10)
From (3.10) it maybe stated that R decreases as M increases (Le.
the flow tends to be stabilized) at constant. I .
If (3.10) is tested experimentally by increasing J[ at a constant
value c! M , a c!"U::'cal condition will eventually be reached in the
region of maximumUe• At this condition th e critical R and
cri tical I ts.!"a related by (3.10), Le.,
R C ~ Ir_../ M •
'l".')!9S8 eriti caL ,",crnditicn3 can be easily explored using the hot-film
techr.ique by measuring I as a function of M so that the dependencec,
of Rc... '::'~1. hA CCAi:'l be detennimd from the relationship,
It ia evident from a comparison of (3.10) and (3.11) that the
c!"::ite'~i:::'1ef ~ta.billty must be stated before it can be definitely
decided whether ~ not a magnetic field is stabilizing or destabilizing.
Although it is obvious fran (3.10) that an increase in M is stabilizing
!l:t ~;)n8tant I it i3 not clear from (3.11), without further information
about f( fv1) , whether or not Rc ld.ll increase with M. Tied up in
f(M) is the response of the system to both eLecbrrmagnetd e action on the
most unstable disturbances and the interaction between these disturbances
and the primary now.
Fromthe discussion of secondary flow in the H & Mpaper it might
be expected that the centrifugal accelerations present in the rotating
EDFsystem would adversely affect its stability. It is encouraging,
however, that one of the direct effects of increasing §2p is to make
it appear more like a plane flow ani less like a cylindrical flow. The
coniition for this to be 50 is that
d/0 r' » > I / j' _
In order of magnitude terms this condition can be given in the EDFease as
J.M '/1. >> ') (3.12)
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where 1. = b / Q, is the ratio of the diameter of the electrodes to the
distance between them. In the experdmerrte.L apparatus described in §3.3
it was possible for M to reach a maximumvalue of about 640. Since
1=- 0.5"02 , the maximumiM'&'is about IJ and the marlmum M'I2. is
about 2.5 . The.J 1'11h,_ value is still not very large 8) th at t he effects
of the centrifugal acceleration on the flow maybe appreciable. The
effects of snail radial pressure gradients on the stability of the shear
layers remain uncertain.
3.2.2~4 Direct electromagnetic effects on the growth
o_fdi.sturbances
Bef'cr-edisc'I.lssing the growth or decay of the disturbarees themselves,
it is r.e~ess::.:ryto examine t he 3~DEDFshear layer ales ely in order to
pos'::/(41atea type of velodty disturbance which could occur naturally.
J:..-L the 11& M discussion it was reasoned that, since ...tA.g varies in
the ra.cial di!"eoticm such that d,ie/Jr >> ~ u...e/'di!. , Le.,
~11'h >> ,, --(3.13)
one migr.t expElet th e shear layer to be unstable somewha.t in th e msnner-
of a 2-D plane jet. This 2-D j.et:. would have a velocity profile in the
eX) ':);z ) co-ordi.nat e ~stem of the form
and would be situated in a coplanar, uniform magnetic field with ¢g': 7r/Z,
i.e.,
In any plane parallel flow, Uf;j)p without a magnetic field it was
shownby Squire (1933) that the most unstable disturbances are those
whose wave number vectors, k , are parallel to the flow direction (Le.
¢l( -:::.0 in Fig'J.re 3.3). All the vorticity of these disturbances is in
the ~-direction. Therefore it is physically obvious that when a uniform,
;Ii!. -wise Bo is applied, the vorticity of these disturbances cannot be
. ""'"
affected by electromagnetic forces 8) that the magnetic field has no effect
on the stability of the ·flow. This result was shownmathematically by
Wooler (1961) and by Hurrt (1966).
Therefore, if the conditions (3.12) and (3.13) are well satisfied
one might expect the shear lBjy'er to resemble closely a 2-D parallel
flow and to be susceptible to destabilizing 2-D disturbances wich are
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unaffected by Bf:J •~
The velocity profile through the actual EDF~hear layer has points .
of inflection on both sides of the peak velocity region (see Figure 3.1).
As discussed by Lin (1966), points of inflection generally tend to
decrease the ability of a parallel flow to dampout 2-D disturbances.
It might be expected then that the EDFprofile would be easily destabilized
by 2-D disturbances.
Thus far in the discussion the sole claim for considering the EDF
shear lay-er as 2-D has comefrom (3.13), the condition by which J IJ.f; /Jr»
~ u..,,!o:r. However, it is by no means clear howthe most unstable,
naturally occurring disturbances can ever be 2-D in a flow were the
maximumU~([) e) across the profile varies widely in the i! -direction,
even if (3.13) is well satisfied.
Consider the equivalent flow in 0c,:J) -a ) co-ordinates as shown.in
Figure 3.4. In this situation Rc would be reached at or near the
point where tLx = lA", w.~1( and when U" w.~ reaches U,Xc' If a 2-D
disturbance were to be forced upon the system when R= Rl!o , it would
grOlllwhere U)t:: Ux" but 'W:)uldbe dampedout elsewhere, where R L I<c.. ,
by viscous forces. Hence, a naturally occurring disturbance is likely
to be 3-D even though J u...t../a ~ >> ~v..x./J~.
A conceivable form of a 3-D naturally- occurring disturbance would
be one with its amplitude varying in the ~ -direction. It would
probably still travel in the flow direction, i.e. >1 = 0 9 since in
that way it could absorb the maximumamount of energy frem the primary
flow through the inertial stress, r u"x. U~ , 'While still keeping most
of its vorticity parallel to BD 0 Such a disturbance could possibly
'""'-
be of the form,
[ uJ~0J) =t ) ex.p t (0<.. 'to -p't:\ u!~f::1t) exp i.(o<..x. - pt), 0 J j
--(3.14)
where all the :e -dependeree is in the amplitudes of the fluctuation
components. This disturbance would be superimposed upon the primary
flow described by
~ ::. L lAx. (1) :c'») 0) 0 ] .
The usual assumption is madethat IlA'l L ~ ILAI- ,..,_.
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Firure 3.4 Sketch of three-dimensional ~mD shear
layer.
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Since a perturbation in one variable usually brings about perturb-
ations in the others, the list of ll!stanta.r.:a::IUS quantities includes the
followinp,:
~ - vl+~ I~/I ~~ I~I)
'-:!::3 _. "{;g + !t" I ~ I! < <. I~ I )
13 ~ Be + bib I <: « I B0 IJ
-.._ r<;: .~,-:;......, ""'\.-
,~ .- F£p + e I!I"'- c::: j ~ 01 )
and the current, T s: :r;, ~ J;;' i) j ~ «: l.To r
-..." ""'" til' \............ • ~ )
where the perturbation quantities, u"'; , u....J1, band J are functions
....__ ~ "-
of time as well as of the spatial co-ordinates.
the velocity,
the vertici ty,
the magnetic field,
the electric field,
It is peas; t.Le toar,alyse q\lalUati "ely the effect of apnlying
Bc; to t.he veloc~.ty distt~rbances (30 H.) by sxamtrrlng the basic MHD
rv
equations in the manne r- adopt-ed by Hunt. (1966).
Under the a.ssumptd on, RY'f\~t:: I , a good approximation of Ohm.'slaw,
(3.3), for the di sburoances be ccmes
•
j =
and it f011m"':3 t.~at,
J (.,....,. .)_- Y X-I _.
0- ..,_.~J
-- (3016)
Hunt has deduced n€C6SSaI'Y and.~Plfficj ent conditions for t here to be no
•
growth of t he indueed di stur'banc es curr enb, ~. One of t he necessary
conditions, whieh is not t-y itself sufficient, is that, in (3016),
I ( " " (u £'..l(:-!_) ~.: ~. X o.:! x ~_o ) =: C. --- (3.1(')
It is not ne ceasarv to elaborate upon any other conditions because the
necessar,r condition (3.17) cannot be met by disturbances of the type
(3.14) and, hence, ,v- 1~0) -L to. .
It is interesting to evaluate £ '>( J by substituting for u.! the...._ ,....,
components in (3.14) andmaking use of the continuity equation, (3.7).
The re su'Ib is
[B~) ~~(~i2) e)(r- U~/ -(?1:)j B= ~lA.~(y/~)e)(pL(Cx.A::- ft'),) OJ .
v~ ~~
--(3.18).
From (3.18) it is evidEnt t.hab cur-r-ents can circulate in the ( I.JI ~ ) and
( 'i.. ) 'i::) plane s but that cur rent circuJa ti on in th e (.~ '1 ) plane is zere.
1_
~
The :!_ componentsW:1ic:hexist mayinter-.Sact wi th ~ to affect
the growth of the velocity disturbance. This interaction depends upon
,
electromagnetic body force, j X BD , in the equation- -._, .
As discussed by Shercliff (1965),the J X Bo,.... """"
force only affects the velocity distribution in an incompressible, homo-
geneous fluid mediumwhen it is rotational, i.e. when
~ >< (~ x ~o) 1= O.
the nature of. the
of motion, (3.2).
--(3.19)
As discussed by Hunt (1966), the condition (3019) can be tested by taking
the curl of the equation of motion, (3.2), and, ignoring second order
infinitesimal quantities, arriving at an equation of motion for the
vorticity, ~I ,of the disturbance. If ~ x..Q)( ~o) = 0 in this.
equation then the vorticity of the disturl:::ance will be unaffected by ~.
If Rw-. <..<. I and ~ is unifonn, the term, (~ •2") 1in ~ x. (1x ~)
is much larger than the others. To a good approximation then, the rate
of growth or decay of the vorticity of the disturbances is unaffected by
Bo if the condition,
(i~,o · z) l ;::0)
is met. In the present case (3.20)becomes
~-(3.20)
Bodl =- O.
0-2:
--(3.21)
•
However, J
'"\,;
'i!. -direction.
does vary in the ':C. -direction. since tA! x BD VaryS in the
"" ---Therefore the condition (302 1) c~~ot be met and one
concludes that the growth or decay of disturbances of the type proposed
will indeed be affected .by the magnetic field, althrugh the magnitude of
the effect is uncer-tat n ,
The exact pattern of current circulation is ver,v difficult to imagine.
Current will circulate so as to suppress the vertici ty components of the
disturbance which are perpendicular to 80, Adisturbance which begins~
to moveoutward in the ::J -direction, in the region where critica.l con-
ditions exist, will find its progress impeded by the damping action of,
the J X Ba forceso Figure 3.5 represents schernaticallya single
-.; ..",
disturbance. of the peeLoddc ensemble at a certain instant during its
development. Someschematic current lines and directions of the
II
forces are also shown, Note that th e J X B 0 force is amplifying- ....._
rather than dampingwhere the current lines return across the disturbance.
This. situation suggests s. possible electromagnetic coupling mechanism.
(somewhat similar to the ~~ve generating mechanismdescribed in A1fv~n •
and Falthammar (1963)) whereby the disturbance is directly dampedin the
cri tical region of its origin and is amplified in other parts of the
flow where conditions are below critical.
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zFipure 3.5 Sketch of three-dimensional velocity
disturbance showing circulating disturbance currents
and directions of j x B forces •
..... - I
!
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3.2.2.5 Ele~tromagnetic coupling between the disturbance
and the primary flow
A physical mechanismis nowpresented whereby the stability of a
3-D shear layer of the type, (3.15)p in which JU)(/~::J '» ~ ()..'j/d~,
maybe affected by fluid mechanical ~ electromagnetic interactions with
a 3-D disturbance of the type (3.14). The disturbance, which originates
in the critical flow region where ~= u.r,,, derives its energy from the
primary flow by means of the inertial stress, r (A/~ UJ • By the
eLecbr-cmagnetdccoupling effect -~just described this energy is trans-
mitted to the region of the flow where conditions are not cri tical and
where the energy can re dissipated by \-l.SCOUS and ohmicmeans.
Whether the disturl:ance will eontdrrue to grow or not in these
circum9t~~ces depends an whether the rate of energy transfer into the
disturbance from the main flo'w in the critical region is ,greater or less
than the rate of energy eli ssipatien by viscous and ohmic means throughout
the length of the dist-:.lz"oance. If, at some stage in th e growth of the
distu::-ba.'1ce,these energy' transfer rates are bal.aic ed it might be possible
for the disturbance to mai.ntain a ccnst.anb amplitude and to behave as a
steady wave-like secondary flew i~ which the waves are carried along by
the flow but lag behind the critical velocity, f).,xc, , owing to drag
forces.
To stretch an analogy to its limit, the conjectured situation in
Which a wave-like secondary flow might remain steady shows seme resemblance
to the wake problems stulied by Hasimoto (1960) or to flow over conducting
cylindrical bodies of finite length as studied by Ludford and Singh (1964).
If each wave in the flow profile at the position mel'\') (Ax= tA.XC Were
replaced by a finite-length cylinder with its axis parallel to 8",
"""'"Iudford and Singh's work suggests that the fluid far in the 7!- -direction,
away from the ends of the cylinders, would be constrained to flow around
"phantom" extensions of these cylinders. Thus, the velocity disturbance
created by the mort cylinder is transnitted to other parts of the flow
in the direction of B e •
'"""
3.2.2.6 Conclusion
It is concluded that the following phenomenamayoccur at the onset
of instability in the 3-D rotating EDFshear layer when M IJ~ iM'/1.»I.
(i) The critical Reynolds number, Rc-, is related to the critical driving
current, Ier, throU@1.the relationship, Rc-cC. Ic./M•
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(ii) The most unstable disturbances are likely to extend parallel to 80.--and to have an amplitude which varies with ~ , even when JIAQ/Jr» a~Jr.
(iii) A tendency exists for the magnetic field to introduce an electro-
magnetic couplir~ effect whereby the energy fed into the disturbance
from the primary flow, at the position "here Ue= ~C' is transmitted
to other non-critical parts of the flow along the length of the disturb-
anc e , This energy is dissipated by viscous dissipation throughout the
length of the ddsturbance and by ohmic dissipation which is due to the
circulation of the disturbance currents.
(iv) Themost unstable 3-D di sburbances may be damped out, amplified
until the primary now j s disrupted, or grow to a constant amplitude
and then resemble travelling waves, dependlng on -whether the rate of
energy t·ra..1'lsferir."':.othe disturbance by inertial stresses is less than,
greater than , or bal.anced by the rate of energy dissipation through viscous
and or~~c effects.
3.2.3 Decay of MHDgrid turbulence in rnerc'±r1
The preliminary experiment on turbulent vertici ty decay in §3.3
is of greater value as a. stuqy of hot-film anemometric techniques in
met"cu..-ythan as a study of the MHDaspects. Nevertheless, it illustrates
the MHDeffects that one would expect for flow throllgh a conventional
square mesh grid in the presence of a strong transverse nagnetic field.
T'nese effects will now be briefly discussed in O'rder of magnitude tenus.
Consider a square array of wires lohich is p.laced in a steady mercury
now in the '" -direction, ~ = [lA..) (J J 0] , in the presence of an
applied nagnetic field 80 = [0 0 80]' with the wires extending
""\,...< I I
parallel to the y and ~ co-ordlnat e axes. The mesh is characterised
by the ratio Lo/ dD ,where Lois the distance between wire centres
and do is th e 'Wire diameter. The energy contai ning turbulent eddies
generated by the grid al.eo have the length scale, Lo. The nature of
the damping of this turbulmce as it passes downstream depends upon the
value, 180 I.-
In the hydrodynamic case, 160 I.:: 0 , vorticity is shed from the.......
wires with components in the y and %;-directions, such that the rms '
intensities of the y and ~ fluctuations,) tTl' and) WI £ , are equal.
This vortic:1.ty provides the velocity fluctuations in th e X. -direction, U~
which are measur':;able by a hot-film sensor orientated with its axis
'-'"
normal to the flow. As the fluid passes downstream, the y and 2:: _
vorticity mixes to produce X -vcrticity i although this ,,-V'orticity
remains les s t han in the other directions so that LTI j_. = Wi·<. UJ"i.
Exper:imental results have shownthat wi../1J1,--::!: /.3 (see Uberoi and
Wallis (1967)). Thus, grid turbulence is never truly isotropic,
although it is usually assumed to be, and may not be homogeneous (see
Grant and Nisbet (1957)).
When I ~o} '::t 0 9 the turbulence generated never reaches an
approrlmate state of isotropy because of the tendency for vorticity
perpendicular to Bo to be suppressed. The turbulence generating,._,
capability of the grid is altered to an extent ~ieh
magnetic Lnt.eractdon pa ramet.er-s, Nd =. rrBo2.c1()le~
depends upon two
and N L..=- "'d c, ['/d)~Z;
Nd represents the effect of electromagnetic forces on the flow around
the grid wires whose axes are perpendicular to ~ and NL r-epresent.e the
effect of ele~troIIlagnetic force s on the energy contai ning eddi es WJ. ich
have length ani fluct-:lating velocity scales, Lo and Jut .
. If Nd c.c ! and f'.t» J , th e flow ar-ound the grid wires will
not be significantly affected but the mixing process by '\'bich their wakes
are combined to form the energy containing eddies will be drastically
altered. The turbulence th'.ls produced Ls dampedout before any degree
of homogeneity can be attained. The damping time will be 0 (0-Bo~/{)-I,
the charact6ristic time for the suppression of vorticity (see Shereliff
(1965)). It is thu~ concluded tha.t the conventional scpare mesh grid
will be of little assista.nce in producing interesting turbulence fields
under the influence of an applied magnetic field.
WhenNd ~ 2. , approximately 9 separation of the flow will be
prevented from tn e cylinders with axis perpendicular to Ba (see Kalis-et al (1965) and Leibovich (1967)). Therefore when NcJ=C(I), Rd »1
it "WOuldbe expecte:i that the flow behind th e grid ~uld contain only
the vortices Wlich separate from the wires whose axes run rarallel to Bo •
""'"These vortices will be carr-i ed downstreamand dissipated mainly by viscous
,
action.
It is worthy of nete that Moffatt (1967) has studied the Buppression
of initially isotropic turoutence by the sudden application of a strong
un1formmagnetic field under the assumptions, NL»J , R>L~>j ,RM~'.
Included in his paper is a critical review of previous work in this field.
He has produced theoretical results for turbulence decay which suggest
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somevery interesting experdmerrts using hot-films in licpid mercury. The
most difficult experimental problem is the task of applying a strong
magnetic field suddenly to the turbulence field. Moffatt has eugzest.ed
t'WOpossibilities, the sudden switch-on of an electromagnet and the
sweeping of an isotropic turbulence field, created elsewhere, into the
region of strong, unifonn field. These proposals are not easy to carry
out since, from the basic assumption, NL">"'> I , the application of ~
must be completed before the turbulent eddies have time to turn aroundl
Note that the assumption, NI.:>:> I, implies that the characteristic
vorticity decay time for the eddies,(o-l3o;r)~' musb be much less than
their charaeteristic turn-over time, ~0/ ) u..t: • The technical
problem of switching on a large electromagnet in a sma11 fraction of a
second is fonnidable. The technique or "sweeping in" requires high
flow rates to bring the turbulent eddie s into the magnetic field quickly
but is more practicable. It might also prove possible to use grids
of special design within th e magnetic field to produce a fairly homogeneous
turbulence of high intensity.
3.3 Experiments and Discussion
3.3.1 Notes on the newMHDlaboratory
A special, small laboratory has be en designed and built at the
School of Engineering Sciene e for the specific purpose of accommodating
MHDexperiments which use mercury as the working fluid. The design
and construction of the building, hereinafter referred to as the MHD
lab, was carried out under the supervision of Dr.C.J .N.Alty during seven
months beginning in October, 1966. On the working committee, in
addition to the authcr, were Hr.A.E.Webb, Mr eM.K.Be-virand Mr.W.J.Boulton.
A photo of the completed unit is shown in Figure 3.6.
The mercury lab was built upon a sloping concrete slab of basic
dimensions, 12 x 32ft. The floor slopes lin. downwardper ft. horizontal
from front to back over the 12ft. dimension. The lower edge of the floor
is 6in. above the floor of the main laboratory (i.e. the larger room in
which the J.nIDlab is situated) to facilitate the positioning.of a seam-
welded, mercury collecting trough, manufactured from 3/16-in. thick rigid
pvc sheet, of dimensions 6in. x 6in. x 32ft. The purpose of the sloping
floor is to allow free movemmt of spilled mercury downto the collecting
trough.
An external Dexion framework was erected. Anexternal framework
was chosen because of the need of having a smooth, easy to clean interior.
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Figure 3.6 The ne mercury - MED laboratory.
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All wall and roof panels are 4 x 8 ft. sheets of YS-in. rigid pvc materia1.
The windows seen in the photo are actuan,- clear sheets of this same
material. A continuous sheet of 3/16-in. flexible pvc covers the floor
and is welded all around to the wall panels. All internal pvc seams
are welded (except around the remov~able roof panels and the door) and
'-"
the protruding Dexion bolt heads are sprayed with liquid pvc to prevent
mercury corrosion. '!he door, also made of pvc, is hung from a track and,
when pulled to, overlaps the door opening. Outside the door is a step
of Dexion construction with a pvc under-tray. The strange looking truss
framework on top of the lab is necessary to provide a strong, rigid'support
for the r-emov-ab Le roof panels.
'-'"
The special needs which glverned the entire project were:
(i) the containment of enough mercury and experimental equipment to
allow at least four separate experiments to proceed simuLtaneously,.......
(ii) complete protection of the experimentalist during prolonged
occupation of the MHDlab, especially through the provision of ample
ventilation, mercury vapour detection equipment and protective rubber
clothing to be worn in the event of an emergency,
(iii) the prevention of contamination, by mercury fumes or spillage, in
the surrounding main laboratory,
(iv) the facility for installing and removing heavy pieces of apparatus,
such as electromagnets, by overhead crane through the roof,
(v) provision for mercury cleaning,
(vi) provision for easy collection of spilled mercury within the lab,
and for cleaning up following such a catastrophe,
(vii) 60 kw. d,c, power installations to drive two eleotromagnets at one
time.
A few additional notes to accompany the en~~erated items above now
follow. To satisfy (i) the mercury lab was divided internally into five
compartments ~sing remov~ble partitions. The centre compartment houses
a stainless steel sink, mercury storage facilities and mercury cleaning
apparatus. The other four compartm:mts are intended to be used for
experiments. The two end compartments contain two large electromagnets,
the Lintott transverse field magnet, which was used in the experiments
described in this thesis, and a radial field magnet. Benches and cupboards
have been installed to contain all experimental equipment which is normally
used in the lab.
The importance of ventilation was mentioned in (ii). The respons-
ibility for designing a suitable system and obtaining the necessary
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equipment was allotted to the author. '!he heart of the system is a quiet
running fan unit which is capable of withdrawing 3000 cfm at 910 rpm
(approximately one air change per minute) with a system pressure drop of
1 in. of water. It is a size 200 Anguline model supplied by Axia Fans
Ltd. and is painted within and without to prevent corrosion by mercury
vapour. The quietness of the unit is ensured by the low rotational
speed and the large inlet (27! in. diameter) and outlet (20t in. square).
Air is drawn into the MHDlab through four shrouded inlets on th e roof,
sweeps downthrough the room toward the mercury collecting trough and is
withdrawn there ~hrough a 4 in. x 32 ft. opening by pvc trunking which is
open at the bottom to overhang the trough. The back wall of the MHD
lab forms one wall of the trunking. The circular fan inlet is led
directly into the trunking half way along its length through this wall.
The air withdra:wnby the fan is passed upward about, 12 ft. through a one
piece circular pvc duct and out into the atmosphere through the wall of
the main laboratory.
Contamination of the surrounding main laboratory (item (iii» is
prevented by the leakproof exhaust duct leading from the fan to atmosphere,
the continuous heavy duty ventilation s,rstemwhich takes air in through
splash proof inlets, the spillproof welded seams used throughout and the
S ft3 collecting trough which can contain all the mercury stored within in
the event of the ma.ximu.rn cat.ast rophe ,
Themercury cleaning facilities mentioned in (v) are minimal. Mercury
is cleaned by passing it in a fine spray through successive columns of
dilute nitric acid and distilled water. Very dirty mercury is returned
to the supplier for redistillation. Noprovision has yet been made for
the installation of an elaborate filtratiun syatem fer "in Une" operation.
This maybe necessary in the future to increase the precision of the hot-
film technique in a flow system.
The mercury collecting trough and sloping fioor make the collection
of spilled mercury a simple undertaking (item (vi». The walls and floor
may be hosed downwith water when necessary. The water runs.down to the
collecting trO';:;.ghand maybe readily pumpedoff into the sink. Water is
not dumpedfrom the sink to the sewer until it has passed trhough a glass
trap and a polythene settling tank.
To satist,r (vii) two (0 - 60) volt, 1000 ~p d.c. motor-generator sets
are installed, one at each end of the MHDlab. The power is fed to the
various ecmpartments within by three copper buss bars which run the full
length of the lab. Oneof the buss bars is commonto both generating sets.
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A (0-60) volt supply is thus available to any two compartments
simultaneously. By operating both sets together anyone compartment
can have a supply variable from 0-120 volts.
3/3.2 .Apparatus
3.3.2.1 '!he ele ctromagnet
The transverse field, iron core electromagnet was obtained from
Lintott Engineering. Water cooled coils are used and are designed to
take up to 60 vo1ts.and 1000 amps, d,e , The dfmensdone of the pole
faces are 9 x 66 in. and the gap between them is 3-'in. This magnet
was used in previous experiments by Hunt (1967). According to his
measurements, when Eo ...0.7S Wow. the field was uniform to 0.5~ over a
central volume of dimensions 3 x 3 x 60 in., and when Bo = 1.24 wb/m2
the field was uniform to 0.6~ over the 3 x 3 x 60 in. volume.
The electromagnet was calibrated as follows. The magnetic flux
density, 80 , near the centre of the pole faces was measured using a
Cambridge fluxmeter am search coil. At the same time, t he current
to the magnet coils was read on a current meter. Bo was plotted,
against the current meter reading, for Bo increasing and decreasing,
to obtain a calibration curve. Norneasur~able hysteresis was evident.
This calibration curve was used thereafter to find valnesof Bo from
readings taken off the dial of the current meter. The readings in Bt)
are likely to be in error by about ±po01 wb/m2 due to imprecision in
reading the magnet current.
3.3.2.2 Hot-film anemometry equipment
Detailed descriptions of this equipment and the methods of.
measurement were presented earlier in §203o1o A Thermo-Systemsmodel
1010 constant temperature anemometerwas employed to run the Thermo-
Systems quartz~insu1ated hot-film sensors. The design features of the
hot-fiL~ sensu~s were Shown previously in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 and their
physical data were given in Table 2.1. The probe bodies were made of
nonmagnetic stainless steel tubing.. The calibration curves for these
sensors were presented in Figures 2.S to 2.12. Probe no.1 has been
employed in the EDF experiment and probe no.6 in the experiment on MHD
suppression of vorticity behind a grid.
The screened cable supplying the heating current to the sensors was
attached to them by split pin contacts. Once connecte~the supply cable
was usually clamped, crtaped to a convenient portion of the apparatus to
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prevent the connector rotating about the pins and either changing the
resistance of contact slightly, and hence changing the anemometer reading,
or else shorting the signal altogether.
The d ,e , level of the anemometer voltage, E , corresponding to the
mean flow velocity, lA. , was read on a Solartron IM144,0.3digital volt-
meter. Amean voltage could be read on this instrument in the presence
of low intensity turbulence and unstable flow oscillations providing that
the filters on the instrument were switched in.
To measure f=e ... , the rms of the voltage. fluctuations about the mean
corresponding to the turbulence, h.ulO, the d , c, output from a Hewlett-
Packard H12-3400Atrue rms voltmeter, with frequency response down to
2Hz, was displayed on a Tektron:1x 565 oscilloscope and photographed by the
procedure outlined in Appendix C and in §3.1 of Malcolm (196Sa).
The Tektronix 565 oscilloscope was fitted with two plug-in
differential amplifiers, a 2A61 and a 3A3. The 2A61became.a very
important piece of equipment in the EDFstability experiment. Its
filtering facilities enabled the rejection of all frequencies in the
anemometer output signal above 50Hz, while at the aame time sensing
frequencies as low as 0.06Hz, so that the detection of slow changes in
the primary flow at the onset of instability could be easily detected.
Two Farnell C2 power supplies, with the combined features of constant
current (0-2 amps, d.c.) or constant voltage (0-30 volts, d.c.) were used.
One of these was used to supply d. c. current to the EDFapparatus. The
other was used as a constant d. c. voltage supply as follows. The 2A61
amplifier mentioned above would not accept the large.doc. volta~e level
(apprOximately 10v.) in the anemometer output signal. It was therefore
necessary to introduce a constant d. c. level of nearly the same magnitude
so that the small difference between t he two signals could be accepted by
the 2A61.
A photograph of the anemometer and auxiliary equipment as set up for
the EDFexperimmts is shown in Figure 3.7. This compact arrangement was
chosen so that the anemometer output could be observed on the digital
voltmeter and oscilloscope while changes in operating variables were being
made. The EDFapparatus installed in the electromagnet was also close
enough to this group of instrummts for changes in anemometer output. to
ce-eg,jn -i'!lIlediately upon adjusting the poei tion of the hot-film probe. The
major instrumen ts in Figure 3.7 are, beginning in the upper left hand
corner of the picture: electromagnet current meter, oscilloscope camera,
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Figure 3.7 Constant-temperature anemometer and auyiliary
equipment as set up for the electrioally-driven flow
experiment.
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digital voltmeter, constant temperatur~ anemometer, the two Farnell power
I
supplies, the oscilloscope and the true rms voltmeter.
3.3.2.3 The EDFapparatus
This apparatus is described in detail in section 3 of Hunt and Malcolm
(196S). In J:Srticular refer to the detailed drawings in F:i..gures3(a), (b)
and (c) on pp. S-9 of the paper.
The following changes were made prior to the new experiments. 'lb&
distance between the discs was changed to 1.495 in. so that J!. = b/a. II:
0.502. To allow more freedom of probe movement, the perspex spindle,~ ,
and the crank bar mechanism in Figure 3(c) were removed from the perspex
block and replaced by a different probe traversing mechanism. The hot-
film probe was suspended through the vertical spindle well to a position
near the electrodes by attaching it to a vertically orientated vernier
depth gauge (adjustable to 0.001 in.). This depth gauge was attached
to an aluminium probe traversing device which was mounted on the top of
the perspex block. The probe traversing device was fitted with two one-
inch micrometers (adjustable to 0.001 in.) to facilitate adjusting the
probe co-ordinates in a horizontal plane. The two micrometers and the
depth gauge together provided adjustments in an ( x , y, e ) co-ordinate
system. This co-ordinate system is shown in relation to one of the
electrode discs and the hot-film probe in Figure 3.g. The origin of the
co-ordinate system (for purposes of tabulating data) is midway along the
line which joins the centres of the two discs.
An adjustable stop was installed to limit probe movementin the z-
direction near the discs, and so to prevent accidental collision between
the hot-film sensor and the ele ctrode di se or duct wall.
Figure 3.9 shows the EDFappara.tus in place in the gap of the electro-
magnet. The orientation of the two micrometers relative to the depth
gauge may be seen in this figure. The apparatus was filled with mercury,
to at least the bottom edge of the vertical well, by pouring into one of
the pvc tubes in the picture. These tubes were then simply tied above
the apparatus as shown to prevent spilling. The current leads to the
electrodes are fed down through one of the pvc tubes. The connector to
the split pins on the hot-film probe is clamped to the depth gauge to
prevent any rotation rabout, the pins which could cause small alterations
in contact resistance or shorting.
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•Figure 3.8 Sketch of probe-positioning c~ordinate
system.
Figure 3.2 The electric llY-dri ven flo~v appar'a'n.s
installed in the transverse-field elec.tromagnet.
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3.3.2.4 Themercury tunnel and grid assembly
The "mercury tunnel" is basically the experimental MHDduct (internal
measurements: 2.5 x 3 x 66 in.) used by Hunt (1967). Fewmodifications
were necessar,y in order to transform it into a useful apparatus which
could be used for examining turbulEnce decay, flow around bodies, etc.
The copper side walls were made non-conducting by coating them with con-
tinuous layers of commonScotch tape.
The perspex block and three-co-ordinate probe traversing assembly
just described is interchangeable between the EDFapparatus and the mercury
tunnel and so was mounted on the latter for the grid vorticity decay
experiment.
Various special pieces of apparatus were placed in the mercury tunnel
as shownin Figure 3.10. These are shownprior to assembly in Figure 3.11.
This figure shows the basic duct as used by Hunt (1967) with its copper
side walls removed. Also shownare the grid holder with the square mesh
grid in place, a plate grid with circular holes (which was never used) and
an\. electromagnetic flowmeter*' insert. A detailed description of these
pieces of apparatus follows.
Directly following the diverging inlet to the tunnel (see Figure 3.10)
are two nylon scrubbers and the electromagnetic flowmeter with grids at
either end, the purpose of which are to smooth out the flow and shorten the
entry length. It was hoped that the flowmeter would provide an
approximate check on the centreline velocities neasured by the hot-film
probe. Unfort~nately, it did not fUnction properly during this experiment
so that the check could not be made.
Still further downstreamfrom the f'lc't-nneterinsert is the test section.
At this section the flow should be completely developed and the core flow
should be unifonn, if tv1 >';> {, with Hartmannboundary layers on the side walls
of thickness 0(M -I) and boundary layers on the top and bottom walls of
thickness o(n,r1h1 , providing that R/Mis not high enough for the flow to
becomeunstable. Instability was not evident over the range of parameters
given in Table 3.2. This table lists the experimental ranges of relevant
* The flowmeter is of IIper~ect" design, i.e., the potential d1.,fference,
~ d5 , and the flow rate, Q , are directly related by Af; = Q8o/W- ,
where w is the charnel width,' for arbitrary p3.rallel electrode cross
sections and velocity profiles, providing only that 13~ is unifonn and v.r
is constant for a meter length which encloses most of the current (say
99%) (see Bevir (1969».
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Figur 3.11 The disassembled mercury tunnel and
turbulence generating apparatus.
u, 0 B Mercury tunnel Square-array gridQmax max 0 (2a=6.35cm) (Lo=O.1Scml d=O.071e.m)(cm/see) (litres/see) (Wb/m2) R R/M Rd Nd Nt
3.2 0.15 0.275 BOOO 39 200 0.13 7.0
0.50 11 0.43 23
1.22 S.B 2.6 140
Table 3.2 F1.owparameter lIB. gni tudes for the mercury tunnel and
square-array grid.
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dimensionless parameters for both the mercury tunnel and the grid mesh.
The uniform core flow enters the box-like grid holder, where it speeds
up slightly due to the slight convergence of the inlet, and then passes
through the turbulence generating grid toward the hot-film probe.
The grid holder is formed of pieces of 1's in. perspex sheet, which are
bonded together with perspex cement, and has outside dime~sions slightly
less than the inside dimensions of the tunnel so as to allow a free sliding
movement within it. The top of the grid holder is drilled at 1.000 in.
intervals for a length of 9 in. along its centreline to facilitate
positioning by the stainless steel dowel shown in Figure 3.10. After the
tunnel has been assembled, the distance of the hot-film sensor from the
grid can be varied over a distance, 0-10in., by the combined adjustment of
one of the one-inch micrometers and the grid holder position. In order to
move the grid holder to the desired 1-inch position, the experiment must be
momentarily stopped, the mercury level lowered, the 1.875 in. diameter
dowel holder removed fran the top of the tunnel and the dowel inserted in
this large hole to pull the grid holder along until the desired position
is reached (the hole positions are numbered and the nurr~ers etched into the
top of the grid holder to avoid confusion). In the preliminary experiment
described in S3.3.5 this positioning procedure was unnecessary because all
measurements were taken within one inch of the grid.
The grid itself is a square array of lengths of 0.028 in. O.D. non-
magnetic stainless steel tubing positioned 0.150 in. between centres. The
Lo/do ratio is thus 5.36, the same value as used in the grid turbulence
measurements in the tow tank experiment of Malcolm (196Sa). The square
array of tubes is held in position by a pvc frame which is attached to
the grid holder by four nylon screws, one at each corner.
In the photo, Figure 3.11, another grid drilled with circular holes
was shown. This grid was expected to generate a more intense and (perhaps)
more homogeneous turbul.erce but, unfortunately, accidental breakage of the
last hot-film probe occurred during disassembly of the tunnel to install.
this new grid and the experimental programme ended abruptly.
The mercury tunnel was operated with the spindle well nearly full of
mercury. The extent to which the open bottom end of this well disturbed
the flow in front of the grid was shown to be negligible experimentally,
at least over the centre square inch of the channel where all readings were
taken. For more sophisticated experiments it was planned to insert a
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slotted perspex plate at the bottom of the well to fit flush with the upper
wall of the tunnel. This arrangement would limit probe movementto vertical
and streamwise directions on~ but 'would eliminate the disturbances which are
created when the well is open-ended at the bottom.
3.3.2.5 The flow circuit
To save time the flow circuit was built up from existing pieces of
apparatus which were used originally by Hunt (1967). This posed some
problems since the. existing apparatus was originally deai gned to operate at
flaw rates below 0.05 litres/sec. ,A few simp~e alterations enabled the
system to run at flow rates up to 0.15 litres/sec. The details of the
circuit are shownin Figures 3.12 and 3.13. larger diameter pvc tubing, a
larger weir tank, and baffles in the reservoir tanks to diffuse the incoming
mercury jets would be necessary to obtain still higher flow rates with this
type of system. Whm operating at n.l5 litres/sec, the surface of the
mercury in the modified constant head weir tank (Figure 3.13) was rather
rough showing turbulent flow beneath, but fluctuations in head were
negligibly small.
The flow rate through the mercury tunnel was varied by a micrometer
controlled conical seated val ye on the outlet of the weir tank. The
supp'Iy of mercury to the weir tank was controlled at high flow rates by .
adjusting the rotational speed of a gear pump(Stainless Steel PumpsLtd.)
with the adjustment provided on a Koppvariable speed drive, and at low
rates by adjusting the throttle valve on the pumpbypass line. Before
reaching the weir tank the flow passed through an inverted Aerox filter,
having a stainless steel body Wtth a ceramic porous pipe filter element.
Beside the bypass throttle valve and the weir tank throttle valve,
two more controls proved necessary to balance the flow properly. First,
it was necessary to constrict th e outlet line from the mercury tunnel
using a simple adjustable clamp, whenoperating it at low flow,to keep the
tunnel running full. It was also necessar,y to constrict the weir over-
flow line in a similar manner to prevent its becoming completely empty
and allowing air to be sucked into the system.
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3.3.3. Steady electrically driven flow between circular eleetodee
3.3.3.1 The experiment
Measurements were made in the EDFshear layer with the apparatus
set up and installed in the transverse-field magnet as described
previously. The nercury in the apparatus was held at earth potential
by strapping one of the current supply terminals to earth. The flow
was controlled by varying the driving current, I, and the magnetic field,
Ijo. The flow direction could be reversed simply by reversing the
rela tive directions of I and B". The hot-film sensor was operated at
an "overheat" resistance ratio of 1.075, corresponding to a AT of about
010:#30 C. The F vs Pe eurve in Figure 2.10 was used to f5..ndvelocities from
measured values of F'. The hot-film probe was traversed across the
shear layer in tile half space which is associated with the disc at J = 1.
Tomeasure the variation of velocity through the shear layer the
probe was traversed in the (y, z) plane at x ... 0 (the (x, y, z) co-
ordinate system was shown in Figure 3.S) where the flow is nearly
hOrizontal, and cor-r-eepords to the flow direction in the tow tank
calibration. Less flow blockage would have been caused by the probe
had the sensor been brought through the shear layeT from the side (i.e.
traversed in the (x, z) plane at y ... 0), but the original calibration
would not hold for vertical flow where the interaction between free and
forced convection is quite different. Free convection effects will be
discussed shortly.
The reference value of the heat transferred from the sensor, Q(O),
was obtained beyond the outward edge of the shear layer rather than on
the axis of synunetry. Although·Lta ... 0 on this axis, the presence of
small u.~ components renders a Q(O) measurement there subject to error.
Before beginning the experiment the following checks were made.
First, the resistance of the fluid between the discs was measured at
M= 0 by passing a current between the discs and J!'e asuring the potEntial
between them with a Pye precision potentiometer. The resulting resist-
ance of 42~ checked well with the neasurements by Hunt and Malcolm
(196S) which had been taken in the same apparatus about two years
previously (see Figure 5 of the paper). Then, the hot-film was 'operated
in the region between tJ:1f:J discs while the current was varied up to about
2 amps at M... O. As 'Wasexpected, this low density current had no
measur~able effects on the operation of the hot-film. Finally, the
effect of the magnetic field on the free convectd on from the sensor was
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checked at various Mfor I = O.
and were plotted in Figure 2.6.
These results were qiscussed previously
3.3.3.2 Results
Some raw data for the measurements taken during this experiment are
included in Appendix C so tha.t new calculations can be done in the
future if a better understanding is obtained of the effect of HHD errors
on hot-film readings. Also inc luded in Appendix C are the raw data for
traverses at -s = 0, where Us = 0, and along the flow axis, ~ "'"0, where
{...le c:: 0 also. These data showthe pr-esence of some radial and axial
secon:lary flow in the system, which is caused by small radial pressure
gradient s that vary with i .
The most important results are shown in Figures 3.14 to 3.22.
Figures 3.14 and 3.1~ show velocity profiles across the EDFshear layer
for"f values of 0.25 and 0.5, respectively, by plotting L4b..e M'hJ01/I
against "[ = (e -l)M~. The measurements were taken while descending
through the layer in the (y, z) plane at x = O.
To show the effects of fre~ convection, Figure 3.16 presents the
variation of (E-E ) against (r-b) for three cases, where E is the anemo-o
meter voltage corresponding to u's at th e point of measurement and Eo is
the voltage at r -= O. In the first case, curve A plots the (E-Eo) values
which were obtained in the y-direction traverse at f == 0.50, M= 212 as
shown previously in Figure 3.15. For comparison, curve B shows the
effects when the hot-film is traversed through the layer in the x-direction,
at y c:: 0, in the presence of an updraft velocity past the sensor and curve
C shows the effects in a similar traverse in the presence of a downdraft
velocity.'"
Figures 3.17 and 3.1 B show velocity profiles for ;f value s of 0.75
and 0.9, respectively. Figure 3.19, compares the velocity profiles for
all ;/ at Mc 5BB.
Figure 3.20 shows the variation with f of (ltG b.i M '/~ry/1 )max'
the peak value of the nondimensional velocity :i.n each profile. The
experimental values and the theoretical results of H & S (Hunt and Stewartson
(1969» from Table 3.1 are plotted together. Figure 3.21 compares the
experimental velocity profile at f =0.50, Mc:: 390 with the theoretical
curve of H & S from Figure 3.1.
*The direction of flow i5 reversed by changing the relative
dir~ctions of I and Bo.
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Figure 3022 shows the magnitudes of the corrections for MHDheat
transfer effectsgwhieh have been applied to the calculation of velocity,
in the ease of the profile at -s "" 0.529 M = 5eSo Also shown is the
small sensor length scale which corresponds to the hot-film diameter.
303.3.3 Discussion
In all the foregoing results one shou'Ldexpect the measurements at
the highest Mto eorr-espcnd most closely to the asymptotic theory of H & S
since M! and ,eM! then attain their maximum values. For M= 5gS, these
va'Iues are M! = 24.2 and 1M! = 12.2. Significant changes are noted in
th" velocity p:-c,f'ile:3 as MLncr-eases from 212 bo 5e8~ The fa.ct that
these chenges are much.19613 pronounced bet,W<!M1 Mvalue s of 390 and 5gg
than cebletm Mvall~e9 of 212 and 390 leads one to conclude that the flow,
as described b;r the ::"l.)ndL"Yrensio!Lal·vs.riables 1).$ h.e.. M Ir..;;:y /I and e '
la approaching an a:syn:.ptotic st.at.c 'mich is independent of Mas M
in~reaees and t~1.atthis asymptotic stat.e is n6a.rly r-eached at M~ 600.
At, ':! :=: Co9, the c:':osest position tc th~ disc 9 an "apparent"
v'eloe;ity is ev-idalt tor ,. ~ 0 in Figure ).1 go 'rhis is likely due to
I.-
the pr-esence of s.:'.:tara.dial flow wl'd.lClherl5t~ because of the condition,
...eM! > >1, not be!.ng sa.tisfied loiel1 enough. One w'Cnldexpect therefon!l,
8.:3 is indeed ~!Em in :Fig.u-e 3.1 S, that the apparent velocity owing to
rad la], fl(M would decr-ease as Mi%".r~:..~eases.
Jn Figurs 3.19 it. ia c.bse::"""ired tl:at the values of e whi~h ecr-respond
to the values of ( UQb.l M lh.)7~·/I )mbJI: decrease as f decreases.
It is not knosn 'whether er not the H & S theory will show this to be a
real effe~t.
The experimental values of u.~ at the maxima. of the veloci ty profiles
are seen to correspond fairly well with the theoretical prcd.icLions in
Figure 3.20. The agreement is beet at :f Ie: 0.50, which may be due to the
fact that the Ur secondary flow is least in this region of the flow.
In Figure 3.21 the experimental and theoretical velocity profiles
correspond fairly well for e > O. The reason for the large discrepancy
for e <: 0 is not clear. It maybe due to a compUcated interaction
between the buoyant plurr,~of free convection and the forced eO!lvection
velocitYg since l < 0 represents the "urtderside" ef the shear layer in
the experimental set up. There may be some secondary flow effects as
well. It is unfortullate that no expel'imental check eould be mad~ on
the theoreti cal prediction by H~, S that a reve!"sal of flow should take
place in the region of e = -2.
Somecommenton the accuracy of the data is neceseary, The
measurements could be repeated at any poir~ in the flow with a precision
of about :!:2%. Perhaps the most serious effects on accuracy are due to
the basie li~tations of the hot-film sensor. As positioned in this
flow it eannot distinguish between the u.e and Lt,... components , Also,
it is not entirely insensitive to flow along its length. This means
that each measurement ineludes the effects of the smaller U,.. and t.l:
components as well as u"9' the component of interest. Another effect,
which is not yet understood, is tr~t of the interaction between free and
forced convection from the sensor as it passes through a thin, low
velocity shear layer. If the free convection velocity is of the same
order of magnitude as the flow velocity being measured, then this inter-
action may be very complieated indeed. That the free convection
veloeities may be appreciable is illustrated by Figure 3.16 in the ease
of the downwashvelocity curve. Throughout the high velocity region
the hot-film is observed to be completely insensitive. It would seem
that the updraft of the free convection plume tends to balance the down-
ward forced convection so that the net res~lt is a complete 10S8 of
sensitivity. In contrast, the updraft velocity gives an (E-Eo) curve
which is somewhat similar to that in which the flow is horizontal. From
these results one would infer that the free convection velocities are of
the same order of magnitude as the flow velocity at i = 0.5, i.e.,
0(10-1) cm/see. This is rather surprisir~ since one ordinarily expects
free and forced convect~on velocities to be similar in magnitude only
when GPAI Pt; GPis 0(10-3) in these experiments and, at 'f :::;0.50, the
maxl.mump~ is 0(10-2). The more pronounced free convectd.on maybe
caused by three-dimensional heat transfer from the sensor owing to finite
length effects. Another point to note is that the free convection is
teing suppressed by MHDeffects in this experiment so that the free
convection velocity must be lower than if the rr~gnetic field were absent.
In conclusion, the velocity measurements are e~ected to be most accurate
at the highest values of M, where radial and axial flow is at a ndrrimum ,
and in the regions of highest velocity, where the free convection effects
are least.
To conclude this discussion, the most important observations are
recapitulated as follows. The hot-film technique has enabLed a detailed
examina.tion of the structure of an MHDshear Iayer , the results of '\othich
compare reasonably well with the theory of Hunt and Stewartson (1969).
The velocity profil~s at each value of :f are quite similar at h1gh M
-S9-
when plotled in the nondimensional fonn, (..le b-l M'h.J0'"1/r versus
(e-1)M2.
The results serve to illustrate the basic limitation of th e eylindrlcal
hot-film, which is its lack of directional sensitivity. On the other
hand, the chief advant-age of the hot-film, its small size, is utilised to
the full. The results also show that, contrary to expectations, free
convection effects for a finite length (L/d~ 20) sensor may be
significant up to Pe = O(10-').
3.3.4 Unsteadv elect" callI dri ven flew between circular
electrodes i
3.3.4.1 !b!_e5Qeriment
In order to study stability and secondary flow in the EDFshear
layer the driving current was increased while holding the magnetic field
constant, for e~ch of a large range of magnetic field values, until
critical conditions were reached. The onset of instability was observed
by positioning the hot-film sensor in the outer, low velocity region of
the shear layer and following the anemometer output signal on the
oscilloscope while the current was being increased. The accurate
determination of critical conditions was facilitated by usl.ng the 2M1
oscilloscope amplifier which contained the facility for filtering out
all noise frequencies above 50 Hzwhile sensing frequencie s as low as
0.06 Hz. The first sign of unsteadiness in the flow could thus be
detected. The determination of a critical current was very tedious
because of the necessity of approaching cri tical condi.ti.ons very slowly
and not forcing the onset of instability. Whenthe current value was
near critical it was necessary to observe the system for about 3 min.
before making the next very small increase. After reaching critical
conditions, a return to stable flow could be effected by eitrer increasing
B. slightly at constant I or decreasing I slightly at constant Bo•
At the onset of inetability, interesting phenomenaobserved on the
oscilloscope were recorded using Polaroid film. Fromthe information
contained in these oscdHograms at various probe pes it ions, and from the
measured values of Ie and M, it was possible to describe the phenomena
involved in instability and seeordary now both qualitatively and
quantitatively and to substantiate the physical mechanism proposed
earlier in §3.2.2.
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3.3.4.2 Results and Discussion
Figures 3.23 and 3..24 show the Ic vs Mresults, from which it appears
that the data my be adequately described by the following empirical
relationships:
I ...3 150 ~ M ~ 350, (3.22)c e 2.07M x 10 ,
and I = 2.9 5M4/ J x 10~4, 350 4C. M ~ 650. (3.23)c -
In Anpendix B of Hunt and Ma1001m (196S) some preliminary hot-film
results were given as:
I tIC M, M > 200.c
'I'!-_", data r.1ctted in Fig'.lre 3023 have been octai:ned in more carefully
ccrrl.r« ....ll.eii ~A_'p-3riru.erd.s over a much ~ider range ot Mo The result stated
ir! H & M9 i.e. Ie -c Mp still appears to hold, although over a more
l:"J!C.ted l"a.:r.g~Gf M. Equati..:,.r:(3.11) vf the t:16Sis gave fhe relationship
01' R.c t,) M 8S!)
--(:3.11)
",i.ere 1'(M) :i.~ +.he 1~trlct.io:-.alrl'Jllatiom;hipg to be obtained ex:perimerrtally,
betw8<"nI and Mo oy- tc~bi.ning (3.22) and (3.23) ldth (3.11) it is seenc
and
R >=; a ccnsbarrt SI
;:: 1.
R ~ M~
c: '
150 ~ M ~ 350,
350 ~ M ~ 650 ..
--(3.24)
--(3 ..25)
Tne rac't. tl-!8.t R",i~ a. Ct:Jnotar.t, Lndependerrbof M9 in (3.24) suggests that
'-'
the magnetic field is not. st!"~ng eno-ughto ha-v-ean cbser-vab'le effect on
the grc,wth ef the most unstable three=dimer.l.slc?'.a.1disturbaneeso Its
effect on the stability is through Chanfing the shape of the velocity
profile, i.e., at constant I, lAQ c:.C M'"" and b -c ~!, so that R decreases
as Mincreases. On the other hand, the dependence of Rc on Min (3.25)
suggests that when the magnetic field becomes sufficiently high, it has an
observable, <fir'ect effect on the growth of the most unstable disturbances.
It will be seen shortly, when the oscd.Llcgrama are discussed, that for
values of Mhigher than 300 the magnetic field markedly alters the manner
of disturbance growth.
'The critical Rey-ao1dsnumbers in (3.24) and (3.25) may be approximatelY.
evaluated from the fo1lootJg definition of R , viz.,
Rc II: ~ c(6aM-i) f0 ' c (3.26)
where t.A...Gc is the critical velocity which occurs near the electrode edge
in the region of highest velocity and 6~ is the approrllnate sbear
layer width as shown previously in the velocity profiles (e.g., see
Figure 3.21). Although it was not possible to come
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close enough to the wall to measure velocities in the region of highest
velocity with the hot~film ~ensors, since that region occurs at a distance
of approximately al11 away from the wall, use can be made of the theoretical
predictions of Hunt and Stewartson (1969). As given in Table 3.1, the
theoretical ma.xi.mum velocity in the shear layer occurs near 'J'" 1.00 and
is given by;
tA,9b.lM'/'~ /1 = 0.226 •
Fram. this information, and the fact that Figure 3.20 showed reasonable
agreement between theor;v and experiment, the critical velocity can be
determined as follOW's,
u..ec -
Now, (3.27) can be substituted in (3.26) to gi ve ,
_k_ .
M
If Ie in (3.28) is replaced by (3.22) or (3.23) the critical Reynolds
numbers can be calculated and are given as follCMS, using properties of
mercury at 20oC,
Rc 2420 ,
R 345M'
c '
Rc' from (3.29), is plotted against Min Figure 3.25 along with the
experimental data. In figures 3.23 and 3.25 it is ocserved that the
experimental values of I and R became muchmore reproducible once Me c
becomes large enough to exert control on the growth of disturbances. As
will be seen in the following Qscillograms, the manner in which the shear
layer goes unstable is not r-epr-oduefb'Lewhen H is less than 300, whereas
whenM~ 300 instability always sets in in the same manner and ultimately
150 ~ M ~ 350,
350 ~ M ~ 650.
produces a wave-like secondary flaw.
The oscillograms in Figure 3.26 are a sequence (top to bottom) of
three observations taken one after another in a single run, They
demonstrate the very unstable nature of the flow whenMis lCM; in this
case, M... 94. The observed oscillations, with a. period of a.bout 7 sec,
are likely caused by either an "out of balance" rotation of the cylinder
of fluid between the electrode, or a pulsating radial flow which is driven
out by centrifugal forces.
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Pigure 3.?6 Secondary flow nt critical cor.ditionH,
r. • 94, I • 0.28 amns.
Soalesa g eec/diviRion, ~ mv!division pxce~t for
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A predominant characteristic of the onset of instability for Mlower
than about 300 was the lack of reproducibility of the re~u1ts under identical
experimental corrlitions. For instance, Figure 3.27 shows two separate runs
at M'::'150. In Figure 3.27(a), the flow became weakly turbulent at the
onset of instability, whereas .in Figure 3.27(b) the flow became oscillatory
with a period of about S sec, which ls probably caused by the same physcia1
phenomenonthat gave rise to the results observed in Figure 3.26.
Figure 3.2S shows three separate runs at crl tical conditions whenM~ 250.
In Figures 3.2S(a) and (c), instability has given rise to similar oscillatory
secondary flows having a period of about 3! sec. In Figure 3.2S(b),
however, the onset of instability proceeded in a muchmore erratic fashion
and did not settle down to a more regular pattern of flow. Note that the
oscillation period is much longer in this case, being about 16 sec.
For values of M ~ 300 the magnetic field was able to control the
stability so that the destabilizing disturbances always developed into a
non-axisynunetric flow having a wave-like form, wi. th a definite and
reproducible wave number corresponding to each value of M. The significance
of this phenomenonwill be discussed later. As an example of this
predictable nature of the flow, Figure 3.29 shows three separate observations
at M -::=- 500. In these three oscil1ograms the wave period is between 1.5
and 1.6 sec.
Thus far, the osci110grams have described the flow situations a long
time after the onset of instability. Figure 3.30 shows the actual onset
of instability WhenM c 450. It takes place very gradually and without
disrupting the main now. '!he fina.l result is simply a wave-like
secondary flow superimposed on the steady primary flow. Uponwitnessing
this phenomenonfor the first time it was tempting to consider these
oscillatory signals as being caused by vortices rather than by waves.
It will be shown later to be unlikely, although the idea cannot be
completely ruled out. for an example of a. somewhatsimilar non-
axisynnnetric secondary flow which occurs in a rotating system of free
hydrodynamic shear layer a, see Hide and Tt tman (1967).
After examining the phenomena l'tlich occur at critical conditions, an
attempt was made to find out the effect of a further increase in the
driving current. These effects are illustrated in Figures 3.31 and 3.32.
Figure 3.31(a) represents the case, Mcc4S5, Ic -= 1.0S smps , when I is
increased fram Ic to 1.17 amps. The effect is to slightly increase the
frequency of the initial oscillations and to Lnt.r-odm e another mode of
-97-
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oscillation having a period about 10 times as long as that of the initial
one. This newmode probably represents an "out of bal.am e" rotation of
the whole cylind~ca1 flow system. Whenthe current is further increased
from 1.17 to 1.20 amps this new low frequency oscillation grows in
amplitude until the situation in Figure 3.31 (b) is observed. The
amplitude of the original higher frequency mod e has nowbegan to oscillate
as well. Whenthe flow is pushed still faster by increasing I to 1.30
amps, the situation is somewhat similar to that in Figure 3.31 (b), and is
shown in Figure 3.32(a) and (b). The notable new change is the peculiar
frequency doubling effect. Figure 3.32(b) shows this effect more clearly
by filtering out the lowest frequency oscillation. It may be caused by
the formation of waves of twice the original frequency, or by the
beginnings of vortex formation behind the crests of the primary waves, as
usually takes place wren a hydrodynamic free shear layer goes unstable.
A somewhat similar frequency doubUng effect was noted by Klebanoff,
Tidstrom and Sargent (1962) in a hot-wire study of the three-dimensional
characteristics of boundary layer instability. At M= 500, the system
could not be driven turbulent by increasing the cur-rent to as high as
2.00 amps, the limit of the constant current supply.
Thus far, the results of the experiment confirm the conclusions
drawn in §3.2.2 concerning the influence of a coplanar magnetic field, in
a direction perpendicular to that of the flow, on the stabili~y of a
three-dimensional, approximately-parallel shear 1ayer. The proposed
physical mechanism seems to exist, viz., the ener-gy fed into the growing
disturbances from the critical region of the primary flow may be trans-
mitted by an elect.romagnetd.c coupling action to other parts of the flow,
in the direction of~, where conditions are below critical. The
situation is decidedly di fferent to the similarly orientated MHDshear
flow studied by Lahnert (1956), which was very nearly two-dimensional,
in which the onset of instability was marked by the appearance of trains
of vortices which were aligned with and apparently unaffected by the
magnetic field.
If the above electromagnetic coupling mechanismwere truly in
operation, one W)uld expect the fully-dE"veloped waves to travel in the
now direction and to lie parallel to L. An experiment was therefore
designed to provide more detailed information concerning the physical
structure of the waves. In this experiment it was desired to determine,
firstly, whether or not each of the waves was symmetrical about a line
-104-
joining its peak and the flow axis, secondly, whether or not the waves
were aligned with.:§o and, finally, whether or not the waves were truly
travelling in the flow direction and, if so, at what speed.
Figure 3/33 irldicates that the waves are synunetrlcale To obtain
this information the hot-film was first positioned in the outer portion
of the shear layer at "1 = 0..52p e -= 1..97 (in a flow characterised by
M = 607, I = 1.60 amps).. Then the oscilloscope sweep rate was synchro-
nized with the wave signal so that the wave pattern was stationary on
the screen.. A photograph was then taken, corresponding to one of the
:a:r'ge amplitu.d~ signals in the figtll"e. The sensor was then movedout
in the radial d:ir.ecti on from e c 1..97 to e_ = 2..79 where another
exposure was taken, cor-r-espcndfng to the low amplitude signal in the
f:lgt.1!"~. As a check on the synchr-ord.aatd.on of the wave pattern, the
sensor was returned to its original position and a third exposure taken,
cor-re spcndfng to the ether large amplitude trace in the figu.re. The
Lack 01' any di aeerrrlb.Le phase shift between the signals indicates that
the lv-aveswere symmetrical.
Figtu"e 3..34 illue!:;rates that the waves lie parallel to J'O. The
correspcnding flow conditions were, M = 410, I = 0.95 amps. The sensor
was positi.oned at :f = 0.50, e II: 2.30, and the sweep rate was again
synchrorrlaed with the wave Eignal. Thewave signal was photographed
at constant (" a.t vard ous stations in the z...direction in the range
0.50 ~ j ~ 0.90. The lack of any discernible phase shift in the
resulting oscillogram is convincing evidence that the waves were aligned
with~.
In order to detennine an approximate wave speed, a similar synchro-
nization procedure was used, the results of which are observed in Figure
3.35. The sensor was positioned in a flow (described by M = 509, I =
1.24 amps) at e = 2.33, directly above the z~axis, and an exposure was
taken, represented by one of the large amplitude traces Whichare super-
imposed in Figure 3.35(a). The sensor was then traversed in the (x, z)
plane ( referring to the probe traversing co-ordinates), in the direction
of Us ' a distance of 0.125 in. where another exposure was taken. When
referred to the cylindrical co-ordinate system this represents a movement
out in the r-direction as well as in the e -direction so that the trace,
as photographed in Fig~re 3.35(a), is of lower amplitude. The original
position was then returned to for a check exposure, represented by the
other of the large amplitude, superimposed traces in the figure.
-105-
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Pi~r@ 3.~4 Evidence of ali~ment between the waves
and the applied mAgnetic fiel~.
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I"
Ti'i.""lrp ~. ~c:, Det e rmdna t Lon of wave speed,
/,J s~c~1 determin~tion procedure using a synchroniaed
r.ween ratp.
(~) rprp~~nce trace in real time: 0.5 sec/division.
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With this figure and Figure 3/35(b) to give an accurate value of the
actual wave period, it is a simple matter to calculate the lag time
broUght about by movingthe sensor the given distance in the flow
direction, and hence the corresponding wave speed. Whenreferred to
the edge of the electrode, i.e. e = 0, this speed is about 0.74 cm/sec.
From the above approximate wave speed it is possible to estimate
the wavenumber, which in this context will be taken to meanthe actual
numberof waves, n, spaced around the EDFshear layer, i.e.,
--(3.30)
..met"!! tw-is the waveperiod. For the case illustrated in Figure 3.35
it appears that n ~ 5.4, i.e., n must be 5 or 6. The experimental
error does not a llow a more exact calculation of n,
By using equation (3.27) it is calculated that the above wave speed
is 10 - 15~ of the critical velocity. Throughoutmost of the EDF
sys tem, then, the fluid particle velocity is greater than the wave
v!:3lccity. At each value of '1 the phase velocity between the fluid
particles and the wavewill le different.
A eimilar calculation for n, using experimental results at M IIC 415,
8~OWd that in this case also n must be either 5 or 6. Uponincreasing
M to 603 it is found that the corresponding n is now 7 or S. It seems
therefore that the ~ve number is somefunction of M. Since the
cylindrical geometry of the now allows an integral wave numberonly,
each n mst hold over a certain range of M. The fact that n must be
constant over a range of M allows the interesting observati on that lA... vr
is a constant proportion of ().9C , i.e. u.w- oC, ~c. , over this same
range of M. To demonstrate, let it be assumedthat, for each value of
n,
Uw o(_ u..e c,
From (3.27) and (3.23) it is obserlvedthat,
--(3.31)
11 ci:..!_c. oC. M sI,
~~ M Ill...
Now, combining (3.30) to (3.32), it is expected that,
, 350 ~ M !: 650. --(3.32)
--(3.33)
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Thewave numbers at two values of Mcan be compared directly from this
relationship. Table 3.3 applies the data from various runs at critical
conditions to (3.33) in order to test (3.31). The fact that t\V M '>/6
is consbar ...t, within 3%, as Mvaries from 355 to 509 is convincing
Run M M5/6 ttY'sec. twM5/6 F.rom(3.33) From (3.30) Probable nni / n2 n
1 296 115 3.12 359 0.74 4 - 5
2 355 13.4- 1.97 264 1.00 5 - 6
3 395 146 1.80 263 1.00 5 - 6
4 415 153 1.75 268 0.98 5 - 6 5 - 6
5 41.9 163 1.62 264 1.00 5 - 6
6 589 1Si 1.50 27'2 0.97 5 - 6 5 - 6... 603 2.)8 0.96 200 1.32 7 - 8 7 - B(
~ 6"'''1 209 0.97 203 1.30 7 - S--'I
Tal'le- ....1e.1 Integral wave number determlnati ons in secondary EDF.
errldenc~ that the aasumpbLon, u.w- 0::... LLec.. ' is valid so that, for each
1).9 LtlN" is a corist.anb proportion of !Lee.. The rela. tionship (3.33) does
net llkely hold for two value s of Mwhen n is different for each because
tr.e proportionality eonst.ant may be influenced by wave drag, etc. The
column of probable n's in the table has been fi1led in assuming that this
proportionality constant is little influenced by such effects.
Finally, an attenpt was made to determine the variation in the
intensity of the velocity disturbance associa ted with t he travelling
wave by traversing across the shear layer at M -= 603 under critical
conditions for two values of f ' 0.522 and 0.770. Most of the data
for this study has not been reduced as yet but any valuable infonnation
will be reported later in Malcolm (1969). The maximumpeak to peale
fluctuations in the streamwise direction have been estimated however.
These occur near r c:: 1. 51 (very near to the outer point of infie ction
on the steady velocity profile). With the help of equation (2.8),
the intensity of these peak to peak fluctuations is estimated to be
about, 0.05 at both val.te s of :f. Fromthis calculation, since Us
fa1ls as:f decreases, it would seem that the peak to peak fluctuations
become less as j decreases. This is in qualitative agreement with
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the observation that both tm f'luctuations and the mean value of' Ue die
out when the centreplane :is reached, L,e , when -s = o.
This section is now concluded by a summaryof' the main observations
and conclusions. The conclusions based on physical reasoning in S3.2.2
have been substantiated by experilmntal evidence. The growth of' the
most unstable distur1::nnces are controlled in semeway, most likely by
the electromagnetic cou~}ing ef'fect, men Mis sufficiently great. The
critical Reynold's number for the onset of instability has been shown to
vary, in this range of' very high M, in the manner,
R = 345 M1J:3, 350 ~ M !:- 650.c
For somewhat lower values of M, the electromagnetic forces seem too weak
to exert an observable controlling a ction on the stability and Rc is a
constant, being approximately equal to 2420 as given in (3.29a). For
the higher range of' Mwhere electromagnetic co.ntrol is .observed , the most
unstable disturbances grow to produce an integral number of travelling
wr:cveswhich are positioned. periodically around the cylindrical stear
layer. These waves lie parallel to the magnetic field and die out on
the centreplane. There is evidence to suggest that the wave velocity
is directly proportional to the critical velocity in the layer. The
fully developed secondary f'low as viewed from outside the flow system
resembles a rotating, fluted cylinder (rotating in opposite directions
on either side of the centreplane) with the f'lutes, or waves, lying in
an a.xial direction but travelling at a velocity less than that of' the
fluid partd c1es throughout most of' the shear layer. .An attEmpt to
sketch this complicated situation is made in Figure 3.36.
The interesting outcome of' this study of the stability of a three-
dimensional MHDf'ree shear layer poses the question as to whether or not
the stability of other similarly orientated shear layers, such as those
occurring in the duct flows studied by Alty (1969), might be similarly
af'fected by the magnetic field. If the shear layers are very nearly
two-dimensional, such as those studied experimentally by Lehnert (1956),
it is unlikely that an observable effect of the magnetic field on the
growth of disturl::ances will be observed.
3.3.5 Magnetohydrodynamicsuppression of vorti~ity downstream
from a square-mesh wire grid
3.3.5.1 The experiment
A description of the grid and the mercury tunnel used in this
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IFie;ure 3.36 Sketch of probable t....ave-like secondary
electrically-driven flow which occurs after critical
conditions have been reached in the primary flow.
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experiment was given in §3.3.2. The procedure was simply to traverse
hot-film probe no.6 downstream from the square-mesh grid in a steady
mean flow while applying various magnetic field strengths. It was
intended that this experiment should be of a preliminary, qualitative
nature, to be followed by a study in greater detail of tUl"bulence decay
downstreamfrom a plate grid ra.ving circular holes. As already
mentioned, this latter study was prevented by accidental breakage of
probe no.6. Accordingly, the results for vorticity decay presented in
this section are meagre.
T'neexperiment showedhewdiscomfiting the presence of signal
drit't can be durdng startup and shutdown, owing simply to temperature
drift ef order 10-1 °C/.run. 'ftds problen was so acute as to make the
measur-ement,of Q(C-) very imprecise. Consequently the mean flow rate
as determined from the F' calibral:.ion curve is also very imprecise.
Fo!"f'i.Irther ",forkit is strongly recommendedeither that a good ternper-
at~r-e cJ~pensatlon cir~~it be added to the anemometer or else that a
:.....eI'er-enc e ':rt::locitybe always available in the test section (such as the
~gfere.rLcejet ~sed by Sajben (1964, 1965)). It is appropriate at this
point to p'iint out a. contradicticn with the conclusions drawn by Sajben
as a result ef s~vere signal drlft in his experiment. He experienced
se·vere, erratic sigr:al drift during a period of about two hours after
startup and fo·undthat temperature drift effects could not account for
the phenomenon. He concluded that minute amounts of impurities present
in the merc\lI"y,-whichm:!.gl-.tarlse from chemical action between mercury
and the stainless steel walls of his system, could change the heat
transfer coefficient significantly. This conclusion is contradicted in
the present experimmt "Wherethere was enough chemical action between
the mercury and the pvc tubing, perspex channel walls and stainless
steel appal"atus to give rise to a continual fresh collection of dark
scumon the surface of the mercury in the reservoir tanks. Because
the stainless steel pumphad only recently been installed oil droplets
also continued to appear on the f~ee surfaces. In contrast to Sajben's
experience, a period of about thirty minutes was sufficient for si~al
drift to be reduced to a low level, which could easily be accounted for
by snaIl tanperature drift, in the present experiment. It maybe that
the differenc es between th e sensor insulati on used in til e two cases, i. e.
enamel vs q'llartz, has a significant effect on the complicated heat
transfer characteristics of the contact resistance-impurity layer
surrounding the sensor.
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Theme~ velo~ity downstreamfrom the grid was measured to be about
3.2 ± 0.5 crrJsec fer the vorticity suppression tests. Although net
aeeurat.e Iy aetermined, the now rate was very constant during arlY set
of conditions.
3.3.5.2 Results and Discussion
The qualitative results will be discussed first, followed by the few
reliable quantitative r-esult.s, Th.eseconfirm the expected behaviour of
flow through a square mesh grid as discussed in order 0 f magnitude tem.s
:"n 9:3.2.3.
ivten t~-:.eh!.g1-.e~t magnetic field was applied, Be = 1.22 wl:: Im21 the
ir:t~!"a::;ticn paraJreter ba sed on the lo.r:iredia.'neter was very high, viz.,
Ne ~ z.6. As expect ed, no measureable flow separat ion was allowed from
t!:~,se g:dd wires which were orientated vertically, perpendicular to B •o
'I'te. wake of the grid was then filled with the c:ombinedoscillating wakes
er the 1'.leld·-paralle:!.. grid wires. At a distance of about g wire dia.·_
m~te::"sdCW'.1streamef the grd.d , no trace could be detected of any effects
on the fbw caused by the vertical wires; an oscillogram of the anemometer
out pet. is sh osn in Fig""-I'e3.3'7, taken at,a position midwaybetween two of
the f:!eld~parallel wires. The sensur was then traversed in the stream
a.:.r6ctlc~"l to flee howthe vortex system decayed wit h time. As will be
54"!en in the quar.titative results this vertex _systemdecayed quite rapidl:r,
-wheti'!e:r due to l-lliD effect.s at the vertex ends. or to intense viscous action
in the close-packed vorte.x array is not known.
Whenthe magnetic field was lowered to 0.50 wb/m2, with Ndnow
falling to a43, the presence of the vertical wires could just be detected
at the 8 wire diameter station downstream. Aho, the velocity
fluctuations in the oseillating grid wake were more intense. The decay
of this wake system was also examined.
2WhenBo was still lower, 0.275 vb 1m , Ndhad fallen to aJ3 and, as
expected, the wakes of the two sets of wires now combined strongly enough
to produce someturbulence. This turbulenc e had a maximumintensity at
X ILo ~ 1.3 and at the centre of a mesh square. The distance X.
was measured from the rear edge of the field-parallel wires which were
nearest to til e hot.-film sensor. The sensor was traversed in the flow-
direction, along a line througtl a mesh-square centre, to study the decay
of this turbulent vorticity. The oscillograms in Figure 3.38 showthe
suppression qualitatively.
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Firlr~ ~.'1 Feriodic ~ake behind a A~are-meah grid,
Nd • 2b, ~ • 3.Z!0.5 cm/sec.
Scales: 0.1 sec/division, 5 my/division.
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Fi~lr~ 3.38 Vorticity 8uppre~eion behind a equare-.eeh
grid, Nd • a/3, IL • 7~.
Top to bottom: x/Lo • 1.3, 3.3 and 6.0.
Scales: 0.1 ~ec/divis1on, 5 mv/division.
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The turbulence intensities were calculated using the measurement
techniques described in chapter 2 of the thesis. It was rather
unfortunate that the F'(Pe) corresponding to the mean flow was only
about 002S, corresponding to Pe ~ 001S, and was somewhat too low to be
in the straight line portion of the F' vs ~P6 curve in Figure 2.12.
The local vallle of the slope, -s, was taken to be-O.20.
The vorticity decay results are plotted as ) r:;:J1-Irx. ~,;(/L 0
in Figure 30390 Note that the fluctuation intensities, Jwi/~ ,
are highest l'tlen B is lowest, indicating that both y and z-vorticity
ar-e present in the
0
grid wake. Accordingly, the j ~ Iv.., values are
lowest when Bo is highest and only z-vvrtici W is present. It seems
rather st range, as already mentd oned, that the volt,i.olty decays so
quickly in. this sit:.ationo· The intensity of the vortex trails decays
to aDpl'~xirL.8.te:y zero at )(_/Lo = 5.0jl X/do == 2'1.
TYe n.osb interesth ..g curve in Figure 3.39 is t."1eupper one, since
it r epre serrt s t.he cr.1lyran of the study which ccu Ld be termed "MHD
t;'.ll"bhlence decay~'. The i.."!tE:rac:.:.iml r.aramet.er of the eddies, NU is
equa'l, t!~ 7.0., i.e., NI.» 10 'l'he ¢har'a.cterist~.::: suppression time,
(0- Bo'kt\ is in this case approximately 0 ..1~ sec. For comparison,
the characteris'~.ie "eddy burncver timelll1 Lo /fu.:~ is about 1.2 see
(where J u~~ )w"" at 'X-/ Lo = 1.3). C~nsequenUy, each eddy newly
f::-rmedbehi! ..d the grid may be expected to decay in a time wr.ich is much
less th8Ilti~e time taken for it to re'f'olve and interact with surrounding
eddies. The appropriate data plotted in Figure 3.39 are obviously not
varyir.g linearly with time as in the case of the largest Bo. The
presence of such large scatter and the small number of data points
requires caution in interpreting the results. The results are plotted
as h.()VJi /fJ.) vs time, t 0:: x./rr , in Figure 3.40 and they appear to
follow a straight line. Zero time :i.st ak En to be at XIL.o 0:: 1.33 where
Jwr/v... was observed to 'be greatest. The equation of the line, dra.wn in
by ffYe is,
-2,44 t
0.10 e. 0,/0 e.
It is seen therefore that the eddies newly fame d behind the grid seem
to decay as e-~~ and that the dampingtime is indeed a(erB/if) -.'
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3.3.6 A comparioon ef local velocity measurement techniques in
magnetohydrodynamics
To conclude this chapter the hot-film velocity measuring techniques
used in most of the thesis will be comparedwith the alternative techniques
studied by Hunt and Malcolm (196S) using F1tot tubes and e.p. (electric
pote:ntlal) probes. Converri.en t, meaair-es of comparison are dynamic response,
spatial resolution, sensitivity and measurement precision and accuracy.
In the area of dynamic response the cylindrical, constant tenperature
hot-film is unsurpassed, although the upper limit of its response in
Uquid metals still needs a careful investigation. It would seem that a
well de'3:!.gT~ed.1=. pr-obe should also stand out well in this regard. The
response of El Pitct tut.e is practically rd.L,
'I'he r.c:t.-f!.~ is cerlainly capable 01' the best spatial resolution and,
if ¢O~'1.:::t:r"..:..cted \~a!"efullyg introduces the srrlAllest flow blockage effects.
Tr.e tip er an e.p. prcbe ean be made smaller than that of the Pitot tube
·II-r,:t_~:·.must. be a"J.ffiC:!~lt1.r large to pr-event fouling and to keep waiting
time between neaeur ement.s to El reasonable lim:tt..
As f&r ad s~nsi th"i ty is concerned the hct-fiJm and e .p. probe both
stand out well in measurements at low veloe:ities where the pressure across
a I';'':t.:t~3t~t1.c tut.e is t oo lc·~·to measur-eaccurately. At tdgher
vel')·:dties, however-,th.e Pitot. t..a'becones into its ownsince the measured
~ressu:re difference l":tses as the square of the vslvcity. At high
'V.;l(;c:!.tlesthe se'..1Jltivity of trJ6 hot-film decreases, as seen in the
calibration curves.
A comparison of the techniques according to relative precision and
accuracy is difficult. As far as precision is concerned, little can be
concluded because precisiCn in measurement depends to a large extent on
the control of the experiment, particularly as regards the design of the
apparatus and the care taken by the observer. The hot-film technique in
mercury suffers in be Lng somewhatimprecise because of uncontrolled
variables, such as therma.Lcontact resistance at the sensor-fluid inter-
face, and because the calibratic.n function, F, is obtained by subtracting
two large quanti ties which are nearly equal.
As far as accuracy is coneerre d the great problem is to be able to
accurately relate a measured variable to its corresponding velocity for
all experimental conditions. In MHOflows the Pitot tube and e.p.
probe both suffer because of large MHOerrors (see Hunt and Malcolm (196S)
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am Hunt (1967)). The e.p. probe can seldom be used to measure velocity
because the current field surrounding it is generally unknown, It was
possible to use it in the case of EDFonly because the velocity could be
related directly to the electric potential gradient with fair accurae,r.
The cylindrical hot-film is potentially the most accurate measurement
device in MHD for velocities which are high enough for forced convection
to completely dominate free convection, if the sensors are al1gred with
B p or for the interaction parameter based on the sensor diameter to be
o
very small, if the sensors are perpennicular to Bo. For low speeds,
however, the HHD effects are net well understood and the only Wcly to
a~hie·'rereasonable accur-acy is to calibrate the device over the range of
B,j emp'Loyed , MHD errors per sist to muchhigher velocities when a Pitot
lube is used , c onpared to a cylindrical hct-fiL"ll, becan se the interaction
pa.ram':3~eris pr-opot-t.Lonal, to the muchlarger probe dd ameber-,
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4. CONCLUSION
In the thesis the constant temperature, cylindrical, quartz-
insulated, hot-film sensor has proved its worth as a device for
obtaining qualitative and quantitative information on the detailed
etl"Ucture of steady and unsteady MHDflows in mercury. In this
tinal chapter recommendations are made l-Ihich follow from the discussion
and conclusions drawn in chapters 2 and 3.
The!'e is much room for further study of the hot-film teclmique in
Particular ar-eas concern, firstly, t.h e improvement of the
measurement sensitivity by improving the wetting at the sensor-fluid
interface, secondly, the development at accurate temperature compen-
s3.tion equipnent*, thirdly, a better under-atanddng of' dynaml.e response
at low speeda in a loW'Prandtl number tluid such as mereury where the
the't"!IlSlboundary layer is not thin compared to the diameter of' the
sensor and, finally, a better understanding of' MHDmeasurement errors
f'or various sensor orientations relative to the applied magnetic field.
It may be possible to develop a technique f'or using an X-array sensor
in mer~y, but the results of Hill (196B) on directional sensitivity
of hot-films in merd'llry give some insight into the great difficulty of'
this task.
As regards MHDshear layer stability, there are interesting
experiments waiting in the area of flows in rectangular ducts which.are
subjected to inclined, transverse magnetic fields (see Alty (1969)).
other interesting experiments remain to be done in MHDflows in diverging
channels and in MHDflows around bodies where peculiar shear layers are
also expected to exist (e.g. see Hunt (1967)). The hot-f'ilm techniques
which have been developed in this thesis should be used to probe these
shear layers in steady now and to examine their stability.
As regards the suppr-eeedon of MHDturbulence, it may be possible to
* Thermo-Systems Inc. provide temperature compensa.tion equipnent
with which it may be possible to correct for ambient temperature
changes as small 8S O.1oC if 8 regulated power supply is used.
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sw~ep a field of isotropic turbulence (created by a square9mesh grid
outside a magnetic fieldg for instance) into a magnetic field and to
eX8.lrlneits decay using hot--f'l.Im bechrrlques , The results of such an
experiment could be compared with the theoretical study of Moffatt
(1967). The ~reation of an intense field of turbulence in a flow
within a magnetic field using specially designed grids and the
examination of its decay would provide another interesting study.
The turbulence measurement hot-film technique developed in this thesis
should be extended to determine the effects of the magnetic field on
ti:e turbulent energy spect.mm as well as examining the changes in the
overall turbulence intensity.
The field of MHD due'::' flow turbulence is wide open for the
application of hot-film tecr,niques. The results may be compared -nth
the large amount of published literature on the subject. Until now,
llie~surern~ntsin t~rbulent duct flows ha~~ been lL~ted to static
pr-e-ssure measurements on tr.eboundaries and the measuring of mean
velccity profile.s usin.g Pltot tubes. The detad.Lsd structure of the
turbalence has been ::"ef'tu.rrt.ouched ,
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Some electrically driven flows in magnetohydrodynamics
Part 2. Theory and experiment
By J. C. R. HUNT
Central Electricity Research Lnborntorics, Lonthcrhcad, Surrey
AND D. G. ~1:ALCOL:M
Schoolof Enginccring Science, University of \Ynrwick
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In this part we first extend the theory of part 1 to analyse the distribution of
velocity and olectric current in an elect rically conducting liquid between two
circular electrodes of finite diameter, when a current. is passed between them,
The electrodes arc set opposite to each other in insulating planes and a magnetic
field is applied perpendicular to these planes. "'hen the Hartmann number
.M ~ 1 we find that the current is confined to the cylinder of fluid joining the
electrodes. This effect. is accounted for by the velocity which is induced in thin
layers of thickness O(JI-l), at the circumference of the cylinder. In our analysis
we concentrate on these interesting layers and, amongst other results, we find
that in the limit N ~oo the resistance of the fluid between the electrodes be-
COIIH'S that of the cylinder of fluid joining the electrodes.
\\'0 then describe some experiments to tcst tho validity of this theory. In these
experiments we measured, as Cl, function of tho magnetic field, (a) tho potential
difference between tho copper electrodes, the fluid being mercury, (b) the electric
potential distribution in the fluid between the disks and in tho thin layers bo-
tween the electrode edges, by means of nn electric potential probe, and (c) the
velocities induced in the 1'1.Frs using a Pilot lube. Our conclusions were: (i) tho
overall pn'dictiollS of the thcory were correct: (ii) tho rosulta of the two proheR
approximntcly correlated with each othcr ; despite tho theory still having some
limitations and tho behaviour of these probes st.ill being somewhat uncertain.
1. Introduction
Part 1 of this paper (Hunt & Williams 1968) was an analysis of tho flows
induced in an electrically conducting fluid by passing current between electrodes
placed in non-conducting planes surrounding the fluid, a magnetic field being
applied perpendicular to the planes. The analysis was largely concentrated on the
interest ing physical phenomena which occur when tho Hartmann number
411 _ Bun(O'/I/)l ~ 1. (Ba is the applied magnetic flux density, a is a typical length,
• fT is the fluid's conductivity and 1} is its viscosity.) The solutions to the problems
analysed in part 1 demonstrated some of the basic physical effects very clearly
and were simple mnthomatically. However, to contrive those situations
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(':qcrimclItally proveR very difficult, particulnrly those involving point or lino
electrodes.
I n part 2 we examine the effects of passing an electric current between circular
electrodes of finite diameter under tho action of nmagnetic field, Bo. The geometry
of tho situation is depicted in figure 1a; in this figure is also sketched the pattern
of electric current strenmlines when Ino! = 0, the characteristic feat urc being tho
spreading of these streamlines. "'hen a magnetic field is applied ill the z direc-
tion, i.e. parallel to the direction of current, the j x B force has, for z > 0, a
positive component, ( - jrB:), in the 0 or azimuthal direction. A velocity Vo results,
which in turn leads to a reduction in jjrl because of the induced electric field,
v x B, being opposed to the original applied electric field. Ultimately a steady
flow is created in which the viscous forces, 0(1/VO/02), are balanced by the j x B
forces, -jrB= = O(ojoBo/a), where 0 is the thickness of the layers emanating
from the edges. From the curl of Ohm's law, since 0 ~ a, Vo = Q(jon/uvEo), where
io is the value ofiz ncar r = O. Then it follows that 0 = Q(aM-A) and a layer must
exist joining the edges of the electrodes through which the electric potential, 9,
falls and a velocity is induced as shown in figure I b. This effect was first fully
appreciated by :'IIofTatt (19G4).
In §2 we analyse such a situation, assuming (a) that the electrodes are highly
conducting relative to tho fluid, (b) that .ill ~ 1, (c) that the fluid is uniform and
incompressible, and (cl) that the radius of the electrodes b is very much grer.tcl'
than 0, the t.hicknesa of the layers between the electrode edges, i.e. b ~ «st+.
From this highly approximate analysis we obtain some quantitative results and
provide a t.heorotical basis for explaining the results of tho experiments. In a
forthcoming paper 1runt & Stcwartson (10G8)deduce 0.more rigorous asymptotic
solution to this problem.
\re then describe experiments in which \\'0 investigated tho effects of 11 mag-
netic field on (a) tho potontial difference between the electrodes (copper), (b) tho
potential dist.ribution in the fluid (mercury) between the disks and in tho layers
between tlie electrode edges, by menus of an electric potential probe, and (c) tho
veloeit.ies induced in the layers, using a Pi tot tube. These experiments were un-
like most !'II II D experiments in that measurements were made in the fluid, as
well as at its confining walls. Furthermore, although velocities have recently
been measured in :'tHID flows with Pitot tubes, e.g. Branovcr & Lielausis (lOG2)
and Moreau (HJGG),there have been no previous at.tompts to use Pitot tubes with
electric potential probes, to correlate their results, and to compare these results
with theory. These experiments are also interesting in that the probe measure-
ments provide n. rough check on tho theory oDIHD probes developed by Hunt
(19(7).
In §3 the experimental apparatus is described briefly, a more detailed descrip-
tion of tho probes and tho mechanism for moving the probe being given in
r appendix A. An outline of tho measurement theory ofMHD probes is also given
there. In §4 tho results of the measurements and their interpretation arc given
and in §5 tho main conclusions from the theory and the experiments aro
presented.
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1 Electrodes
Ca) I
1
, t• tJII1
Z ~r-b)t r I to. I
'_I~ .. - 2.1-
I I
: I (r-b)
(b) I
FlGUR"~ l. EI{'ctricnlly d r ivcn flow between circular clcct rorlos. ((I) CIIIT('nt stronmlim-»
when M = O. (b) Curren! lit rcnmllncs and velocity pl'olllet4 \l'11l'1\M ~ 1.
2. Asymptotic analysis of the flow between aligned circular electrodes
when ~ll~ 1
In this section we nnalyse the flow induced by passing a current between two
electrically conducting disks (the electrodes) placed opposite each other in non-
conducting planes, their surfaces being flush with these planes, A uniform mag-
netic field of'Ilux density Bo is applied perpendicular to the planes, (Sec figure 2.)
In our analysis we assume: (i) an incomprcssiblc.Iaminur flow with uniform fluid
properties; (ii) Il. flow in which radial and axial velocities may be ignored (in
appendix n we show by theoretical arguments and cxperimcntal rcsult s that this
condition requires IDol to be sufficiently great and tho azimuthal velocity, Vu.
sufficiently small): (iii) tho boundary conditions and tho flow to be axially
symmetric; (iv) that IDol is great enough to satisfy the conditions that (a)1I1l ~ I,
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and (b) ..l[jl ~ 1,where 1= b]« is tho ratio oft-he diameter of the electrodes to the
distance between them; (v) the electrodes arc perfectly conduct ing.
The first three of these assumptions were made in part I of this paper, where
I \ 'I -t ..lean potcnua , -~fl,2
1//1 ;;?;/ /1/'-/-1-1- - -;- - -- -:- -;/-i
o» (241_) (2e) : (3a) (2a)
f' ":: I
B~'
/
• 2a
(5) '(1) (4) (I) ,
I I
(3h) (2h) (2J) I (3h) (2-") I
i, _\-,~_I ~ :__~\_~
(5)
I
Mean potential, 6.~i2
~------- 2h --------~
FIOUlu~ 2. Circular oloctrodos with vnrious regions for nsymptot.io nnnlysia.
we showed thnt the relevant equations of MIlD in cylindrical co-ordinates may
be written in tho non-dimensional form
Bit iJ2v
0= st B,+Dp(pv)+a,2'
cv fJ21t
0= M Fi;,+D,,(plt)+ 0,2'
(2.1 )
(2.2)
where D = _?_ I~!..)
P (Jp \p cp
and IIoIt = Ij(27Ta)' p = ria, ,= zja,
JI = JJoa(fT/ll)i; I is the total current entering and lcaving the electrodes and a
is tho half distance between them, If we express the electric potential 9 as the
non-dimensional parameter (1), then tD = 9j(I/27T(Ju) and
f}ll>jop= [;hjc,+,.l/v,
atI>jo' = - (olt/op +hlp),
(2.3a)
(2.3b)
We take tho potential of the two electrodes as (- ~9)/2 and ~9/2 at ,= ± 1,
respectively. '
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As in part 1 we shall be using the composite variable (v + It) for which the
governing equation is
.M a (1 62 )- ry(p(v+h))+ - ~n+Df' (p(v+It)= o.
p Cb POb
(2.4)
Boundary conditions. On the electrodes and the non-conducting walls at,= ± I, the first boundary condition is, of course,
v = o. (2.(i)
The boundary condition on II at the lion-conducting walls (p > l) is such that
j, = 0, whence for p » 1, h = (lIp) at ~ = ± 1. (2.6)
On the surface of the perfectly conducting electrodes at ,= ± I,
for p < l, afPlop = ohlo~ = o. (2.7)
If It = I(p) on the electrodes we can calculate the value ofJ(p) when p = l:
fb I a IbI = 21Tr-~(rllo)'_±ldr = - (j(l)-/(O)).o . r~r a
If we assull1c/(O) = 0, then
I(l) = h(l,l;= ± 1) = Ill. (2.8)
As in part I, when ...ll ~ 1 we divide the spa co between tho boundaries into differ-
ent regions, as labelled in figure 2, find then unalyso these regions ill turn.
Reqlon. 4. In this region, lying between the electrodes, alvp ~ (-I ami D/as ~ 1,
whence as ...1[ ... 00 (2.4) becomes
a
.M a,(v+h) = o. (2.9)
Then since v is antisymmetric
v = ohlc~ = o<j>/op = O.
Thence it follows, since the potential is constant on the electrodes, that in
region (4) It = Ap/12 and' <I> = - 2AQl2, (2.10)
where A is a constant; as it turns out i\ is 0. function of .M.
Rcqion G. In this region, which extends outwards from tho edge of tho oleo-
trodes, the solutions for v and It which satisfy (2.1) find (2.2) and the boundary
conditions at, = ± 1, namely (2.5) and (2.6), nrc:
v = 0, It = IIp. (2.11 )
.11(I/cliing reqions. Now, nlthough the values of h. and v for-regions (4) and (5) nrc
continuous at p = I, their derivatives with respect to p arc not, Therefore tho
-higlu-r derivatives with respect to p which were ignored in calculating Cv + It) in
r('giol1 (4) become singular and n matching lnyor must exist. '" e expect this layer
to be of the same form as that analysed in part 1. Therefore wo can assume that
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the thickness of this lnycr is OPI-l) and t hat., since in this cnso the current
density on the electrode if! not specified ill regions (2(1) und (2b). WI' PIlIl tlI.IIIIHtte-
1 (f(p)
v+h =J(p) = p+i2~iil at ?;= ± 1,
where p = (p -I) ,MA and g(p) satisfies the condition
gip) = 0 for p > O.
(2.12)
(2.1:)({)
In OI'<1c,' that regions (1) and (4) should match, g(p) also sat.isfics the condition
(2.13b)
on making the assumption that
(2.14)
Using the same notation lind the same approximations ns in part. 1 for the
regions (I), (2) and (3), we find that in region (2a), where 1- ~ ,...O(_M-l),
(v + It)(2W = lip),
and in region (1), where p ,...O( I) and ~ ,..,O( I),
(2.15)
In region (2b), the other Hartmnnn-type boundary layer, for
(2.1 G)
,re can obtain some useful information from these very incomplete solutions.
First, we can show that, if J(p) is n function p ncar p = I, then in region (I) tho
distribution of (1), for a given value of" is similar for all values of ,M ~ 1. We
first calculate v in region (1), using the fact that v is nntiaymmctrio in ?;:
Thus we see thnt in region (I) v = O(M-i). Also, since oble?; = 0(,,:11-1) and
~ 4l/V =OPIA), it follows that 0(1)
cp = M», (2.17)
a result peculiar to shear layers like these, which was first noted by )IofTntt
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(IDG4). Thence, since ~ = 0 when P~oo,
<D = - f; (M1v)dp. . (2.18)
nnd therefore, in our experiments, if we measure <I>as a function p at a given
value of~, we should expect the results to be independent of M.
The second result we can deduce from our approximate analysis is the re-
sistance, R, of the fluid between the electrodes, as ..11~oo ..Since this result is not
dependent on tho electrodes being perfectly conducting we define R as
where
R = ~9/I,
- 1 fb[ ]+n~¢ = - TT02 0 9(r) -a 2rrrdr
(2.1{»)
is the mean value of the potential difference between the disks. From this defini-
tion and (2.3) we have 2 ~I + I
R = -1. (11,)1'-1 .u; (2.20)
TTO'u -1
Now it follows from our solution (2.15) and the boundary conditions placed on
gip) that .
lim (v+hh = -Zl, when p = 1.
•ll_co
Since (v+lt) = O(v+h) in regions (2) and (3),
I
f+l J+l-1 (v+h)I'_ld~ = -1 (v+hhd~+O(J.lf-)), (2.21)
and therefore, since v is antisymmctric in ~, using (2.18),
lim R = R; = 2ab2•lII_co 1T0'
(2.22)
This result docs not depend on the functiol1!l(p); it depends only on tho fact that
gip) = 0 at p = 1. From (2.10) and (2.21), we might expect the next approxi-
mation in .M, as ..1l ~OO, to be
(2.23)
where k: is some constant. Clearly, if the electrodes are highly conducting.
69 = u9, and it follows then that A = - k, and that in regions (4), us.ill ~OO,
(2.24)
Tho physical reason for the dependence of Ron (lJli)-l is that since the thickness
of tho region (1) is always O(~lI~i) the current density in the z direction, for a
~ given vuluo of I, is less by O(l.MI )-1than if there were no •bulging' of the current
lines nt nll (i.o. the limiting case). This implies that cr/J/oz and consequently tho
resistance nrc also reduced by O(l.,ul )-1.
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3. The experimental apparatus
Qur experiments on electrically driven flows using mercury as the conducting
fluid were performed in a. rectangular duct which had originally been COIl-
structed as a. prototype for a much larger duct, described hy Hunt (lGG7), and
which was then modified for examining electrically driven Iiows (sec figure 3).
For the first set of experiments two Pcrspex blocks, 1in. thick, were made with
copper disksl in. in diameter (= 2b) and 1in. thick (= t) lot into them, the surfaces
O-rinl:' seal'
Copper wall'
Pcrspcx
Flexible
tubing
t
2·433in
1
. '.,'u / <~, <'_/ lU,..:
f------4·22'in.------l
(a)
Probe on ~
(b)
FlGURl~ 3. Appurut.us for examining electrically driven flows. ((1.) Section of tho fir:;t
appurut ua. (b) Section of tho second nppnrutus. (c) Section Bll through both.
of the copper disks being flush with those of the Perspcx blocks (figure 3 (4
The blocks were placed either side of the duct with a gap of 1·47 in. (= 2a) be-
tween them, so that 1= b]« = 0'512. (The copper side walls of the duct were
isolated from its interior by rubber sheets to avoid any short circuits.) Each disk
had two wires connected to it, one to supply the current and the other to measure
thoelcctricnl potential of the disk. A fifth wire was placed in one of the tubes
leading out of the duct, its purpose being to measure the potential far away from
the electrodes.
\\"e found that, with this first apparatus, the layers omnnating from the disk
edges were not sufficiently thick compared to the width of the probe. Also, sinco
we WHO interested in examining the flow at a different value of l, we performed Q,
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second set of experiments in which one of the Pcrspcx blocks aurl the insulation
on one of the duct's cOppC'1' side walls were removed :';0 that we were offcct.lvcly
examining only ono hnlf of the space bct.weou two disks, The distance from the
disk to the copper face was I·U7in. (=a), and thus 1= b]« = O']flO, as shown in
figure 3b. In ~:.;.iC:1SC we attached two wires to the plntc to measure potcnt.inl
and transmit thc current,
LCJd to manometer or potentiometer'
Dummy probe
.-----;:'="'---+-~'----. Reference wall
Y-~~~YM+:...t-';-Circ\llar copper
electrode
FIOUHE 3(c). For legend sec facing pogo.
\Vith the duct placed in the elcctro-maguet in the first appnrnt.us the maximum
value of tho Hartmann number, ...11,bused on a was about (;00 and in the second
about 1000. In order that the flows developed were similar to those described in
the asym ptotic theory of §2, two conditions had to be satisfied by the a ppara tus,
Tho first was that any error in alignment of the two disks had to be very much
less than the thickness of the regions (I); i.e. the layers emanating from the disk
edges; which I\1'C O(a.M-~), = 0(0·030 in.). We can confidently say this condition
was satisfied by tho two disks; with the one disk of the second apparatus this
condition did not apply. The second condition was that the thickness of region (1)
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should be very much less than the radius of the electrodes, which required
that b ~ a1J1-i or l1111~ 1.
The maximum values of lMf attainable in the two apparatus were 13 and 7·7
respectively, which shows that the first apparatus met the conditions of the
theory better than the second. (\Vc did not use larger electrodes for fear of the
regions (1) touching the top and bottom walls of the duct.) We also noto that, if
CT, is the conductivity of the electrodes and t is their thickness, ua/uet, the relative
conductance of the fluid to the electrodes (where' is the eleett'ocle thielmef!s), is
0·049 and 0·132 in the two cases.
The object of the experiment was first to measure (by means of a Pyo potenti-
ometer) the potential difference between the electrodes when a steady current
(measured by an ammeter) was passed between them, as the magnetic field
(evaluated from a. calibration curve using the measured current in the magnet
coils) was varied. The second object wns to examine the distribution of the electric
potential between tho electrodes, which was achieved by the insertion of an
(a)
Araldite joints
0·116in.
0·053in.
0·082 in.
Palladium or
jilatinum wire
Plastic tubing as
wire insulation
0'116 in.
0·082 in.
~
(6)
Stainless steel exterior
insulated with Perspex
cement
FIGURa: 4. Soctions through the experimental probes. (a) Electric potential
1'.>00. (b) Pitot tube.
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ele itric potential probe, shown in figure 4a, into tho fluid and by measuring the
difference between the tip of the probe and ono of the electrodes, us the probe
\\ us moved. The third aim was to examine t.ho velocity in t.ho "hear layers existing
between the rims of the electrodes by means of measuring tho difference in
pressure between that at the tip of a Pi tot tube, shown in figure 4b, and the pres-
sure tapping at the wall, shown in figure 3c.
In appendix A these two probes arc described along with the mechanism for
moving them across the duct.
4. Experimental results
4.1. Electric potential measurements
In the first part of the experiment we measured the mean potential difference
between the disks, ~9. and the difference in electrical potential, 9, between the
probe and the plano z = 0, both as a function of I and ..11. (In thc second apparatus
we have calculated ~9 by doubling the potential between the electrode and the
wall.] In the first instance we wanted to sec whether ~9 and ¢were proportional
to I at a given value of .!II, at least for sufficiently small values of I, since all the
theory of §2 was based on this assumption. The exporimcntnl rosults shown in
figures (j and Gshow this condition to be well satisfied. These figures also give us
S::101eunderstanding of how the magnetic field affects secondary flows, but this
discussion is relegated to appendix B. An important practical point to note in
figures 5 and (3 is that the values of !l9 and 9 in the linear regime were always below
100 ltV and often below 10 ltV. Since the potentiometer only measured to IllV
and other errors, caused by fluctuntions in the magnetic field, tem perature effects,
etc., were at least of the order of IllV, it follows that the errors to be expected
wore as much as 10% in some places.
Having found the values of I below which it was necessary to operate to avoid
the non-linear flow regime, we then measured the vnriation of R, = D.¢/I, with
.M, for the two apparatus. We showed theoretically in §2 that, whatever tho
distribution of current density across the electrodes,
lim R = Ra;, = 2a/1HTb2•
M_a;,
We also demonstrated physically why we could expect R/R<rJ to be a linear
function of (1..116)-1 when .!II ~ 1. Therefore, in presenting our experimental
results in figure 7 we plot R/R<rJ against (Uli)-1 for the two electrode configura-
tions in which I = 0·512 and 0·11)0 respectively. The two main conclusions from
these results are first that R/R<rJ is indeed u linear function of lIl, secondly that,
to within the experimental error, the points for the two values of l fall approxi-
mately on the same straight line, and thirdly t,hat t.o within 2 % R/R<rJ = 1'00
when this line is extrapolated to tho point where .M = 00. It is unfortunate thnt
80 few readings were taken for I = 0·100 because it is hard to tell whether these
: are falling on a. separate curve or are truly scattered about the straight lino
drawn in figuro 7.
Having demonstrated that some of the external characteristics of the
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>".5 200
I~
300
o H) 2-0 so
'I (amps)
'IOURE 5. Experimental graph of potential between tho disks, 6.9, against curront, I, at
'(\rious values of 111. ~, .lI = 1370, l = 0·190; 0, lIf = 088, 1= 0'0}2; x , lIf = 204,= 0·512; ., /II = 0,1 = 0·512.
I (amps)
FIGURE O. Graph of probo potential, (>, agninst I (l = o·}00; probe positioned at
rib = 0'127, , = O·9(4) .• , /II = 855; x , M = 1370.
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behaviour were approximately as predicted theoretically, we then examined the
internal flow structure. In our theoretical discussion of §2 we first postulated the
existence of various separate regions and then made certain deductions about
them, some of which we have been able to verify experimentally. In the central
region between the electrodes, region (4), we concluded that when l\I ~ 1 the
0'65 L-_--L __ .J....__-L __ ....I...:- __ L-_--L __ .J....__-L_--'
o 0-02 0-()4 0-06 0-08 0·10 0-12
l/(lMl)
FIGURE 7. Variation of resistance between the electrodes, RjR«>, with (l/lM')'
O.l = 0'100; 0, t = O·uI2.
velocity is zero and that the current density and electric field nrc uniform, pro-
vided the electrodes arc perfectly conducting, 0. condition only approximately
satisfied by our apparatus. In figure 8 we have plotted (- 9) (J'1Tb2/aI against ?;
along the centre line (r = 0) when 111 = 0 and .M ~ I, since ( - (p) O'TTb2/1a = 9/9«>
where 9«> is the value of 9 on the disk when 1JI = 00 at the same value of I. This
figure shows that, when 111 = 0, the current density j~ is lower at , = 0 than at,= I because of the spreading of the current lines, and that, when lit ~ 1, the
curves become straight ill this region, which is explicable in terms of our theory
of §2. Also we conclude that the spronding of the current streamlines is eliminated
as shown in figure 1b. The slopes of the two straight lines for two different
values of (I.MI)-1 arc different, as we would expect from tho graph of R/R«>
against (I ..Mi)-l. We would also expect, as indeed we find, that the values of
(- ¢»O'TTb2/Ia arc approximately equal to R/R<r> for these two values of (lMi)-l.
We should noto that the potential measurements in this region were only likely
to be in error to order (d/a), i.e. less than 4%, owing to ~IHD effects (sec
appendix A, equation (A 1)), but the random errors were about I)%. )ut'rll',"" /
\\'e now consider the results of tho radial traverses of the elcctri~bes in the
region (1). Figuro 0 shows the results of 0. potential traverse when ..11 = 0, which
014 J. O. R. IIunt and D. O. .Malcolm
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FIGURE 8. Vnrintion of potential, (- ()(rTTb'/la). along the centro lino of the oloc-
trodce whon .'tI = 0 and whon ""I ~ 1. 0, ""1= 505, l = 512; 0, M = 0, l = 0'512; x ,
/II Ii: 1550,1 = 0·190,9 > 0; €I, /II = 1550, l = 0·190,9 < O.
••
••
-H) -0,8 -0·6 -0,4 -0'2 o 0'4 0'6
(r-b)/b
FIOURK 9. Graphs of potential (- 90'7Tbl/la), ngninat radius, (r- b)/b, whon M = O.
• " = +0,97, 1= 0'012; 0,' = +0'00, 1= 0'100;x ., = +0'00,' = 0'012.
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nets ali a reference with which to compare the results for 11/~ 1. "Te made three
sets of measurements of S~in the first.apparatus, i.e. the two disks, when p = 0·204
and..1I = li5,330 and (310. (The notation we use is the same as that. of ficuro 2.., ,
/ being positive when parallel to the mngnetic field.) In figure 10u we have
plotted the results in the form of one graph of (- 9) attbl] I against (r- b)/(uM-i)
(= Ji), in order to show firstly that the thickness of the region (I) is unquestionably
of order (rulI-l), and secondly to show that the distribution of 9 and therefore Vo
is similar for different values of . lI in these layers. ,re have drawn the Lest line
through the experimental points, because they show only a small systematic
departure from this line. Considering the randomness of many of the errors
involved. the curves do not indicate any large-scale departure from similarity
except where (r-u)/(a.M-i) < -3. when the values of (-9) are lower for the
lower value!'! of M. This result is to be expected since in the central region, (4).
( - 9) <TTT~2IaI varies linearly with ~11-1, ( - 9) increasing as ],f increases.
The results shown in figure lOb were taken in the second apparatus and were
plotted in tho same way as those in figure lOa. In this caso the results were taken
with the probe just touching the wall or very close to it, s> O·UG.and, as the
figure shows, there is no detectable difference caused by moving the probe very
slightly ncar tho wall. As well as indicating the similarity of the 9 profiles (in tho
sense of §2), these results also show that neal' the edge of the disk (- 9) decreases
and the distance in which this drop occurs is O(aJ/-i). Therefore the electrodes
cannot bo considered as resembling perfectly conducting electrodes, because, if
they were, the probe would have recorded a constant potentio.l across the elec-
trode, at least to within a probe error of Old/a).
It is interesting that the thickness of the layers are approximately the same
in all cases, being about (ja~U-~ (fh+:nltttj""ittdiettte-wh-y-the-pl'ofiIes-tH'e-llolreom-
1)1t'~Hl-tiIM~IHl-why-t.h&81optlii ~f tIle t.U'1) 'HH'n;'s of R-f-l't--~gR-Hltjt.-fl~llJ_}==Lare
Uirrt"l't~'Iltrln-ttg\:H~~H~~h1J=:}i the ratio of the thickness of the layers
to the radius of the electrodes is alb = G(l...J/1)-1. For the maximum value of
..11 in the first apparatus alb = O'4G and in the second apparatus alb = 0·78.
Therefore the approxlmation we made in §2 that o!cp ~ lip is not really justi-
fiable in analysing our experimental situation, and consequently we ought not to
expect tho degree of agreement that we find for tho values of RIRer> against
(l.Ml)-l in the two apparatus; nor should we expect the 9 profiles to be the same,
even if they had been measured at exactly the same value of ,.
4.2. Pilot lube measurements
As with the electric potential probes, when we Legan to use the Pitot probe
we first checked that we were measuring a velocity low enough to be in tho
required linear flow regime. 'Yith the Pi tot tube we also had to ensure that tho
measured velocity was high enough for (Po - P.) to be proportional to the square
of tho velocity vo, where Po and p. are the total and static pressure, respectively.
Since in the flow regime examined in § 2 Vo is proportional to / and since it follows
~from (A 7) that Po is proportional to v~, if the ~nlD error is small. we had to find
the values of 1 for which ~p = Po - PIC was proportional to 12. where PlO is the
pressure at the tapping on the wall.
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FIGt;RE 10. Variation of potential with radius in region (1) when 11 ~ 1. (a) (-¢)(TTrbl/la)
ngainstp = (r-b)/(a.ll-i);l = 0'502,' = 0·706 .• ,.M = 175; x,M = 330; 6,M = GIO.
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In figure II a we plot t::.p against 12 when 1" = 0, ..11 = 1370, and when 1" = 1'33&,
111 = 855, these and all subsequent readings being taken in tho second apparatus,
where 1= O·Ino. Xote that, when l' = 0, t::.p < 0 since Vo = 0 and the static
pressure is below the outside the disks due to the radial pressure gradient. When
r = I·33b, ,j,p > 0, showing that in region (1) the rise in total pressure is greater
than the fall in static pressure, which is, of course, to be expected.
Realizing that the most critical region for examining the onset of secondary
flow was region (I), we then measured 6..p at two values of .M when r = 1·2G7&.
The results, plotted in figure 11 b, show, first, that the velocity decreases as III
increases for given I, as is to be expected from the theory of §2, and, secondly,
that to operate in tho required regime we needed to measure pressures of the
order of 0·030 in. moths, which arc about as low as can be measured with any
degree of repeatability. This meant that we had to operate at high values of lIl,
with the associated disadvantage of using the Pitot tube when the thickness of
region (1) was least. '\'e have to presume that, though the )UiD probe error for
these values of 1was about 50 % of the measured value, the random errors pre-
clude any conclusion as to the exact linearity of the bop vs.12 relation.
We measured the radial distribution of 6..p at, = O'DDl and b = O'D72 at only
one value of ;.11, 1370, since we could not lower }'1 enough to obtain appreciably
different yet repeatable readings and at only one value of 1,0'7 amps. From the
radial disteibution of ~p we calculated Vo using the relations (A D). Since D.p is
positive in region (1) and negative in (4) it is zero on the boundary between these
two regions and consequently it is impossible to calculate the velocity there at all
accurately. We have plotted voOl'J1~((j)/)!jI against (r-b)j(a ..lI-l) in figure 12
so that if a. suitable theory can be developed it may be compared with these
results. We note that the velocity is greatest nearest the wall, which is predictable
since the jump in potential across the layer is greatest when r/> is greatest, i.e,
near the disk. Also note that, as r decreases, Vodecreases more sharply ncar the wall,
which is to be expected since, if the wall is highly conducting, the current must
leave the electrode at right angles, thus reducing the shear stress and conse-
quently the velocity at the wall. 'Ve may note that the Hartmann boundary
layer here was so thin, 0·001 in., as to be negligible.
4.3. Discussioti
Having calculated the velocity from the Pitot tube readings, wo can now com-
pare these values found with those calculated from the electric potential
distribution, using the relation,
(2.17)
Rewriting this in n. non-dimensional form we have
VoMa(<T1])i i o(r/>jI) •
- --1-- = - aa Tr-_·· (4.1)
In figure 13 we have plotted ua2o(r/>/I)/or and voMa(<T1])ljI against (1'- b)j(aM-l),
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FIOt;m: 11. Varintion of Pitot pressure, Ap, with ]1 when M :0> 1 and ,~ -1. (a) Largo
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uf;ing the uncorrected readings of the electric potential and Pitot probe. (With
the latter we have corrected fur the static pressure gradiont.) 'Vc sec that a
discrepancy of > 100% exists between the two curves. '\'e then calculated
voJla((TJ/)J/I using the correction formula (A I)) (as we did for figure 12), and
thence ealculatcd tho mean value of kd2 j;2jO,.2 [.llaL'IJ((j//)~/IJ across the probe
0.10
"",
"",",,
",,
-0-5 o 0-5 1-0 I-S
P
FJGvm; I:.!. Vnrint ion of velocity, &.;7,//..1] ~((ntl~Jl, \\ ith ru.Iius, P = (r- [')/(a.1I-I), in
rl'gion (I) (J/ = 13ti;;. L = 0·; mnps). --. {: = 0'!)7; - - -. {: = O-Il!).
2-0 2-5 lO 3-5
face in order to use the correction formula. (A 2) for 9/11' (\Ye took k = :t, being
the value for the two-dimensional probe examined by Hunt (HlGi), chapter 4.)
\re note that, though d2JI/a2 ~ 0·1, since [;2VIJ/ejj2 was so great, the size of the
correction term was sufficient to reduce the difference in the maxima to about
30%. ,re also note that the maximum of the uncorrected curve of the potential
gradient is at « loiccr value of r than the velocity maximum and that, with the
correction applied, the maximum moves to a !tigher value of 1', ,re note from figure
13 that this displacement is approximately equal to the diameter of the probe.
The main reason for the difference in these two corrected curves is probably
that the experimental situat-ion did not sufficiently sat.isfy the condition that
a/or ~ IJr and that therefore the radial currents wore sufficiently large to make
{2.1i) a-poor approximation.
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FIGURF. 13. Comparison of tho values of tho velocity calculated from Pitot and eloct rio
potontial probo readings, both corrected and uncorrected for 1IHD 01'1'01' (' = 0·001,
M = 13ll7).
5. Conclusions
From OUl' analysis in §2 of the 110wsinduced between two highly conducting
circular electrodes W0 concluded that the following qualitative phenomena arc
to be oxpoctcd when ~lJ~ 1. (i) The' channelling' of current between tho two
electrodes. (ii) The existence of a thin layer joining the edges of the circular
electrodes in which a large radial electric field and an azimuthal velocity are
induced. In this layer the electric field increases and the velocity decreases as .M
increases. (iii) The variation of the potential distribution across the electrode
• as.M 'varies, on account of the finite conductivity of the electrode.
Om' main quantitative predict.ions arc that: (i) IfR is the resistance between tho
two electrodes, 2a
lim R=R;JJ=~'
.1I_ao O'7Tu
(2.22)
whatever the current distribution on the electrodes. From physical reasoning we
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expect the variation of R with JI to be given by
RjRoo = 1- k;l..11l,
021
(2.23)
where k is 11 constant. (ii) If the rclativo conductance of tile fluid to the electrodes
is low enough, i.e. if ()o!()) ~ 1, then, provided (b-1·)J(a .M-~) ~ 1, 09/or = 0
and (;9/2:. is constant. (iii) On physical grounds we expect the current density
distribu tion to be 11 function of 1i = (r -u )/(aJ1-') on t be electrodes. \re arc then
able to conclude mathematically that, if this is so, (> is also a function of Ii at a.
giYcn value of z.
It follows that, if the quantitntive phenomena (i) to (iii) are shown to exist
experimentally, then the qualitative phenOnle1H\, (i) to (iii) also exist.
In our experiments, described in §4, we first showed that the relation between
EtRa;, and JI took the form of (2.23), whence the result (2.22) follows. \Ye demon-
strated that 09/cl' = 0 and c9/c;; is a constant in the region (4), tlHH:Iconfirming
the second quantimtive prediction, and the first qualitative one. 'Veshowed that
a thin layer existed between the electrodes' edges and that, in this layer, 9()]Tb2/Ia
was n. function of p, as predicted. In this layer tho variation of the velocity with
.M agreed quulitatively with our predictions, though the agreement between the
velocity and potential results was not satisfactory. Thus the main conclusions
from our physical and mathematical analysis were confirmed experimentally.
The last important result from our experiments comes from the comparison
of the results of the Pitot tube and the electric potential probe in an 1111lD flow
and the application of some of the new t.hcorv of :\IHD probes out-lined in
v '
appendix A, to explain the differences in their results. (This is the first oxperi-
ment in which such an exercise has been attcmptcd.) The calculations ofvclocity
in the region (1) deduced from Pitot probe measurements were between 100 %
and 400% highcr than those made from electric probe measurements, when no
corrections were applied for :'[H D probe errors. After npplying such corrections
we found that the differences between the two sets of measurements were 1'0-
duccd to between 30 % and 150 %; also the value of r at the maximum of the elec-
tric potential readings became closer to that, of the Pitot readings. Thus we con-
clude that, though our error corrections arc of some value, the large discrepancy
remaining between the results demonstrates how little we understand the probes.
(Some of the discrepancy may be due to the flows not satisfying the conditions
of the asymptotic theory, by which we compared the results of the probcs.)
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Appendix A
/
1. Electric potential probes
'Ve mention here a few of the considerations which led to the desi;11 of the electric
potential probe used in our experiments. On the one hand such a probe needs
to be as small as possible, when used in ;~o\\"ssuch as these where the gradients of
velocity and electric potential tiro 1.::';0, to avoid tho :JIB;) errors discussed oy
Hunt (HlGi); the probe size must also be minimized to roduco the size of t l.o vor-
tices shed by the probe which, boing carried round, would tend to affect the
potential at the probe tip. On the other hand the probe must be sufficiently rigid
for its position to Le determinate, porticularly since in this experiment the probe
was not always facing into the flow; also, the conducting region inside tho probe
must have a. sufficient diameter for its resistance to be reasonably low and this
wire has to be insulated from the probe's exterior, if this is made of metal.
The fact that the strongest small-diameter tubing easily available is made of
stainless steel determined our choice of the material for the probe's exterior.
'Vc could either choose to have mercury or a wire inside the probe as our con-
ducting region. The advantage of the wire is that it can be made to protrude from
the end of the prate and thus present a small area to the flow, 'Ve chose to usc
palladium and platinum wires, the thermoelectric potential of these wires being
close to that of mercury, The final design is shown in figure 4a. Xote the two dia-
meters of stainless-steel tubing used, the use of flexible plastic tubing as the
insulator between the steel tubing and the wire, and the coating of tho exterior
of the probe with a thin layer of non-conducting Perspex cement.
We now consider the various regions of the flow between the disks, as discussed
in §2, in order to estimate the kind of errors to be expected when ~I ~ 1.
Region (4). In this ;·c·gionthe current density is uniform and the velocity is zero
so that, if the probe is at right angles to the current, i.e. y = 0, from the symmetry
result of Hunt (lnG', chapter 4) 110 CITorwould be induced. However, as we have
explained, the probe could not always be at right angles t.o the plane 0 = i7T,
so that we could expect some error due to blocking the currents. Then the error
in ¢ compared to t:.¢ is easily seen to be O(dja), where d is the probe diameter.
Region (1). In this region severe velocity and potential gradients exist and the
equation,
(2.17)
gives the approximate relation between ¢ and "o- Xow, if tho measured potential
is 9". and the true potential 9, since c9jCO = 0,
9111-9 = -JO j_g,nlO-BoJo vrrdO,
-L ()" -J,
where L is a. large distance, relative to the probe diameter, in the azimuthal
direction. (For further discussion of this and other aspects of electric potential
probes sec Hunt (lOGi).) Sineo.N = (}"B~d/pvo ~ 1, we can ignore the effect of the
magnot.io field on the flow over the probe to the first order and then (A 1) becomes
(A 1)
(A 2)
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where l: is some positive, dimensionless constant which may be assumed to be
independent of t·o since Ed = PcZlJo/ll }> 1.
Using (2.17), (A 2) becomes
A = ,J ..... I.·(I~&~6!cr2Ym Y I l .1 , (.A 3)
whence we deduce two results by considering a simple expression to represent the
[,111 of <I through the regions (1), say (; = l-erf(p), whore p = (r-b)/(aJ1-a).
\re sce that if l: is largo enough (~)/,,!2r has two maxima for .0; 0, but that, if le
is low enough, the maximum value of t(;"Fp is less than that of c9/Zp. To find
the condition for the errol' term to be negligible in region (1), we write (A 3) in
terms ofp:
A _ A ' kd
2
",1'2..11"-2 (A 4)Ym-Y' o~ Cy,"p.aM !
In our experiments d2J1ja2 = 0·103 and therefore we could expect one maximum
for c~)"Jcr and with a value less than c9/6(.
In order to calculate 6 from n we could either integrate (A 4) or, as in fact weI I lit
did, wo could use the results of the Pitot tube readings for Vo to find¢ from (A 2).
To calcula te the error term we avcraccd the vulUC'S (If [;2/. / (;r2 01' f)V/J/or across the
x/» " 1,
face o~proue, 0·025 in. in diameter. .
2. Pilot tubes
The considerations leadinc to the dcsizn of the Pitot tube were very similar to
those leading to the desi;l of the electric potential probe, the only difference
being that the probe should not have too small an internal diameter because of
the need to rcduco the time for taking a reading ofprcssure. Again we used various
sizes of stainlC'ss·sted non-magnetic tubing for the probe, each tube fitting inside
the other. The tube was coated with Pcrspox cement in order to minimize the
effects of the probe on the electric fields; however, this was not really necessary
us the contact resistance of stainless steel is so largo as to render it effectively
non-conducting. The final design of Pi tot tube is shown in figure 4b.
From the theory of Hunt (l~G7, chapter 4) and the experimental results of
East (10(34) we expcctcd that tho ::\UID probe errors could be calculated from the
formula.
Po=P~+1pv~(1+acr:v~~, (A5)
where Po' Ps and p arc the total pressure, the static pressure and density re-
spectively. It turned out that.N = uEad/pv/J was about unity so that higher-order
terms in the expansion should have been used. However, the experimental results
of East (1%4) g:lYOa = 0'3D and the experimental results of Hunt (19G7) gave
ex. ~ 0·4 for values of N of O( 1), so we assumed ex. = 0·4 in our calculations of
velocity.
The other source of error to be expected was caused bymeasuring velocity in a
• shear flow, i.e. region (1), the length scale of which was somewhat smaller than
the diameter of the Pitot tube. However, it was shown experimentally by Hunt
(10G7) that, if u. Pitot tube is used to measure the velocity of u. plane Poiseuillo
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flow in a duct the width of which is only four times that of the tube, the errors
over the central half are negligible, but appreciable errors (- 50%) occur when
the centre line of the probe is within one diameter of the wall. However, even that
shear flow was less steep than those measured here, so we could expect an appreci-
able and largely uncertain error in velocity in this highly asymmetric shear
flow.
We decided to measure the velocity induced in the region (1) by means of a
Pitot tube only, tho pressuro in the Pi tot tube being measured relative to tho
pressure at a tapping in the wall of the duct, P"" The static pressure was not
measured in the layer, even though there was 0. small static pressure gradient
through the layer caused by the rotating flow. However, this pressure gradient
may be calculated from the equation
op./or = pvUr. (A 6)
Leaving the error in Po for the moment, we have the usual relation between
Po and P., the total and static pressures, i.e.
Po =P.+ IPV~.
Eliminating p. from (A 6) and (A 7) we have
oPo = pv~+ tP ov~
Or r or J
(A 7)
v~ = ~fr (rSOPO) dr •prs GO or
Thus, by only measuring Po. we could calculate tlo. Since the statio pressure effect
is O{8/b) (~1), we could approximately allow for the MJ-ID error, which was
greater than tho static pressure effect, by using successive approximations to
calculate !Jo, viz.
. whence (A 8)
"~n) ~ 2f: (r' 0::) dr I{ (1+O~!;~~l~pra}.
(We needed to use two iterations at the most in our calculations.)
(A 0)
3. The probe mechanism
To examine the flow between two circular electrodes placed in non-conducting
planes opposite each other with 0. magnetic field parallel to the line joining their
centres, we only needed to examine the flow in one plane, 101 = constant, be-
cause, for low enough velocities, the flow is axisymmetric. Since we wanted to use
the mechanism and the probes designed for examining duct flows with the
minimum number of alterations, we chose to examine the flows in the plane
0= ± ItT. As a. result of this decision we mounted the mechanism on the duct as
SI1O"'11 in figure 3e. (This mechanism is similar to that of Lecocq (1964).)
Tho method of moving the probe in the plano, 0 = ± 1tT, may be understood
by referring to figure 3a, where the locus of the probe stem is shown in tho (r, z)-
plano (0 = 0). To move the probe tip to a given value of z in the 0 = ± itT plano,
the probe had to be twisted on its own axis and the probe spindle, S, also twisted. .I
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To move the probe vertically, i.e. to vary r in the 0 = ±!1T plnne, a micrometer
screw was used. As a. consequence of this method of moving the probes, being
1in. from their tip to the centre line of their "tern, the probes were only able to
fnceintothe flow at two positions: (1) z ~ +a" ~ 1 and (2) in the first npparatus
at z ~ -a, r ~ -1, and in the second at z = 0·25a,' = 0·25. Therefore, without
making new proves of differing lengths, the Pitot tubes could only be used ncar
thcse values of z, such n. probe being accurate to 1% if it faces into the flow to
within 10°. However, the electric probes could be used at nil values of z, since
they do not critically depend on pointing into the flow, or being at right angles
to the current path. But, if'Y is the angle between the line joining the probe's
tip to tho axis of its stem and the duct's axis (see figure 3a, b), it may be shown
from the analysis of Hunt (19G7, chapter 4) that the probe errors are reduced if 'Y
is kept to a minimum. When tho probe tip was on the duct's centre line, y took
its maximum value, about 45°.
Appendix B. Secondary flow
1. Orders of magnituiJe
As the velocity increases, the form of the flow generated between the electrodes
must change in either or both of two basic ways. One possible change is caused by
the fnct that the azimuthal velocity, Ve, varies in the radial direction such that
ovlI/or ~ ev%z, so that the flow is expected to be unstable somewhat in the
manner of a. plane jet. Thus, when vo{aM-I)p/1J = Rc, where R; is the eritical
value of the Reynolds num ber of that plane jet which corresponds to the varia-
tion of Vo with r at the highest values of ve' we might expect the flow to become
unstable to small disturbances, which eventually develop into non-axisymmetric
eddies with the major component of the vorticity vector lying in the z direction,
i.e. an unsteady flow similar to that found by Lehnert (1906). Since ve ex: I/Ma
from the theory in §2, it follows that
(B 1)
where Ie is the critical value of I. Thus, for a stable flow at a given value of lIf, I
must be lowered so thnt I < Ie. If the flow becomes unstable in this way, v, 9= 0
and/or Vr 9= 0, and in t.hat case the inertial terms would have to be considered in
the momentum equation. As a result vo, and consequently /11>, would no longer be
proportional to 1.
The second change in the basic flow could be the onset of steady, or unsteady,
secondary flow caused by the variation of the azimuthal velocity in the z
direction so that op/or (= pv~/r) varies significantly with z. Thence vr 9= 0,
v. =+= 0, and Ve is changed because the inertial terms in the momentum equation .
arc no longer zero, e.g. v. evo/az 9= o. It is again clear that when this occurs Vuand
69 arc no longer proportional to I.
Thus we conclude that when the basic flow changes, 01: becomes unstable, we
should be able to detect this chango by noting the departure from linearity in the
variation of /1rp with I.Whether a change should become evident at a particular
value of I, as in the first instability, or becomes gradually more apparent as in the
026 J. O. R. Hunt and D. G. ,Malcotm
gradual onset of a. steady secondary flow, cannot be established without a more
detailed investigation. Such an investigation of these interesting instability and
secondary flow problems has recently been undertaken in which a. quartz-
insulated hot-film sensor is being used as a flow measurement device in liquid
mercury. The results of this invesligntion will be reported in detail in a. forth-
coming paper by ~ralcolm {196&1,but one result will be mentioned briefly in
§B 2 as it relates to equation (B 1).
2. Secondary flow measurements
Figure 5 shows the fltjJ - I curves for the two apparatus at various values of M.
We note that fltjJ ex: I when M = 0, and that, when M =1= 0, the curve of fltjJ against
I is a straight line for I sufficiently small, but ns I increases the curve ceases to be
a straight linc.j From the two curves taken at J,J = 588 and 111 = 204 in the two-
disk apparatus (1 = 0'512), we note that the value of I at which the linear regime
censes is higher when 111 is higher, thus showing that an increased magnetic field
tends to suppress the onset of t he flow in the non-linear regime. A simple examina-
tion of the equations would indicate this result for either of the two non-linear
flows discussed in §D 1. .
\Vc continued this investigation of the onset of secondary flow by examining
the relation between the current, I, and the difference in potential, 1>,between
that on the line z = 0 and that measured by the electric potential probe in the
one-disk apparatus (I == 0'190). The probe was placed at a radius of 1'27b and at
a valuo of ,= - 0'95, i.e. in the region (I), so that any secondary flow effects
could be markedly demonstrated. As shown in figure 6, the 1>against I curvo
becomes non-linear at a much lower value of I for the same value of .M than in
the fl¢ against I curve shown in figure 5. The most plausible explanation is that
a secondary flowoccurs in which the radial velocity tends to thicken the region (1),
leading to a reduction at a given value of I of the current density in region (4) and
thence flrp, as we see in figure 5. However, as region (1) thickens, the potential
gradients full and therefore, if the probe's position is at a radius greater than that
of the disk, 11>ll'ises,and, if at a lesser radius, 11>1falls. This explains why, when
the curves in figure Gbecome non-linear, 191rises.
Experimental studies of the stability of the primary flow which are presently
under way using the hot-film anemornetry technique (Malcolm 1961}{tldicate
that, in the two-disk apparatus (l = 0'512), the critical current at which tho
primary flow first becomes unstable varies in the manner, Ie ex: M, for ],f > -u.o.e; z'00.
The most interesting consequence of this result. is that the critical Reynolds
number, Rc, defined in (B 1) must be a constant and independent of lIf, for .M
sufficiently high. This implies that the magnetic field tends to stabilize the flow
chiefly by affecting the primary flow, i.e. lowering its Reynolds number for given
1.The other consequence is that, since Vu ex: I/.Mffthe critical velocity, occurring
when I == Ie' increases as u), which agrees qualitatively with the results of
figure lib. .
t These readings Cor 111> 0 were taken to examine the secondary flow, not to measure
accurately flp/I in the primary flow regime. Tho latter readings were taken later and
are not. shown.
•
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, ., Abstract
'", .
This investigation demonstrates by theory and experiment .
, methods for the measurement of lov turbulence intensities in the
,~ " flow of a low Prandtl number fluid using the constant-tempernture
", " :
. '
• I .. , 'hot-tilm technique.
"
Simple formulae for the determination of
, .
: i. '. ~~. :" turbulence intensity are derived from knowntheoretical relationships
Ii" ." r '.'
,';C '. J ••..•. :, between the flow velocity and the heat trans ferred through forced
',' " .. convection by cylinders of infinite length and from calibration
.' data for cylindrical quartz-insulated platinum hot-film sensors
ot finite length in mercury. Various difficulties associated vith
the application of hot-film anemometry to mercury flows are discussed.
or particular practical importance are the effects of small'
.: environmental temperature drift end the wetting characteristics of. ,
~,::'the insulating material surrounding the platinum film •
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The earlier work 'of Sajben (1964, 1965. 1967) provided a
..:.': basis for this study'. He applied a lacquer-insulated tungsten .. ~. ' .
hot-wire in the constant-current mode to measure turbulence intensity
in a turbulent mercury jet subjected to an axial magnetic field •
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l~ '. Introduction
This investigation was prompted by the need for a reliable
method of measuring magnetohydrodynamic turbulence quantitatively
'in lov Prandtl number fluids such as liquid mercury. The practical
" problems of protecting and insulating the measurement device from
the hostile environment and establishing a precise calibration
procedure are exceedingly difficult. 01' the few measurement
I
devices which could possibly' be applied, the electrically heated"
thin-film sensor seems at; ~esent the most promising.
" ,
The present stu~ vas further prompted by advances in the area of
constant-temperature hot-film enemcrae t ry by commercial firms such
as '!bermo-Systems Inc. (St. Paul. l'ci.nnesota, U.S.A.) and DrSA
Elektronik A/S (Herlev, Denmark). Sputtered-quartz coated platinum-
film sensors now manufactured are more rugged than conventional hot-
vires and offer sufficient frequency response when operated in the
.: .,'.. ..: constant-temperature mode. '1he operation 01' thin-rilm sensors
• io· •
, . " ':". by the constant-current technique is not feasible because the
! "':.,::> " thermal inortia of tho boundary layer. prot@ctive coa.ting a.nd.sub-
j .;
ii' .
" ••.. \1,
, ' « > • strate material greatly impairs the frequency response end measure-...... . ,j: ,":. t.: ment accuracy. As discussed by Bellhouse and Schultz (1967) and
..~.: ;':.': ~".,':< by Bellhouse and ;aasmussen (1968) , situations also exist in which.
. , "~. :r··.·r constant-temperature operation of the films fail to give accepta.ble
.. ,/ '>.' results. Such effects are negligible for the cylindrical sensors:~<. considered in this discussion and in fluids such as wa.ter or mercury.
) :,!'
It is notevorth~ that Bel1house and Schultz (1966) have been
. -: \' success t\Ll in manufacturing hot-film sensors in the laboratory
trom commercially available materials. '
· ; .
, "
' .. '
\ ' 2
t ".
'. Section 3 describes and ,discusses the results of the experi-
._. ,If ~ •
~'! ,)'; menta which test the measurement procedures and Section 4 presents" . . , ~
,',' '". :.'" " conclusions. .The problem of environmental temJ;leraturedrift.. . .,," . "..' ,.'ettects and various noteworthy s:pecial:problems.concerned with the
application ot the hot-till'lltechnique to mercur,y flow are discussed
. ", : '
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Sajben's work (1965, 1967) with hot-wires in mercur/
represents one of two known published accounts of Quantita.tive
turbulence measurement in low Pra.ndtl number fluids. The other
is by Branover, Slyusarev and Shcherbinin (1965) who related
strain-gauge measurements of fluctuating drag on a tear-drop
shaped probe immersed in mercury to turbulence intensity. ~is
technique does not seem to hold much promise however. primarily
because the size ot the probe precl~deB the measurement of small
.Bcale turbulence.
"
": Section 2 ot this paper presents a brief theoretical study
'..
•1 .• 'I
ot the turbulence measurement problem • Section 2.1 presents a..,
v : simi~ar analysis to that of Sajben (1965). Section 2.2 proceeds
.'.,from the results of this analysis to develop simple formulae for
.....
the measurement of low intensity turbulence using a consta.nt-
. temperature anemometer system: Although Sajben found it neceasary
to use a special electronic circuit to linearize the voltaGe across
... . the sensor with respect to the flow velocity, these formulae should
'( eliminate the need for such elaborate treatment of·the anemometer
siGllal in the majority of cases where turbulence of low intensity
is involved. In fact, with appreciable signal drift taking place
continuously in some cases (for reasons which will be discussed),
these tor.mulae should prove more accurate than the alternative
elect~onic operation because of their independence of any reference
,', .
conditions such as the power dissipated at zero velocity.
~: .
.' .in Appendices A and B •. ",..
.- ~ . ,
" . ).. ;... "
.. '
.' ~
, :: ..\.'
: . 3
. ,
,2. Theory
· .
~2.1. Heat trans fer relations
· , .
<'> '," Let the hot-film sensor be considered as a very lonG,
, .' uniformly heated, composite cylinder which is placed in a flow of
.~ .. lov Prandtl number fluid perpendicular to its axis. Figure lea)
is a sketch of the actual sensor and Figure l(b) shows a cross-, ,
" section of this sensor. The platinum film ia maintained at a
constant temperature, Ts,which is above the temperature of its
fluid environment, Tf• The equation for the rate of hea.t transfer
in this case may be readily derived (see Chapman(1960) for example)
as
.. ; .. Q. b.T • • • • •• (1')
1 + 1 1n(~\ + .J:.._ In(!L) ,2n:t Lh ~Lkc ,ra') 27(Lk.l rc
, " ~t .
" ...
.• ~~ l
. ..,:_:
, ,
, . 'Where suffices a , e ·and.t refer to the platinum film surface,
insulating coating and non-wetted thermal contact resist~~ce layer,
'f.
respectively.6T I: (Ts-T~d h , k , r and L represent the convective
heat transfer coefficient, thermal conductivity, cylinder radius
" .
. ). I· and hot-film len6th, respectively. k_i and r,l. are unknown aad ,
.":,,~,,< :,,' for the case of mercury in particular,' often change to an unknown
' .. ,\' .. ', .. . .
• ,,',;.), I". extent with each passage of the senaon through the unavoidable free
, .
.., ...
',.' ,"
" • I~ .
,....
• ,. , j', surface.
. >. ,: _';
,. • .f 'r
", ' ' Using the usual definition of the Nusselt nuabe r' for a
'. :",', :: horizontal cylinder in convection, . N~:: h (zt.¥k , h ma:rbe
":,'"": ',r~place~ in equation (1) by krUv../l...rJ.. If equation (1) is now
. . rewritten in the form '
". ... "~ 7rh. LllT + J.. ~ l{.'1)d, hk(~)
Q Nu.. Z..k (.' rs Z. k.,t re.)
These effects are discussed in detail in Appendix B•
<. , '0'
\
• I
· .'
",' • the iast two terms are observed to be independent of flow vcloci t:r.
On the o'ther hand NI4. depends upon the forced convection veloci t:r
through PR (the Prandtl-Reynolds number product) which is usually
.t .. ",."' .
"'_ .. I. ..... .. .,
4
. ' .
....
'. c,
, '0,
. , '
.- .: I
..... ,.. .. .
,
.1 'I'::'
" . ' .t"
.... tenned Pe, the P~clet number. The equation may be further
revri t ten as
) (2)
..
••••••
'. vhere K represents the velocitY' independent t.erms , Because K
depends upon the properties ot the contact re~istance layer it may
take a markedlY' different value each time the sensor passes,.
through the mercury free surface. As shown bY'Sajben (1965), it
is possible to eliminate this changing K term bY'the following
procedure,
. t-( P ) -' 7r' k.l L6T (J... ~ .L \ - (.J_ - .L\·
I l - r L~(o) Q(Pl)) - Nu1(9) NI.l[Pt))······ (3)
/ .
, .
l ." ••
»
'., .. '.. ': .. .. It is necessnr,y to note here that, in order to be evaluated, Pe
. . i 'i'"
"." '.., ..
~ust be based upon 2rc rather than upon 2rL which is unknown.
ProvidinG that the contact resistance layer is relativelY' thin
. ~. the error in this eva.luation should not be significant •
.~-', Equation (3) is observed to be stronglY' dependent on
.. slight changes in~T due to normal environmental temperature
, . " \.' drift' during the course of an experiment. This important aspect
is discussed in Appendix A. It is found tha.t a small relative
.. :.:. error inl1T may be multiplied bY'a factor of ten in the relative
# •• ! ~
:.... ,; . error of F(Pe). 'Ibe use of temperature compensation equipment
,",' " "
. 1'.
\
,
.:.' . type.
.'~
'. A theoretical solution for Nu(Pe) for cylinders of infinite
length which applies to low values of p~ and to low R, a.llowing the
:. use of the Oseen approximation. vas derived by Cole and Roshko (1954)
\. . .
'. • l.n the fom.
It,
. . 2--~n~----)---------')
(h8 - r - ~Pe ..••••••
(4)
• I •• >i
, ....
. " . 5
J.
vhere r is Euler's constant.::::>
C:Grosh and Cess (1958) have assumed inviscid flow for the specific
case of a low Prandtl number fluid 'to derive the following equation
vhich should be most accurate at higher values of R.
" ..
rot.
/,015 Pe • • •••••
.'
"
2.2. Formulae for turbulence intensitv rneasure~ent
, , i . .'.
. ~ " \ I,· . intensity turbulence from measurements obtained using a consta.nt-
.: t ,
, temperature anemometer "ill no~ be developed. First, for the
t .':,...:··caseof low R and low~, iI. Nu{P~) is replaced by equation (4),
.' ' ..... -,.... ' .. ., . equation (2) becomes
Practical formulae for the direct calculation of Lov
. -, '..
/1' kt L.6.T lh8- f"I) ~~Pe. " ., 1(," ,.,,-, +::.
a.lP~) J._ ;z. •••••• (6)
, '
Let Q(Pe) be replaced by the ohmic dissipation in the hot-film,
2 2 both.E Ra I(Rs +-R*). E is the voltage acroes,{thehot-fib resistance,
Rs' and R*, a resistance in series with Rs. R* represents a
resistance in the electronic circuit and/or the combined resistance
.'of the current leads and the probe body. The only variable part
of Pe in a constant temperature environment is the velocity
" component, U, perpendicular to the sensor. Equatio~ (6) ma:ynow
.".be rcwritten as
., .
, ~
..
! .
\ , I ".
••••••(7)
'\~:~ ! .'. ;... ' vhere Kt includes all velocity independent terms. Differentiating
.'equa~ion (7) results in the relationship,
" ,
..
A[~ktL~~S(~'T e')~J~, - •.•.4-J ..
. .~.
'.' ~'. ~:'
•• • • •• (8)
~ I. , .
,,', ,.' .(.•..0, ,,: 6
. \ ..- ..
It is assumed that the turbulent velocity components perpendicular
to the sensor. ut in the strea.-nwisedirection and VI. are very
. - .small compared to the local mean veloc+ty u, v.e , )
-' . ·.....
. '.
" ,
Using this assumPtion~vhich is applicable to low intensity
turbulence.)it is seen in Figure l(a)..ihat dU'V u' and UI'VU + u",
The following substitutions will be made in equation (8).'
E - E + e, d E = e,
U • u + u', d U,· u', • ••••• (10 )
'.
"
where e is the small deviation from the mean voltage, E, caused bJ
the turbulence. Substitution of equation (re) into equa.tion (8). /
followed by a conventional root-mean-square operation in which
fluctuation quantities of greater order than two are neglected.
.yields the desired simple relationship,
: 4' [nh. L6-'-(~~R.~}2.;J} e.L =. J~ .
Rs E :) \A.. • ••••• (11)
, '
. "
, ,
, ,
In Section 3.2. it becomes evident that it is not alwaJs
possible to ignore the interacting effects of free convection and
conduction .on th~ heat transfer by forced convection. Hence
equations (4) and (5) are not expected to completely describe the
actual situation in most cases. Tne present experiments. using
a horizontal cylindrical hot-fiim of dimensions as shown in
FibUre l(a), show that the slope of the l/Nu(Pe) vs ln p~ curve
may be considerably different from - 1/2 for low values of Pe.
It this experimental slope is given a value -s, a modified
turbulence intensity formula. results, i.e.)
" '
"
\
, ,
"
. "
•••••• (12)
7
For hither values of Pe in mercurJ in cases where free
)
convection and conduction effects are proven negligible, a similar
method may be ap~lied using equation (5) as the Nu (~) function
• in equation (2). Tne resulting turbulence measurement equation
ia
)~
---) ••••••
where Pi is the P6clet number at the mean velocity •.
Equations (11) to (13) have the advantage of being indepen-
dent of the changeable properties of the contact resistance layer.
which surrounds the sensor. Equations (11) and (12) possess the
,.,articularadvantages of being independent of the Nu(0) reference
and relatively free from the irritating effects of Bignal drift
due to slight changes in AT (see Appendix A) or due to slowly
varying properties of the contact resistance layer (see Appendix E).
The only information required other than directly measured
quantities is the slope of the lpru" (pc) vs ln Pe curve which is '
obtained by calibration. Equation (13) on the other hand cannot'
be used "Where sic;nal dri1'tia a problem because both l/Nu.,(P'G)and
l/Nu-(O) must be readily available for every measurement in order
to evaluate ~ from the calibration curve. Similarly, any
attempt to use u~re sophisticated elect~nic linearization or digital
computation teChniques to allow for the very nonlinear dependence
of E on U is hampered by drift problems.
, ".'
The important questions to be answered experimentally are:
(i) at a point of measurenent in a turbulent flow, "Will equation (12)
give the same value 'for!(iji/v...at different levels of operating
temperature and ohmic dissipation?
~(ii) are values of}U!-L /rA. from equation (;l2)actually independent
. of the value of K' in equation (7), and therefore independent of the
thickness and properties of the impurity layer on the sensor?
,
.'
.v,
. ", ~'.' . .
8
. (iii) are values of JWL/\i from
of signal drift caused bY'the
equation (12) ~ctuallY' independent
ocombined effects of normal small
\ '
environmental temperature changes an~ slow timewise variations in
the properties of the contact resistance layer?
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3. Eneriment
3.1. Annarntus and exnerimental methods
..' ,
The apparatus, used in this investigation is a mercurJ
taw-tank facility constructed ~or the purpose of calibrating
hot-film probes for use in ma£;Iletohydrodyna.micexperiments. 'i'he
tow-tank itself is formed of rigid pvc sheet, 3/16 inch in thick- .
. .. 4 4 5;4.ness, to produce a trough of lnternal.dlmenslons, x x~ lnches.
It is supported in a steel framework to elimina.te deformation of
the tank wa..llswhen filled wi th about 40fb. of me rcury ,
The hot-film probes are suspended through the mercllrJ free
surface (with the sensors horizontal) from a ~b. brass trolley·
which runsabove the tow tank on two ~ inch dia.meter stainless
. ,steel rails. The trolley has three wheels, approximately 2~ inches
in diameter, formed from pvc material to assist in the'd~~pin3 of
vibrations in the mechanism. TVo wheels on one side rese~ble
V-pulleys and serve to guide the trolley on one of the zound rails.
The third wheel has a flat running surface and ride.s freely on the
other ril-tl. This arrangement of guide wheels minimizes wheel
chatter and eliminates the need for accurate relative positioning
of the rails.
The trolley is towed, via a system of pulleys and steel
cables, by a hollow brass cylinder with a sharp-edged orifice at
one end which descends under gravity in a vertical stainless steel
tube through a mixture of wate1~d common wnter-soluble rr~chining
lubricant. The rate of descent is fixed at about 0.9 cm/sec. bY'
\
the pressure drop across the 0.1 inch diw~eter orifice.
•
Slower
speeds are obtained bY' adding counterweights to a restraining cable
. attached to the rear of the trolley. HiGher speeds are obtained
by adjusting a by-pass valve to regulate a by-pass flow from the
.bottom to the top:of the stainless steel 'tube during the descent of
'the brass cY'linder. The trolley is timed over a 50 cm. distance
: ..~
, ,
, "
"
by an electronic timer which is actuated by microswitches. A
similar toving technf4ue has been previously used by Lindgren and
Chao (1967). These authors covered the complete speed range by
using orifices of various sizes. In the present case the
apparatus is capable of speed regulation from 0.3 to 14 em/sec •
with ±0.5% precision and with sufficiently lov vibro:tion in th~
,f r "
•
"-. :
~.; . ', . " ,
... ,. mechanism to produce an equivalent turbulence intensity of 0.015. ' "
}~st of this vibration apparently arises from harmonic oscillations'"
in the towing cables •
.1' -,. '
t'.. '
I " . A lov intensity turbulence field vas created by mounting
a' conventional square-mesh grid of round rods on the trolley
ahead of the hot-film sensor and toving the whole assembly along
the tov tank at constant speed. ~e grid vas composed of 0.028
:.. diameter brass rods in a 'brass frame (spr~ed vith pvc paint to
" inch
, "
..: '.
, , \
" '
,'. ' prevent a.'1lalgnmation) vith a mesh lensth to rod diameter ratio of "
",:,:',,:5.36 and vas situated at a 20 mesh length distance from the sensor.',
;,
Widely varying properties of the' contact resistance layer
, ,
around the sensor vere obtained by repeated:reimmersion through
" each of tva types of interface, from air to mercury and from vater
• i, •..,'> ", to mercury. The vater-mercury interface vas obtained by pouring "
, . \ ',:, ' .
" , " . a layer of water on top of the mercury in the to\{ tank. As vill, '
' .. '
' ...
'," j: be discussed in th'o experimental results, the differences in the..........' ..- \ ....
", ' ,:.' ,;, :-: heat trans fer characteristics vhen passing through these tva
" . .' .'",", ..•..
':: "" '<': different interfaces are quite dramatic. Theoretically~ the
.' " -,
turbulence intensity as calculated from equation (12) should be , .I,
'.
• ,; unaffected hovever. This aspect is important from a practical
.". .:~ point of viev'also, in that it is often desirable in experiments
, '
" to minimize the amount of poisonous mercury vapour above mercury
, free surfaces by covering them with !i. layer of vater.
, I'." '
,I
,"
. ". ; ,""",-
'. ..:" ~. . I '~'; ,;~.' . . .,
• ~ "0
The mercury free surface ~a8, cl~ancd ~~riOdiCallY using a
" , ,~.'-. "
•. ,
, "
. " - .,' .' .. ,_,I", ~-'(.\. ':',~:.: _" , .
, " :' ". ' '
vacuum skim.l1ingdevice. Tne sensor itself was not cleaned durinG
the course of these experiments.
Figure l(a) sho~s a sketch of the hot-film sensor specially'
manufactured bY' Thermo-Systems Inc. for wor~t in mercury. It is
0.03J mm.. in diameter and has a sensitive lc;:1(;thof 0.495 ram,
The platinum film and the 6puttercd-vuart~ coating have thicknesses
4
as stated by the manufacturer of O.?'1.d l.~respectively. Tne
support needles are insulated by a coating of resin cement.. The
,temperature coefficient of resistance was found experimentallY' to
be .00236°c-l•
",
The hot-film probe was operated by a Therr..o-Systerr.sIV:oc.el1010
Constant Temperature Anemometer. LlT was va.ried by adjustinG the
hot-film operating resistance. Rs. on this in6tru~cnt. E was read
from a digital voltmeter and ~ was obt~ed using a He...·lett Packar d
~bdel H 12 - 3400A true rIDS voltrreter with frequency rosponse dovn
to 2 Hz. and with a 20 second averaginG time on the d.c. output.
Tne instantaneous nnemomcter signol. and the d.c~ output from the
rms voltmeter were continuouslY followed bY' an oscilloscope. :c.ecause
of randoI:lvariation in the instantaneous value of )e;;: during the
course of each timed passage of the trolleY it was found that direct
readings of J e L tended to be imprecise. Tne following photo-
graphic method was devised to overcome this problem. The time base
of the.oscilloscope was set a.t a sweep rate which allowed a lar3e
number of sweeps during the transit time of the tralleY' ~~roug~ its
50 cm. distance. A time exposure was then taken of the oscilloscope
\
trace representing the d.e. output of the rms meter
transit time. The result was a photograph showing
,,". which represents the maximum variation in j eL .
durine this
a sweep band
Tne more highly
exposed line near the centre of this sweep ba..'1.dshows the rIDS value
most often occurring during any one 6weep~ Tnie line was taken to
. represent the best available average value of ) e" at the' particular
,experimental conditions.
!
l3
3.2. Results and discussion
Figure 2(a) shows calibration results for the hot-film
sensor used in these experiments. Table 1. contains descriptive
information for the various sets of data points included in the
figure. These data were taken at intervals during a three Heck
period and durin~ a total run time in mercury of approximately 30
hours. Although a considerable amount of scatter is evident it
should be emphasized that no special attention was Given to cleanine
'0
the mercury free surface except to remove the thickest scum prior to
each day's runs. The sensor itself was never cleaned. This lack of
special care was purposely allowed since it was considered desir/~ble
to check the reproducibility of results under realistic operating
" conditions. One observes from Figure 2(a) that measurement precision
deoreases as P6 ~ 1.0.
The ratio;/fk~L6-r;Q~), takes a different value each time the
sensor crosses the free surface. The higher this ratio becomes, the
greater is the insulating effect of the thermal contaot resiotance.
layer which surrounds the sensor.
..
In general, the use of the mercury-water free surface lessened
the contaot resistance. However, the increased sensitivity thus
.gained by improved wettine Has lost because the water - impurity
layer on the sensor seemed unstable and gave rise to random drift
effeots. The most satisfactory operation was experienced while using
a mercury - air free surface and a high running temperature of about
30 °C. The best operating tcmp~rature must be chosen as a cOffipromise
between the hieher temperatures, which give increased sensitivity
and greater freedom from environmental temperature drift effects,
and the lower temperatures, which ensure longer sensor life and lessen
uncertainties in the calulation of physioal properties of mercury at
the mean tempera.ture, (IS +Tt )/2.'
,
.. The oalibration results are replotted in Figure 2(b) where
14
71k\-L6T'
QC ) 1\-1 qc.Legend 0 Free surface type ~
x. 6.35 Hg - air 11.4
+ 8.24 Hg - air 11.3
A 4.91 Hgo - air, 11.3
,¢ 5·49 Hg - air 10.8
p 4.82 Hg - air 22.1
0 3.34 Clean liB' - air 33.6,._
q 3.32 Ha-- H2O 33.0
'0 ,3.86 Ego - H2O 33.6
! '
"": "
Table 1. Data for Figures 2(a).and 2(b).
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it is observed that, for 0.3 ~ Pt) ~ 1.0, F(P'e)·ie a linear function
of lnP6 with a slope of -0.31. This slope io considerably leso
numerically than the value of _1/2 predicted by the infinite lenGth
forced convection theories discussed in Section 2. A rieorous analysis
of the modifying effects of conduotion and free convection has not
been attempted. For the ranee of ~lrused in these experiments G P,
",·hereC is the Crashof number, i:;; ao hiGh aa 0(lC-3) so t::.~tf'r-oo / ,
convection effects are likely to be si.:;nificantat lo\{P~. Not e that
very small sensor diameters are desir/able since G increases as d3•
A second constant-temperature anemometer set was brouGht 'into oommission
to enaure that the low slope of the F(~) vs lnP~ curve was not a result_
of 'equipment malfunotion. This oroas-ohecking procedure eave similar
results.
From the point of view of accurately measuring turbulence
intensity it is significant that, althoueh deocrepancies exist between
the various sets of data in Figure 2(b), the slope of each set is very
nearly the same.
On'an oocasion when the ~~bient·temperature remained constant
(within 0.2 °C) for a period of a few hours, the low speed calibration
shown in Figure 3. was carried out. At these low speeds (0:<0.9 cm/aecll
F(P~) ia observed to vary linearly with Pe. The instrument can thore-
fore be usefully employed to measure very low velocities provic1inf;"
that temperature drift effects are either absent or compensated for •... .' ~
. , ,
•
I qn many occasions oalibrations at low speed were unsuccessful because.
sienificant sienal drift ~as instigated by a temperature difference
from end to end in the to,.,tank" of as little as 0.1 °C.! The scatter
in Fieure 2(a) for p~ ~ 0.1 i6 primarily due to the existence of .
~ these minute temperature gradients. Theso temperature drift effeots
.. . .
.....are in accordanoe with the concluaions drmm in Appendix A•
.. Table 2 presents the results of experiments, using the trolley, .
, .! and turbulence grid apparatus, to test' the turbulenoe measurement
" ,
16,
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7fkt_LAT rwyu_'Free surface tYl1e QeO) rr.;3 fJ..Toe R_,
I * ~He - air 7.2 104 33·5 .041 4650
I
","',*Hg - H2O . 3.3 404 33·5 .041'
**, .' 3.3 408 33.5 .01;0i , !
H~ - a.ir 48.6 I 10.S .0~5
I ~,... -.,-.-- , •.N)VI
-- 157 22.2 .035"
--- 290 . 33.1 .034
--- 486 43.8 .034
--- 185 32.8 .036
--- 187 32.8 .039. I
--- 319 33.0 .035'
, .' I-- 320 33.0 .033
Hg - H2O. --- .65.4 10.8 .038! -- 372 33.1 .036
--- 591 43.8 .037, . , .
, ., 370 33.0 .040 I---
--- 370 33.0 .039
. -- 362 33.0 .041
--- 366 33.0 .040
--- 346 33.0 .038
--- 346 33.0 .038,
Table 2. ' Turbulence measurements using the trolley and turbulence
,grid apparatus (horizontal lines indicate rei~mersion of
tho probe throueh a free surface).
\,-':.'* Refer to Figure 4(a).
,;"';':** Refer to Figure 4(b).
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formula, equation (12). ~he value of a in e<1uation (12) was taken
from Fieure 2(b) as 0.31.
It sho~ld be mentioned that Sajben's lon~ (Lid D 100) hot-
wire eenscz-(Sajben (1965)) perf'ormadin close accoz-dance idth the .
theoretical predictions for cylinQers o~ infinite length. It is
possible that with longer hot-film sensors it may be realistic to
use the theoretical equations (11) and (13) directly to calculate
tu~bulence intensity. It must be rer.lcmbercd,however, that the
sensor ~n~h limits the measurement sensitivity for small scale eddies.
In Table 2 the comparison of E3 at the S~::1e 61yields C[llali-
tntive information similar to that :provided by (;."kt L 6. i}/Q(O)
regardin~ conta9t resistance effects. All the turbulenco intcnGities
are observed to fall in the range, 0.033 - 0.041, and are uncor~elated
with the wide variation in LlT and the laree changes in contact resistance
which occur from one immersion to another throuch either of the hlo
types of free surface. As was expected, no temperature drift e~fects
were observed in these experiments. Since no correlation a:ppearsto
exist between }t..!L I C\.. and ;Y.(tL6T/QIp), or E3at corrccpondine AT, it
is unlikely that the variations between values ofJw~/~ are due to
the changin~ properties of the contact resistance layer. ~:pcrience
with the apparatus suggests that this variation could 'bedue to a
chan~e from one run to anothe~ in the substantial contribution to
J lA,"1 r;_ made by the trolley vibrations.
/
From the results of many previous researches, one would
expect the value orJ~11A.. in grid turbulence alone, at a position
20 mesh lengths downstream from the grid, to be about 0.028. The
~values obtained for the trolley - grid combination are thus <1uite
reasonable.
The ~ramatic effects of a substantial improvewent in thermal
, contact are best appreciated by comparing 'the results in the first
two entries in Table 2 with their related osoilloscope traces in
18
, ,
•Figures 4(a) and 4(b). These traoes have identioal time and voltage
scales and show typical e vs time variations for a mercury - air
free surfac~ wi th(?<k~LtJT)/Q(O) • 7.2 and for a mercury - water free
surface with~k~ L o1T) / G(O) • 3.3; respeotively. The osoillation .
amplitudes are muoh greater in the oase of the mercury - water free
surface. This ls because, at oonB~ant L11, \~ must ahlays Lnoz-ease
ln direct proportion to E3 to yield similar values of J (AI i./u. .
In Figure 4(b) it is observed,that the shortest oscillation
period, corresponding roughly to the/smallest passing ed~ 'Within the
sensor's sensitivity range, ls about 0.905 sec. This oorresponds to
a frequency of 200 Hz. This value is quite reasonable since, if the
maximum eddy sensitivity 1s based on the sensitive length of the
sensor at ~ -14 om/seot a maximum frequency response in the rc~ion
of 280 Hz would be expeoted. This illustrates the point that tho
maximum frequency response is governed by the sensor length in lo'W
speed meroury flow rather than by time varying heat transfer
oonsiderations.
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4. Conolusions..
From this investigation it ia concluded that meaningful
measurements may be obtained in a mercury flow using insulated cylind-,
rioa1 ~ot - film. sensors providing that sufficient efforts are made
to understand the physical and praotical problems involved. Consider-
able attention must be paid to minimizing'and compensating for drift
.in ambient temperature. The submerging of the sensor,through the"
meroury free surface must be done with great oare to avoi~ ooatin~
the sensor with a thick non-statio oontact resistance layer. Since
sensitivity is greatly increased by improving the wetting oharacter-.
istioe of the insulating coating, it is hoped that methods wi~l.be
" found to bring about such an'improvement. In the present experiments
a water - mercury interfaoe was found·to increase sensitivity, but
r Jwith the unfortunate side effeot of introducing.a· random drift effeot.
" .
'I',
It is oonoluded that it is possible to measure velooities as.' .
low as a few mm/eeo quite aoourately. Although the calibration '1.
"method cancels out the effects of thermal contaot ~eBistanoe, the
measurement precision deoreases significantly for large pl.
The turbulenoe intensity formula, equation (12 ), yields .
: t,'~
. .'.acceptable results over a wide range of operating parameters and over .•
.', .'; a large variation in contaot resistance. This is so throue-hout the
.' range of ~ in which there is a linear dependence of F(P~) on InP~.
" .., ", ' The drift effects whioh hamper velocity measurement do not affect the
..
f:.
, \
measurement of turbulenoe intensity, ae is expeoted from equation (12)
.which is dependent only. on the knowledge of the correot slope of the,
F(P~) vs 1nP6 calibration curve. This slope is observed to be quite
.~'preCise from one Bet of data to another in the prUent.·:experiments
so tilat the impreoision which exists in the oalibration curve forp.~rge·.
" .:p~ has no observeable effeot on the turbulenoe measurement oapabilities'
,'of -equation (12).: ...~ "'; ".:'.: . ). ".:.':' ~;"" .. ' ..< .... ',.
, • .' ~ •• ". : , • ,_ \ ': f f '. .! ~ " •• - ,,~ ", ' !.. , ' .
, ".'. '. .... ~\_,\.:'<..\':>;:.:/:':' ,":'", .
1<' i.:;, ~ ~:',' :~~.,,,,,,_,,,,.,~...' I ••
../
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A.l
AnTlendix A. The effect of environmental temperature drift on
measurement accuracy.
A calibration procedure for hot-film measurement of flow
velocity in mercury vas represented in the text by e~uation (3),
I=(f{) =- 7fk~L6T(drol - &~t)) = (~,(Ql- N~~~'" (3)
,.
It is quite possible that after a short time ~ T will have drifted
by 1% due to environmental temperature changes. If a low AT is
ap~lied (0 (10) °C) to encourage long sensor life and minimize free
convection, a 1% change will be 0 (10-1) °c and near the limit of
ordinary temperature measurement accuracy. If such a small change
is apt to go unnoticed it is important to observe its effect on
the value of F(~) in equation (3).
.I
For a cylinder in free convection it is known that
• fA rr\a . f fl ' ,NuoC~.J 1 Uld propertles are constant. Therefore, very
'.'changes in AT will not affect I /NJ...O) si~ificantlY·. From
e~uation (2) in the text it is seen that
I _ ?-t'lq. LllT I< •
N~) Q(O)
Consequently. .
small
, I
• • • • • • (A.l) .
.. ,".
where 6T2 is slightly different fromAT1, because of temperature
drift effect. Combining e~uations (3) and (A.l) yields the true
val~e, F=1:(Pl) • at either 6Tl or~T2' ,
t=:( '~='7i1c l(6T, - ~T.\~77'k L( 67; _'L\7z \
1: p~,:, -t QI(O) G,(PeV . -J.- QltO), Ql.\pe)j.
•••••• (A.2)
. An accuracy error vill arise on the rhs of equation (A.2) i£ AT2 is
mistakenly thought by the ooservez: to have remained at AT1• In
this case, the apparent value, F {P6}, is 'a '
A..2
or
• •••••
Let the respective relative errors in.6T and F(Pe) be defined as
E,.= ) E =.' F~ - l="tf:,. F"C , •••••• (A..4)
In order to compare the values of the terms in equation (A.3), let
the following ratio be defined at ,anyPe,
(
A 1"; l1T')I / ( ~T, )
Q,(O) - Ql.(pj) I G.Co) -- .' • ••••• (A..5 ) /
Combining equations (A.2) to (A.5) results in the error equation.
• ••••• (A.6)
From equation (A.6) it m~ be noted that an increase in
t.-e or a decrease in Z brings about an increase in Gr' The value
of Z at a particular ~ depends upon the wettability (and hence upon
the thermal contact resistance) of the sensor. In general Z
\•
increases as the contact resistance decreases. Suppose that, at a
certain 1'6, Z takes the value of,0.1, If ET is assie;ned a value
of 0.01, it is easily calculated that t:.F= 0.09. Thus a 1% error
in AT has brought about a 9% erl'orin r(p~} whien, when referred
to the calibration curve. gives a correspondin.3lY large error in Ye,'
As a consequence of this error propagation, it is advi~able either.•..
to control the environmental temperature accurately or else to employ
I~
an electronic temperature compensato~ which follows Tf continuously
..and makes appropriate changes in Rs to keep c1T constent. In a:ny
" .
case. it is advisable to run at as high a level of D. T as is
, practically feasible to minimize c,.
,'. '
"
, j
It is evident from equations (ll) to (13). which are
linearly dependent on ~ T. that the relative error"in turbulence
" intensity- due to tempera.ture drift will be equal to f:._ •
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B.l
Annendix B. Special operational problems
B.l. Thermal contact resistance
It vas mentioned in the text that a contact resistance
layer surrounds the sensor after immersion through a mercury free
surface. This imperfect contact between the quartz coating and
the liquid metal is thought to be primarily a result of surface
tension effects and the effect of impurities vhichcling to the
sensor vhenever it passes through the unavoidable sc~~ on the free
surface. Each time the sensor is reirrmersed ~. impurity layer of
slightly different properties surrounds the sensor and the thermal
contact resistance changes accordingly. Surface tension effects
are important in two ways. First. the mercury does not wet the
quartz coating and. second. the high surface tension at the free
surface necessitates very careful insertion of the sensor throuGh
that surface in order to avoid trapping a thick. insensitive and
non~static layer of air (or vater, in the case of the water-mercurJ
"interface) around the sensor. Tais thick layer ma:,rbe detdncntal
to frequency response and cause erroneous readings 'due to redistribu-
tion of the layer material around the sensor by drag forces.
........
"
The other detrimental effects of the contact resistar.ce
layer are to accentuate the considerable error caused by environmental
temperature drift (see Appendix A) and to cause unknown error in the
evaluation of fluid properties, especially if /1. T is high (i.e. the
usually accepted procedure of evaluating properties at the mean
temp~rature, (Ts + Tf)/2, become's questionable).
In order to minimize contact resistance it is concl~ccd that
the free surface must be kept as clean as possible. that gre~~ care
must be taken in submerging the h~t-film sensor and that everJ
possibility for increasing the wettability of the insulating quartz
~oating should be explored. It is evident from the results of
Section 3.2.that the wettability of the coatin6 is effectively
increased by using a vater-mercury interface in'place of an air-
..
", . ." "
· .
,~.
",. ,l
merc~r.1 interface. A certain lack of precision is introduced,
however, especially at low flow s~eeds. since the water-impurity
layer seems more unstable and more prone to cause drift problems
than the air-impurity layer.
B.2. Sensor life
One of the unfortunate aspects of the application of'hot-
. .
..~
". film anemometry to measurements in mercury is short sensor life.
An average of about 50 hours of stable operation may be expected
/ ...' from a carefully manufactured sensor. The end of the useful life-
time of the sensor for ouantitative mea.surements comes when the
quartz coating either cracks or is worn away sufficiently to bring
the mercury in contact with the platinum film, allowing an
amalgamation process to begin. The sensor resistance is then
observed to drift upwards until complete failure takes place by
.' .. ,
_",':' .
..shorting of the electric current. Before shorting occurs the
.sensor may still be useful in qualitative work such aa detecting
r ~;...' flow instability. In the author's experience the useful lifetime, ..
, .•. I
, "~:~'(; of one sensor was extended to about 200 hours by employing it in
• s . ,._. \
i.··' . this manner.
~, .
, ,. J •. (
. \ . • ~ • l
I' , • '· ". B.3.
" ' ..l
Drift problems
The effects of environmental temperature drift have been
.. .' "'. ~:~.'
J ., ",.' ..
.... l ...... : ",I
" , . t: discussed in Appendix A. In addition, a slow drift in the properties
, ' ,
.: of the thermal contact resistance layer may occur even if the fluid
is stationary and at constant temperature. This necessitates a
.regular ref'erencing procedure during the course of'an experiment,
even if'electronic temperature compensation is employed. Sajben
• 1' •• -.
',~":,~,'''' (1965) experience..-dra.pidsignal drift and attributed it to minute
• I_"'
,"'"
""", amounts of impurity in the mercury.' In,the present work the most
"",;.'.'rapid signal drift rates seem rather ee be a consequence of
,-.' ','.., temperature drift rates of'0 (10-,1)°C/hrJ ',
.' . ". .,' ".. , : .\'" ... i' .': > "::-~.;": .:
"'.. , .\.., :'. .. ~'." , . j..
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Sketoh of Thermo-Systems cylindrical quartz-coated
hot-film sensor for work in mercury.
Schematio cross-seotion of a hot-film sensor in a
meroury environment.
F(Pe) vs Pe calibration data for Thermo-Systerr.s
hot-film sensor in/mercury (2r ..0.031 mm, L ..0.495mm), 0 .
-- u - 15.1 Pe em/seo at 25 °c.
- See Table 1.
F(Pe) vs lnP~ for Thermo-Systems hot-film sensor
in mercury.
Low speed F(P6) vs Pe calibration data for
Thermo-Systems hot-film sensor in mercury.
_·0-kfL.AT)/Q(O) - 3.34, AT- 33.6 °C, olean mercury-air
free surfaoe; u .. 15.1 Pe at 25 °C.
,
\ e.vs time (mercury-air free surface).
20 mS/dive horizontal scale; 50 mV/div. vertical
scale.
e vs time (mercury-water free surface).
20 mS/dive horizontal. soale, 50 mV/div. vertical
soale.
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This paper is concerned id. th research conducted by the author
at the School of Engineering Science, University of \varwick, England.
It begins with a discussion of the few previousl1 published attempts
to measure unsteady magnet.ohydrodynami.c (l·lHD)phenomena quantitatively
in liquid metals. It is concluded from this discussion that constant
ta~perature ane=ometry using cylindrical, quartz-insulated, platinum
fiL~ sensors c~~prises the best measurement system yet devised for
~~ch applications.
The main body of the paper consists
first of these discusses various aspects
liquid metal J.!I1Dsystems. One of these
of three sections. The
of hot-film measurement in
aspects concerns the presence
of a non-wetting, thermal contact resistance layer at the sensor-
fluid interface which changes in properties each time the sensor
crosses a mercury free surface. The snecial calibration procedu:..e of
• 4
Sajben (1965) is necessary to cancel out this undesirable effect, viz,
F(Pi) " 7t'k. LI~.T(~) - Q(~€J·
fir low aspect ratio sensors a plot of t=(Pt) versus Jh.. Pe is observed
to be linear for PI> 0.30'. Fr-omthis calibration information a new
forr::ulais developed for the direct calculation of low turbulence .I
intensities from measured variables, viz.,
The particular merits of this fornula are that it is independent of
slow signal drift and that it depends ~nly on the measured variables
at the investigated flow condition. It is successfully tested
ex,erimentally in a hydrodynarr~c turbulence field in nercury for
various values of A T and thermal contact resistance.
The second section applie·s the hot-film techniques to a study of
steady and unsteady electrically driven flows bet'....een circular
electrodes in mercury. Circular copper electrodes are placed'opposite
one another in parallel, insulating plar~s with mercury between them in
the presence of a uniform rragnetic field, B':Ba, normal to these
1Z
planes. ~~en electric current passes between these electrodes ~!d
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the Hartmannnu.-n.ber,H, is sufficiently large, steady shear layers
having a velocity profile, lA.0 (r",) z ) , and a thickness, b :: o( 1'"f1~,
join the cc,ges of the electrodes. At the onset of instability in
t:-.::se layers, electro:r..a.gr.etic forces control the growth of the most
u.~stable disturbances if the magnetic field is sufficiently strong.
T!:e instabilities grow until a steady, wave-like secondary flow is
produced containing vorticity concentrations which are periodic in e
~d which travel at constant speed in the G -direction, the direction
of the primary flow.
parallel tok.
The third section applies the hot;..fiJJntechnique to a prelir:'.i.nary
The "raves are observed to extend in a direction
exper-iment,on the suppression of vorticity downat.reamf'z-oma sq_'l.;.s,:oe-
array grid of circular tubes L~ a uniform, transverse magnetic field.
:r-t:e observed effects result from the well knowntendency for a magnetic
field.to suppress the components of vorticity w~ch are perpendicular
to itself. If Bo is large enough, eddies are only· al.Lowed to separate
f'romthose ...'ires in the squa.re arraY' which lie parallel to.Eo. For
s=aller Bo' a non-homogeneousfield of decaying turbulence exists.
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1. / I.'1troductio~
~1e p~oble~ of devisL'1g ~d ~pplying a se~sing element to measure
instanta..'1eousvelocity ....Jit hd,n}2{D flows has been the concern of many
investigators during the past decade. In order for such a sensing
element to respo~d quickly to ch~ging events at its surface it must be
ver,r small. To wi.t.hstand the high drag forces at relatively low
velocities in liquid metals, this SQallelement must also be of high
strensth. In addition, the che~ical1y active nature of liquid metals
a;.dtheir high electrical conductivity severely limits the choice of
~atcrials from which a sensor can be constructed. Branover, Slyusarev
"a..'1dShcherbinin (1965) made one of the first serious attempts to solve
the problem by employing a strain gauge technique to measure the
fluctustL'1g drag on a 2.15 ~ diameter teardrop probe in a turbulent
mcrcurJ flow. -rne size of the probe precludes the measurement 'of small
scale turbulence, however, and the signal-to-noise ratio is not very
r~gh. About the same.time Sajben (1964, 1965) made a very important
contr1tution. He employed the consta..'1tcurrent thenno-anemometric
techni.que to operate an ename'l-dnsu.Lat.ed, tungsten wire (of dimensions
0.043 x 5 mm) in mercury with some success. The technique was used by
Sajbc~ and Fay (1967) to study the effects of an axial magnetic field
0:1 t::cgrowth of a turbulm t mercury j et and by Fraim and Heiser (1969)
to study the effect of an axial magnetic field on transition to
t~bulence in a circular duct flow of mercury.
I
Sajben (1965) developed a special calibration procedure in order
to elir.inate as nearly as possible the effects of the non-wetting,
the~~l contact resistance layer which surrounds a non-metallic ela~ent
in mercur,y and which has extremely variable physical properties. This
sa~e calibration procedure is used in the present work. It is
interesting to norethat Lielp~teris(1960) atte~pted to develop an
electrically heated sensor for mercury and that he also noted the
cha..'1geableheat transfer effects at the sensor-fluid interface which,
apart from using Sajben's method, frustrate any attempt to arrive at a
-3-
steady calibratio~. Saj1,)c:-:.'_!5 ho"t.-vdretechrd.que is somevrnat, unsatis-
facto:".! for qua...'1titative measur-ements because of the large heating
currents involved for the l.arg3 dia:neter '\nre and because of the
~~uctuating heat transfer '~lich occurs naturally under const~t current
operation and whi.chcauses rather severe lag in the t.hi.ck t.herma'L
boundary layer.
The corisbarrt te::lDerat'J.re thermo-ane:n.ometric technique has nowbeen
adva."'lcedto a very reliable state (see Freymuth (1967)) so that the
operation of hot-film sensors in liquids has become feasible. .'..::
":ndustrial firm, Themo-Systems Inc., St. Paul, Hinnesota, U.S.fI.., has
been successful in depositL'1g a thin insulating layer of quartz, of
0(10-3) r:.::l. in thl.ckness , on cylindrical, platinum film' sensors ....lhic:~
are as s:nall as 0.025 mmin di.amet.er-, A sketch of such a sensor is
shownin Figure 1. Tnese sensors have proved their reliability i ox:
Doasurements in mercury in the studies of Hill .~1968) a."'ldHoff (1968)
as weLl, as in the present wcrk, Uedge-type, quartz-insulated hot-film
sensors are also produced by 'Ihermo-Syst.emsInc. and by DISAEle:(tronik
A/S, Herlev, Denmark. HOi....ever, the cylindrical sensors are preferable
for probing thin shear layers and in low speed flows where J:·::HDeffects
on ~eat tra."'lsfer are considerable.
P.ill (1968) has examined the directional sensitivity of a
cylindrical hot-film in mer-cury-;.dtho'J.ta magnetic field and has found
this sensitivity to depend on the flovl velocity. His work should be
exazdned in detail before measurenent.s ,dth an X-array are at.t empt.co,
Hoff (1968) has increased the sensitivity of cylindrical sensors
L'1r.~rcury by depositing a thin film of copper or gold over the quartz
insulation to improve the surf'ace "letting. This technique has also
I
elL~nated so~e of the signal drift effects caused by the contact-
~esistance layer. He has successfully operated 0.150 mmdiameter
sensors at speeds up to 1.5 m/sec and wedge-type sensors up to about
4.5 m/sec.
As far as is kno~n, no research has been seriously atte~pted yet
L'1applying hot-fiL~ tec~'1iques to liquid metals other than mercury.
Hater-cooled hot-film sensors are also produced by Thermo-Syst.ems
Inc , for work in combustion gases. Fewresults are yet available,.
~xcept for the original work of Fingerson (1961), although some
~'1d~ental ~~rk has recently been completed by Fingerson and Ahmed
-4-
(1963) at l,:cGill, Universi ty, Canada, A qualitative study is in
progress at !:c:.nchester University, England, by St oneham (1963) who is
atte::lpting to operate a cooled sensor in the cylinder of a diesel engine.
One pr-ob Iem needing further study concerns the dynarai.c response of
const arrt tenper-atur-e hot-fiL":ls in 10VT Prandtl number fluids. It ::tight
be expected that the them.al inertia of the thick thermal' boundary layer
-wourd be t.r-oub.lesone , Sajben (1965) reported a r-esponse time in mer-cury
of about 10-3 sec for his consta.'1t current hot-~~re. By ~,plyin0 the
conventional squar-e-wave test, t.he r-esponse t :L':1eof the 0.030 mn di~-::eter
consta.'1t tenperature hot-filr..s used in this study is est:L~ated to be less
tha.'1.10-4 sec.
The details of the wor-k descri'bed in this paper are to be found
eLsewner-e (l·hlco1l:l.(1968a)). 1'::1ewor-k on hot-film sensor calibration
and turbulence measurenent in mercury has been described, in detail,
except for EHD effects on the heat transfer, by.l;alcolm (1968~)•
•
The experimental techniques are developed in §2 of the paper and ~'
for demonstration purposes are applied to hlO }:HD experiments in §3 and
4. Sectio::1 3 describes an experdment al, study of steady electrically
ci ven flo ....' between circular electrodes, the onset of instability in
tr~s flow and the subsequent developwent of secondary flow. For the
t.heorv involved in the steady flmo[case and for details of the electri-
cally driven flolO[apparatus, refer to Hunt and l-Ialcolm (1963).
Interesting experiments using Pitot tubes and electric potential probes
a~e also described there. Refer to Nalcolm (1963a) and l':alcol.'TI.(1969)
for a discussion of a possible physical mechanismfor instability ''fhich
z.:->pliesto this electrically driven, t.hr-ee-ddmensd.ona'l.,HIm shear Layer-,
ScctiO::14 presents the results of a hot-film investigation of vorticity
decay behind a square-array grid of "'~re's in a uniform, transverse
I
nagnetd,c field.
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2. Constant temperature hot-film anemometry in mercury.
As a first approximation, the hot-film sensor in Figure 1 may be
considered as a uniformly heated, very long, composite cylinder which is
placed in a mercury flow. The effect of a magnetic field will be
discussed later. If the physical properties are constant an equation
for the steady rate of mat transfer may re written as,
(2.1)
,
where kf is the thermal conductivity of mercutY-, ].. is the film length,
l'!l T is the temperature difference, Q is the rate of heat transfer, Nu ie
the Nusselt number, P~ is the Prandtl, -Reynolds number product, PR, or
P6clet number and K is a velocity independent term which depends upon
the physical properties of both the insulating coating and the thermal
contact resistance layer which exists at the eensor-fluid interface. K
will generally drift in value between calibrations or wit h each
reimmersion of the sensor through a mercury free surface. Sajben (1965)
. found experimentally that the effects of large changes in K could be
eliminated by the calibration procedure,
F.,xperiments have shown (Malcolm (1968b» Ithat the equation (2.2) yields
, L'
similar calibration curves for a finite-length sensor ( 'Id ~ 20) aa l'!lT
varies over a range of O(10)OCand as 7r"t"L sr/Q(o) varies from 3.3 to
B.2 owing to changes in properties of the peculiar contact resistance
Laver , These latter changes were brought about experimentally by
repeated reimmersion through both a water-mercury interface and an air-
mercury interface. The similarity over a shor-t range of temperature is
reasonable since the forced convection Nueselt number, Nu(P6), is expected
to be a function of p~ alone (see Cole and Roshko (1954) and Grosh and ~
Cese (1958» and since the Nusselt number at no flow, Nu(O), containing
the combined effeots of oonduction (see Cole and Roshko (1954) for a
discussion ot tinite length conduction) and free oonvection (the Grashof-
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Prandtl number product, GP, was 0(10-3) in the experiments) is expected
to be only weakly dependent on temperature.
The above~entioned experiments have shown that F(P6} is a linear
function of "&Pe, at least over the ranze , 0.3 -6 P€ ~ 1.0, W1ere Pe
becomes sufficiently high for forced convection to completely overshadow
the complicated heat transfer which occurs SotPe = o. Although the
conditions of their theory are not strictly applicable to the present
experiments, ~t is noteworthy that Cole and Roshko (1954) predicted a
linear dependence of 1/Nu(P6) on &P6', the slope of the curve being
-l, as a result of a theor,y based on the Oseen approximation for low
values of P6 and R. The slope of the straight line portion of F(~)
varies from sensor to sensor but is generally in the range, 0.2 to 0.3.
Fir,ures 2 and 3 shOw F vs Pe and F vs kP6 curves, obtained in a tow
tank calibration, for a typical 0.030 rmndiameter sensor with Lid ~14.S.
Other calibrations have shown (see Maloolm (196lfu)that velocitie s as
2 •Low as about 2 rmn/sec, where ~ N 10- , can be measured with such hot-film
sensors, providing that the environmental temperature is controlled or
-1 0measureable to well within 10 C or that electronic temperature
compensation is built into the anemometer system.
Using the calibration curve in Figure 3, (2.1) can be rewritten in
the farm,
where A contains all effects which are independent of P€. Equation (2.3)
may be used to develop a simple formula for the measurement of low
ttrrbulence intensities in mercury. If Q(P6) is replaced by the ohmic
dissina.tion of the sensor, the turbulence equation may be developed by,,
firstly, differentiating (2.3) with respect to the instantaneous velocity,
secondly, substituting the fluctuations in measured voltage and velocity
for their respective differential quantities and, finally, taldng the rms :
of the equation in the usual manner, ignoring third order infinitesimals.
The resulting equation is,
2-
S
where E is the man voltage across the sensor resistanc e, Rs' and a
resistance in series with it, R*( Which represents probe body resistance,
etc.), and J'iE'- ie the rms of the r-at dom voltage fluctuations which
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,corresponds to the rms intensity of the velocity fluctuations, J U!~
about the mean velocity, "CC •
Equation (2.4) possesses the unique advantage of being independent
of any reference condition such as Q(O), so that the calculation of
turbulence intensity is independent of signal drift, provided only that
the drift is on a much al ower-time scale than that required to measure a
corresponding pair of values, E and Jez. Since signal drift is very
difficult to eliminate, it is expected that (2.4) will give more accurate
results than more sophisticated techniques which allo,\-; for the linear-
ization of E with respect to the instantaneous velocity, U. Since) U!~:/~
<: is linearly dependent on 11T in (2.4), small drift in ambient
temperature can be easily accounted for. However, the calibration
equation, F(~), is very susceptible to temperature drift error at low
Pe. It may be shown that a 1%drift in ambient temperature (0(10-1)OC.
if 6 T is 0(10) °C) can easily give rise to 10%errors in F(Pe), and
correspondingly high errors in s«, if F(Pe) is O~~O-;).
Equation (2.4) has been tested experimentally in a tOl-Ttank by
mounting the sensor behind a squar~esh grid on the towing trolley.
The conclusions were that (2.4) gave consistent results over a wi.de
variation in ~,T (i.e., AT varied from 11 to 44 °c in the experiment)
and over a wide variation in the properties of the contact resistance
layer.
\-.'henthe HHDexperiments were begun it was expected that, if the
tiny hot-film sensor were alighed mth the applied magnetic field, ~,
so tnat the vertici ty shed by the sensor was nearly all parallel to
/~, 11HDeffects on the heat transfer would be absent. It was found
however that, owing to finite length effects, the free convection heat
transfer was significantly altered in the presence of~. The 1-:HD
effects on the free convection of tvTO hot-film sensa'S are shown in
Figure 4. In order to use the two tank calibration curves it Was
necessary to make an approximate correction fo r these ,l-liD effects on
?r k+ L~ T/ Q(O) • The adequacy of the correction cannot be determined
since no provision has been made for calibrating within a magnetic field.
The correction procedure will now be described.
Whenelectromagnetic forces are present, let the measured calibration
function be,
F' 7Yk LLlT(_L
-'- ~~(o)
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when subscript B refers to the pr-esence of a magnetic field. F' will
not in general be equal to F, the calibration function outside the
magnetic field. From the defining equatd ons , (2.2) for. F and (2.5) for
F', the error in F is
lll= "' j:' - i= - 7Tk}L8T{~) - ~))- (Q~(j>{J- dr,)) J ·
(2.6)
By definition, F co 0 and F' = 0 men Pb co 0 so that,
~F.=. 0,
in (2.6).
For some value, F ~ Fo' where Pe is high enough that free
convection and MHD effects may be considered negligible,OB(Pe)=Q(Pa),
so that from (2.6) the maximum .c1 F is .~ .•
Ms is the equation expr-essfng l-1HDeffects in free convection alone and ,.
I
is easily evaluated experimentally for different values of B , as in. 0
FiP,Ure 4.
For the correction in the range 0 L F " Fo' let
(2.B)
lkLere, according to an assumed first approximation,
Thua, the corrected calibration curve may be represented by the
. I
expression,
F I ::. F + Y (6 F )M )
where 0 -::.0 for 1= -= 0)
'( cL F for 0 of:.. F- cf:. FD ,
"t -= I for t= ~ Fo •
The adequa~ of (2.9) for the correction factor is unkno~although for
F ;!. F , the correction should be accurate. It should be adequateo .
providing that (A F)'-/F is small. For the hot-films used in thesem 0 I
experimenta, 1t F 1s taken to be the value of F at the beginning of theo
'.
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linear variation with hp~, ( b F'm/F0 ~ 0.1. FromFigure 4J (6 F.?n is
2about 0.035 for Bo~ 0.4 Wh/m. The FI curves in Figures 2 and 3 have
been drawn on this basis.
•
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3. Electrically-driven flm., behleen circular electrodes
~'1hentwo electrodes at different electri. c potentials are placed
one in each of two parallel insulating planes, between which is an
electrically conducting fluid, and when a magnetic field is applied
normal to these planes, a flow is induced in thin Layez-awhich join
the edges of the electrodes. This effect was first fully appre.tiated
by ¥.offatt (1964). Someof the fluid mechanical and electrical.
f'
phenomenawhich occur for different electrode geometri~s have been
iescribed in a paper in three parts by Hunt and..Williams (196S), Hunt
and 1·~lcolm (196S) and Hunt and Stewartson (1969).
I •
Of particulat interest to the present research is part 2 by Hunt
and l·:alcolm. This paper describes, both theoreticall;r and experiment-
ally, the case where the electrodes are circular and positioned
::i::-ectly opposite from one another. \fuen the Hartmannnumber, M&:: B,,£tJ7;;
is Iar-ge, i.e. M ::» 1, it was found that the current was channelled or,
in other ~rds, confined to the cylinder of fluid joining the ele ctrodes.
~~is effect is accounted for by the action of the induced electric field,
~ x~, through the velocity component, Ll.. ... , which is induced by j X B
~Q ~ ~
_'orces in thin layers with thickness OeM ) at the circumference of the
cylinder. Through the layers the electric potential, ¢ , falls and
U. (1 is induced in the manner shown in Figure 5. The azimuthal
veloci ty, Ll& , falls to zero on the centreplane between the electrodes and
is of opposite sign on either side of this plane.
I
The experimental examination of this si tua tion by the hot-film
tec~~que was accomplished by inserting a hot-film sensor into the region
of the flow between the copper electrodes in a uniform magnetic field as
described in detail elsewhere (Halcolm (196Sa». The electrically-
driven flow apparatus was positioned with the z-axis (see Figure 5) and
the hot-film sensor horizontal. The sensor was traversed vertically
through the layer at the top of its travel where tle was horizontal, eo
as to makeuse 01' an Ft calibration curve similar to that shown in
Figure 2. Applicable non-dimensional co-ordinates which describe the
flow are, the radial direction, e = ria, and the axial direction, f &::
z/a. The ratio 01' the diameter 01' the electrodes to the distance
betweer. t:-.C:-;l is ,e a::: b/a• The velocity profiles in the shear layers
should be similar if they are plotted as t.Le N I/'L 1>1 rn; / I against
-11-
,
I'
i
i
J
I.
:1, ,
;
e 0::: (e-)) M~~ wher-e 0- and ~ are electrical conductivity and
viscosi ty , respectively, and '....here I is the driving current.
So~e of the hot-fiL~ neasure~ents are shownin Figure 6, for
Jf ~ 0.90 (i.e. quite near one of the electrodes), for three high
values of !:. 7.'1er-eadtr.gs v:ere verv r-epr-oducfb'leso that the effects
of varying H are quite definite. It is expected that for the lar¥est
value of 1'!, 588, the flow is approaching the asymptotic case for MZ» 1,,
..P. ~,~!>:> 1, v:hich was predicted by Hunt and Na.lcolm(1968). Theoretically,
U;; W/~.6.1 Pi/I should fall to zero at about e = -1. It is interesting
in this respect that the values of the velocity te~ in Figure 6 d~crease
as !of ir.crea~es for e < O. The fact that the experimental curves level
c:~;,'"when f ~ 0 to a ncar-Iv constant, apparent value of lia 14'/z..b~ vFTf /I
can probably be attr ibuted to radial flow, which was ignored in the
1
theoretical analysis because of the assumption 1HZ >"> 1. The largest
1
value of ....tl(~ in the exper-Iment,is approximately' 12.2, which cannot truly
l
be said to be verv large, so that measureable radial flm ....is expected •
•
T:'1isradial flo' ....phenomenonalso points out a basic weakness of the hot-
filw tec~~ique in that it is sensitive to all velocity componentsnormal
to itself and cannot therei'ore differentiate between Ur and u.e •
A similar experimental profile at j = 0.50 is shownin Figure 7.
A:30 shownin this figure are someprovisional theoretical values which
have been calculated according to the complete asymptotic analysis of
Hunt and ~te~',·.:.:"'tson(1969) and have been kindly provided by Hunt. The
agreement, is seen to be quite good except for f.c: 0 where, again, non-
zero components, Ur and U2;' are likely to exist. It is unfortunate
t~&t, because of these secondary flow components, the theoretically
p:~~_~ted negative velocity region for e ~ -1.0 could not be detected.
7ne r.ot-film sensor was called upon to measure velocities lower than
0.8 cm/sec to obtain each of the experim~ntal points in Figure 7. It is
e~cent then, that the hot-fil!:l technique is a powerful one at low
velocities.
In order to study stability and secondary flow in the electrically-
driven shear layer the driving current was increased while holding the
magnetic field consta."'lt, for each of a large range of magnetic field
values, until critical conditions were reached. The onset of instability
was observed by positioning the hot-,film sensor in the outer, low velocity
re;;ion of the shear layer and follOwing the anemometeroutput signal on
te.,,, oscilloscope wnile the current was being increased. The detennination
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of a cri tical cur-rent , Ie' i·:3.S vez-vtedious because of the necessity of
a?;Jro2.c:'ir._;cri7-ic.:.l cond.itions very s lowl;Tand not forcing the onset of
i.""lstabili ty . ~·.~e:lthe cur-r-ent value was near critical it was necessary
to o~serve tJ-:.esyste::l for about three minutes before making the next very
sr.'.all increase.
At th e onset of instability, interesting phenomena observed on the
oscilloscope wer-e recorded using Polaroid fil.."ll. mm the information
ccnt.ai.ned in these osc i.l.Logr-ams at various probe positions, and from the
measur-ed values of I and l·f, it was possible to describe the phenomenac
involved in instability and secondary flow both qualitatively and
quantitatively and to substantiate the physical machanismproposed in
!·:.:u,cob (1968a). This stability study is continuing and will be published
by !·:al.col.."n(1969).
Figure S shows the Ic vs H results, from which it appears that the .
data mavbe adequately described by the follOidng empirical relationships:
•
I = 2.0(.·1 x 10-3 , 150":: M -c 350, • (3.1)c
.4' -L.and =c = 2.95!·. ;3 x 10 , 350 ~ H .£ 650. (3.2)
I.-. :-:"':"'1tand l·~lcolm (1968) some preliminary hot-film results were given
Ie ere H, J.f ";> 200.
~ne data plotted in Figure 8 have been obtained in more carefully
con:'rolled expriments over a muchi'Jider range of H. The result stated
in the paper, i.e. Ic ~ H, still appears to hold, although over a more
li.::"'.i ted range of }~. In the same paper it was reasoned by order 0 f
::-.at:;nitudeargu:nents t..'1at the cri tical P..eynoldsnumber, Rc = t.lGC~ tl;,
is related to Ic and H by,
R cC Ic/v• c ... ,
By combining (3.1) and (3.2) wi.th (3.3) it is seen that,
. Rc = a constant I
R oC. 1.r1/3c
150
350 6 }!
L.. H ~ 350,
~ 650.,
T.~efact that Rc is a constant, independent of M, in (3.L.) suggests that
tte r..agnetic field is not strong enoug~ to have an observable effect on
the growth of the most ~~stable three-dimensional disturbances which occur
naturally in this three-dimensional shear layer. Its effect on the
stability is tr~oueh changing the1shape of the velocity prOfile, i.e., at
consta."'lt I, LL cC. H-! and [<:£. H~ I so that R decreases as 1-1 increases.
G
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On the G7,::.:r hand , tr.e dependence of R on 11 in (3.5) suggest-a that. c h
"'::£:1 t:-.c :2 ,s-:e:,ic field becomes sufficiently high, it has an observable,
Cirec:, effect on the growt.h of the most unat.abLe disturbances.
T~e critical ~e~olds r.w~~ers in (3.4) and (3.5) maybe approximately
evaluated from the follOidr.g definition of Rc' viz.,
Rc. -= ltec. ( c C\.. M-'h-) '(/.7 J
wher-e llr; c. is t.r.e critical velocity which oc~rs near the electrode
ed;:e in the region 0: h:"s:::est velocity and 6a11 2 is the approximate shear
Laver- i·ddth as shown previously in th e velocity profiles (e.g., see
Fi[:"clre7). Although it was not possible to comeclose enough. to the
walls to measure velocities. in the reBion of hip;hest velocity inth the
hot-fil.~ sensor-s, since that re[d.on occurs at a distance of approximately
a:C1 a;i-laY from the i'lall, use can be made of a theoretical prediction by,
Eur-.tand Ste...·;artson (1969) that the maximum veldcity in the shear layer
OCC'\lrS near -s =1.00 and is given by:
?ro!:1. this info~:12..tion, and the fact that Figure 7 showedreasonable
agreement be tween theory and exper-imerrt , the cri tical velocity can be
cct ernined as follo,,"'S,
tl-e-c.. (
0.2 2.~ \
ell '2..~/h ~ Ill.. )
substituted in (3.6)
•
:':o'\'l,(3.7) can be
RC --
If I 1."1 (3.$) isc
to give,
(
J. 3 (, r ) .l(
.1l. <T 'It. 'i3/4. M
replaced by (3.1) or (3.2) the critical Reynolds
r..'...l.":".JersCa!1be calculated and are given as fol101-1s,using properties of
t 20°C::ercury a ,
R = 2!,20c
Rc = 34~·f1!J
, 150 I!! H ~ 350)
350 L M L 650.,
~~e observed oscillogr&~s at the onset of instability confirmed
~'..l;::..litativelythe results of Figure 8. 1-.'henH was less than about 300
it v~s observed that the o~set of instability proceeded in an erratic
and non-reproducible manner, corresponding qualitatively to the vride
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scat tcr ir!. the Ic rc;:::::lts ef Low 11. For H ~ 300, however-,
in the same controlled,ob5e~vec: to occur
rep::-oc:..:d'ble::-...".._"1::0::- and ulti:rcatcly -to p:-oduce a wave-Li.ke secondary
flo-..! -:::-;:"c:-,' [3.S ncr-Lodi c in G I,::..th a wave-number- vlhich varied ,.rith H.
':l:a ~3.1y::;:"sof this seccndar-v floll is continuing and "rill be reported
by ~':.:J.col."';l(1969) (also SG8 r:alcol-n (1968a)). The physical mechanism
by ~·,t.ichthe rrzgnetic field. controls the stability is connected i'lith the
':c.ct that the anplitu.::io of the distt:rbances varies in the j'-direction.
It :-.-:.s been f'cund to date, t:.SinF\the hot-film technique, that the
secondary .:':0'.'[ waves are s:~_"':letrical about their peaks and lie parallel
to ~, that their a"'Zlplit~desdccrease~ as ~ decreases tL'1til they
df sappear- on the centre pLane , th?t the maximum flucruation intensity
compar-ed to the mean flo'd' speed is ab out, 5%, and that the waves travel
i.."l the flo,tl direction i·rith a speed that is proportional to UeL..> as
c::.lculated fro:;,.3.7] and is oS.:?proxL":lately15% of .,LtGL in value. 'Ynere
arc f'rom 4 to 8 "raves around the circumference 6r \he flOi"', the number-
::".-.c:-easingas !-f increases.
Tnis exporL"'Zlenton steady ~~d unsteady electrically driven-flow,
as weLl, as being interesting in itself, has made use of the cylindri cal
~.c;:-fib "s major advarrtages , good spatial resolution and small flm·r
.'.",: ,......OcKage. The :t-::iD error effects caused by the interaction of electro-
::_'~"'Jleticforces l·dt..~ the convectdve 'heat transfer of the sensors needs
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4. Vorticitv supnression 1:w electromagnetic forces in the ,·mke
of a. square-array grid
This experim3nt was at.t.enpt.ed to study further the application
of the hot-film techniques in NHD and to examine the effect of a
u.~.iform, transverse magnetic field on vorticity decay behind a square-
array grid of approximate overall dimensions, 5 x 7.5 cm, vlhich was
constructed from lengths of 0.071 cm diameter stainless steel tubes and had
a ~esh dimension of 0.38 cm. This g rid of tubes was mounted i11 a plastic
fra.":1eworkwhich was in turn inserted into a rect.angular duct) having non-..
conductd ng walls of internal dimensions 5 x 7.5 cm, ahead of the hot-film
sensor. The details of the duct and flow circuit are described in
l-hlcoln (1968a). The hot-fiL-n s en sor could be traversed in all three
orthogonal directions.
The procedure was simply to traverse the hot-film probe do....mstream
fro:n the square-array grid in a steady rrean flow while applying various
IDa,}r.eticfield strengths.
The exper-Iment,S1ol.;edha.'! discomfiting the presence of signal
dtift can be during startup and sautdown, owing simply to t.emper-atur-e
drift of 0(10-1 )oC/min. This problem was so acute as to make the
measurement of Q(O) ver,r imprecise. Consequently the mean flow rate as
determined from the F' calibration curve was also ver,y imprecise. For
I
~~rtter work it is stronely reco~ended either that a good temperature
co~pensation circuit be added to the anemometer system or else that a
reference velocity be always available in the test section (such as the
reference jet used by Sajben (1964, 1965)).. It is appropriate at this
point to point out a contradiction "~th the conclusions drawn bY Sajben
as a result of severe signal drift in his experiment. He experienced
severe, erratic signal drift during a period of about two hours after
startup and found that tEr.l.perature drift effects could not account for
the phenomenon. He concluded that minute amounts of impurities present
in the mercury, which might arise from chemical action between mercury
and the stainless steel walls of his sy st em , coulct change the heat transfer
coefficient significantly. This conclusion is contradicted in the present
experiment where there Was enough chemical action between the mcrcu~ and
the pvc tubing, perspex cha~"'lelwalls and stainless steel apparatus to give
rise to a. continual fresh collection of dark scum on th e surface of tho
r.tercury in the r-eservcd r- tanks , Because the stainless steel p~~p r~d
only recently been installed, oil droplets also continued to appear on
the free surfaces. In contrast to Sajben's experience, a period of
about thirty m:i,nuteswas sufficient dn the present experiment for signal
drift to be reduced to a low LeveL, ,,[hicn could eu.sily be accounted for
by S'lall t.emper-atar-e drift1 It r:l:3.7 be that
the differences between ta e sensor insulation 1.4:3cd:L."'l the t\10 cazcs, i.e.
en~~el vs cuartz, has a significant effect on the complicated heat transfer
characteristics of the contact resistance-impurity layer surrounding the
sensor.
The mean velocitv downs tz-eam rrcen the gri d "[as measured to be about
3.2 ±·O.5 cm/sec for the vorticity suppression tests. Although not
accurately determined, th e f'Lowrate was very constant durd.nr; any set of
conditions. rne magnetic field strengths used, 0.275 to 1.22 ~~ /m2,
kept the duct flow smooth and stable. "
•
The qualitative results ~d.ll be discussed first, follo vrcd by the
few quantitative results.
2~ then the highest rr.agnetic field ....Ias applied, Bo = 1.22 wb/m , the
interaction parameter based on the' ....are diameter was very high, viz.,
rid ~ 2..6. As expected from the work of Kalis, et al (1965) and Leiboyich
(1967), no measureable flovr separation was allowed from those grid wires
\-/hich wer-e ord ent ated vertically, perpendicular to;§o. The ....rake of tJl e
grid was then filled with the combined oscillating wakes of the field-
parallel r;rid tubes. At a distance of about S tube diameters downst.r-eara
of the grid, no trace could be detected of any effects on the flow caused
by the vertical tubes. The sensor was then traversed in the stream
direction to see hOi';the maximumfluctuation intensity of the vortex svst em
I
decayed ~~th time. As "rill be seen in :the quantitative results this vortex
syste~ decayed quite rapidly, whether due to 121D effects at the vortex ends
or to intense viscous action in the close-packed vortex array is not certain.
~·.'henth e magnetic field was Lower-edto 0.50 wb1m2, with Nd now
falling too.43, the present of the vertical tubes could just be detected
at the S-dia.~Gter station downstream. Also, the velocity fluctuations
in the oscillating grid wake were more intense. The decay of this wake
evat.emwas "also examined.
~·.'henB was still Lower-, 0.275 wb 1m2,. Nd had faLlen too.t3 and,o .
as expected, the wakes of the t'10 sets of wires now combined strongly
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enough to produce some turbulence. This turbulence had a maximum
intensity at x/Lo ~ 1.3, where Lo is the mesh length, and at the
centre of a mesh square. The distance x was measured in the direction
of flow from the rear edge of the field-parallel tubes Whichwere nearest
to the hot-film sensor. The sensor was traversed in the flow direction,
along a line through a mesh-square centre, to study the decay of this
turbulent vorticity. The oscillograms in Figure 9 show the suppression
qualitatively.
The turbulence intensities were calculated using the measurement,
techniques described in section 2 of the paper.
The vorticity decay results are plotted as JU;Z- / U vs x/L inI 0
Figure 10. Note that the fluctuation intensities,~U!7~~, are highest
whenBo is 16west, indicating that both y and z-vorticity are present in
the grid wake. Accordingly, ~the )~/k values are lowest when B is, 0
highest and only z-vorticity is present. It seems rather strange, as.'
already mentioned, that the vorticitv decays so qutckly in this situation.
The intensity of the vortex trail decays to approximately zero at x/L ~o
5.0.
The most interesting curye in Figure 10 is the upper one, since it
represents the only part of the study which could be termed "HHD turbulence
decay". The interaction parameter of the eddies, NU based on the mesh
length, L , is equal to 7.0, i.e., NL» 1. The characteristic
suppressi~n_ time, (er8;/ rr. is in this case approximately 0.18 sec. For
comparison, the characteristic "eddy turnover time", Lo/}u.; is about 1.2
sec (where u: -:---Ut&. at x/Lo = 1.3). Consequently, each turbulent
eddy newly formed behind the grid my be expected to decay in a time which
is muchaess than the time taken for it to revolve and interact with
surrounding eddies. The appropriate data plotted in Figure 10 are
I
obviously no~ varying linearly, with time as in the case of the largest Bo•
The presence of such large scatter and the small number of data point's
requires caution in interpreting 'the results. The results are plotted as
k (Ju,yu) vs time, t == Xli.(" in Figure 11 and they appear to follow
a straight line. Zero time is taken to be at X/Lo = 1.33 where )li7~!lZ
was observed to be greatest. The equation of the line, drawn' in by eye
is, - Z.14 t:o. /0 e -J L/../2 =-
u..
It is seen therefore that the turbulent eddies which are ne~l1yformed
behind the grid seem to decay as e -tt: and that the damping time is
indeed 0 (er B~~) ".
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The results of this experiment indicate that it should be possible
to use the hot-film technique to good advantage in measuring turbulence
quantities in an }lliDduct flow. 'furbulent vorticity suppression has
been examined both ~ualitatively and quantitatively in the wake of a
square-array grid. In calculating the calibration function, F(Pe), the
use of a reference velocity otrer than no ~ow is strongly recommended
to avoid signal drift effects during startup and shutdown of a flow system.
I wish to thank Professor J.A. Shercliff for originally sugp,esting
the study of thermo-ane.-nometry in MHD, Dr. C.J .N. Alty for many helpful
discussions, Dr. J.C.R. Hunt and Professor K. Stevmrtson.for supplying
the theoretical curve used in Figure 7 and, finally, Mr. A.E. Webb for
his invaluable assistance in the construction and modific ation of apparatus.
I \OlOuldalso like to thank the Roval Commissiolvfor.·theEx.'Ubition of 1851~\
for making my studies at th e University of Vlarwick possible through an
Overseas Scholarship and the University of SaskJtchewan who have provided
•a generous travel grant to enable me to attend the Sixth Symposium on
~~gnetohydrodynamics.
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SUPPORTS AS C.URRENT
L.EADS
I
QUARTZ- INSUI..ATEO PLATINUM
FILM ON QlIARTZ ROD (O.030mm 0.0.
WITH 0.495 mm SENS ITIVE L..EN&T
, ,
-F1BUre 1 A typio&l hot-tilm probe for use in mercury.
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APPENDIXB. Notes on the design and manufacture of cylindrical hot-film
sensors in the laboratory.
Someprogress has been made here at the School of Engineering Science
in our attempts to produce small cylindrical hot.filrns for constant
temperature operation in mercury. The design work has been done by the
author and the manufacture has been carried out by Mr. A.E. Webb. In
this endeavour we were able to benefit from discussions with Dr. D.L.
Sohultz, Dr. B.J. Bellhouse and Mr. F. Bellhouse of the Department of
Engineering Science, University of Oxford, who have had cone1derable
experience in making wedge.type hot-film probes for use in air and water.
This far, we have been successful in producing uninsulated, cylindrical,
platinum t'ilm sensors as snail as 0.05 nunin diameter and 2.5 mmlong
which operate wallin air at temperatures of about 3000C.
The problem of insulating these sensors in an accepbabl,e manner for
work inmercury has not yet been solved. Wehave tried insulating varnish
and various mixtures of thinned araldyte with little success due to the,
seeming impossibility of achieving a u.~form coating. However, it has
been possible, no doubt to the detriment of good frequency response, to
insulate the sensors with P. thick coat of aral~yte (i.e. with an average
thickness equal to about half the film radius) so that they remain
insulated when submerged in mercury f'c!' long periods of time. Such sensors
may prove reliable for taking measurmer.+ s in steady mercury flom where
frequency response is unimportant. A calibration has not yet been carried
out.
By far the best teclmique knownto date 1'or inl$ulating hot-films is
radio frequency quartz sputtering, as evidenced by the superior perfor-
mance of the Thermo-SystEm!!quartz-insulated sensors. * A quartz sputtering
unit is currently in the design stages here at the Scl?ool of Engineering
Science so that the insulation of our home-madesensors by this technique
should be possible in the near future.
* DISAElektronik will also be producing similar quartz-insulated
sensors in the near future.
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A typical home-made hot-film probe is shown in Figure B.l. Non-
magnetic stainless steel tUbing is used for both the sensor mounting prongs
(0.4 mm O.D.) and the probe body (3 mm O.D.). The manufacture of such a
probe will now be briefly described.
The sensor is based upon a quartz fibre which may be fairly easily
drawn to as small as 0.03 mm diameter from a larger quartz rod. In this
drawing process the quartz rod is heated by an oxygen-acetylene flame.
The next step, and the most critical one, is the application of
approximately ten very thin coats of platinum paint (Englehard Industries,
Hanovia Liquid Bright Platinum, grade 05-X), using a fine brush, onto a
length of quartz fibre which is somewhat longer than the finished length
required. The coats must each be applied as thin as possible and heat
cured for 1 hour at about 6SOoC in a clean atmosphere to ensure a bright,
uniform film surface. No cleaning is necessary prior to the painting.
process providing that the quartz fibre has been drawn just previously.
If necessary, the fibres can be cleaned before painting or between coats
by boiling them for about 15 min. in dilute nitric acid, followed by
thorough rinsing in distilled water. Examination of the sensor under a
low power microscope after each application of platinum reveals the
quality of the film. The final thickness of the film will generally
be less than yu...
\·r.~1t1Jthe platinum fibre sensor is being prepared a probe. body can
be manu!a~tured fram a stainless steel tube of convenient size. The
sensor mounting prongs may be stainless steel needles instead of the
short lengths of hypodermic tubing ~sed here. Two lengths of insulated
wire are threaded through the probe bC0v to protrude some distance beyond
the open ends, and are soldered at one erd to two ready prepared prongs.
The soldered joints and prongs are insulated from each other and from the
probe body by coating them with thinned araldyte (the araldyte may be
cured rapidly by applying low heat). A thick, pasty coat of ordinary
araldyte is then applied around the soldered joints. These are then
drawn into the probe body by pulling on the current lead wires from the
other end of the probe. As the prong joints are thus drawn in, the
araldyte should completely seal the end of the probe. While the araldyte
is tacky the prongs may be orientated parallel to one another. This
orientation is advisable to prevent subsequent breakage of a sensor by
thermal expansion of the prongs. . After curing, the araldyte holds the
support prongs firmly in position. The resistance of the leads and
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prongs maynowbe obtained if desired by the usual procedures mile
shorting the bare ends of the prongs.
'Theplatinum 1'11m sensor may be attached to the prongs by the
following simple procedure. A piece of the painted quartz fibre is
broken off to somewhatlonger than the finished length and is laid on a
clean, flat surface. The prong tips are then dipped into a silver
preparation (Johnson, Matthey &Co., grade FSP 409), which bonds well
to both platinum and stainless steel, and are brought in contact with
the platinum film sensor. The silver preparation is sticky enough to
bond to the film on contact. To Ensure good contact all round the ends
of the sensor, someextra silver is then daubed on the joints. The
probe is subsequent Iy heated in an oven for an hour at low temperature
(e.g. about rooe) to dry the silver preparation. This produces highly
conducting joints which have so far proved strong enough to support the
sensor. After trimming off the excess length, the sensor is ready for
operation in air. To operate the sensors in a steady mercury flow, the
sensor and its supports maybe insulated, as discussed previo~sly, by
dipping into thinned araldyte. This process must often be repeated four
or five times to achieve complete insulation. If possible, sputtered
quartz insulation should be applied instead to form a uniform insulation
with a thickness of 2 to~. A sensor so insulated will have a sufficiently
!"t'.i.nidresponse to allOii turbulence measurerrent in liquids.
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Figure B.l A typical home-made platinum film sensor,
d~ 0.060mm.
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APPENDIX C: Experiment a1 details
C.1 Operating procedure
In general the operation of the Thermo-Systerns anemometer with the
insulated hot-film seneora in mercury is in accordance with the step by
step operating procedures given in the instruction manual (see Thermo-
Systems Inc. (1966». In this section a few special considerations
will be emphasized which apply specifically to the operation of sensor!!
in mercury.
It is very important to measure the temperature of the mercury in
the vicinity of the sensor often and accurately during a run eo that
appropriate correcticns may be made to A T during subsequent calculatione.
The cperating temperature difference and the operating sensor resistance
are related by the formula,
6 T -= _, (Rob- Re) )
cc, (Re-Rr) --(c.1)
where OC is the tEmperature coerficient of resistance of the sensor
(see Table 2.1), Re is the resistance of the sensor at ambient temperature,
Rep is the operating resistance at the operating film temperature and Rp
is the resistance of the connecting cable and probe bo~V.
A digital voltmeter must be used in place of the panel meter on the
anemometer to measure E sufficiently accurately in low speed calibration
or measuremerrt , It is always advisable to follow the instantaneous
anemometer output continuously on an oscilloscope. Many equipment
malf'unctions can be diagnosed immediately in this way.
If the ne an flow velocity is 0(102) cm/sec (i.e. when fiuctuation
frequencies are low) it is not possible to measure J ea.. accurately on
the panel meter of the Hewlett-Packard H12-3400A true rms voltmeter.
The 0-1 volt d.c. output from the back of the instrument must be measured
and averaged over a short period (with the damping switch in the 20 sec
poSition), either using a digltal voltmeter with sufficient filtering.
facilities or else the following photographic technique in which the d.c.
output of the rms meter is d1spl~ved on a d.c. - coupled oscillosc~pe and
photographed using a scope camera aid Polaroid film. The time base of
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the oscilloscope is first set to a sweep rate which is sufficiently rapid
to allow a large number of sweeps during an averaging time of a few
seconds. The trace is photographed by holding the shutter open for the
desired averaging time. If screen illumination has been correctly
adjusted, the resulting oscillogram showsa sweepband which represents
the maximum variation of ~ , above an arbitrarily chosen datum,
occurring during the averaging time. Themore highly exposed line near
the centre of this band represents the average value of ffi . An
example oscillogram is shownin Figure C.1.
The rms voltmeter can be used to measure t he electronic noise at the
no flow condition. This noise level can be minimized, when low
turbulence frequencies are of interest, by using the 1 KC low-pass
filter in the anemometerto condition the output signal.
If it is desired that L:::. T should be maintained constant, the bridge
must be balanced at every flow condition. This procedure is very
tedious and is unwarranted unless the exact value of A T is desired.
Throughout this work the bridge has been balanced at no flow only. It
is important that the anemometerbe sufficiently war...J1ledup (1 hr. warmup
is advisable) before balancing is attempted; otherwise, signal drift
may be troublesome.
To avoid shorting problems, it is advisable to fix the split pin
\
conne ct.or- (which mates mth the split pin contacts on the probe) in
position once a good contact has been achieved.
I
The calibration function F(Pe) is calculated from the measured
variable as follows:
F( ...) k ll) T(-' - .i. )= 7tk+ L L\T(QoH40) YJ_ - _L \
Pe = ~ ~ 61(9) Q(?e-) (j_<oj)- Rp) \flO) E(P~J).)
-- (C.2)
where the 40..fL resistance is that which is built into the anemometer
bridge in series with the sensor.
Turbulence intensities maybe calculated directly from the fonnula,
@- 2 ?y k+ L~j (Rol>+ 40)"2-
lA.. S (R op - Rp)
--(C.3)
Properties of mercury may be obtained from heat transfer texts such as
Chapman(1967) and evaluated at the mean temperature Tm = Te + llT!2.
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~~~~C~.~l A t ic 1 record of the average rms voltage
corresponds to turbulent fluctuations.
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C.2 Tables of Data
As examples of the data taken during the experiments, tables are
nowpresented to include a calibration run for each of the three sensors
and the steady electrically driven flow results for M=5BB. To show
the presence of secondary flow~ results are also tabulated for reO,
M':o212.
Hct~fllm sen scr- no.1 was used for the eleetrically driven flow
experd.ment , b. or-der- to process the data, the appropriate value of
Rp is 0 ..51../1. e
TABLE C.~ Unprocessed probe calibration data.
Probe Rop
(A)
E(O)
(volts)
Rp
(../l)
Re
(J'l.)Nco
Trolley time
for 50 cm
(sec)
6.491 6.035 6.20B
6.193
6.200
6.197
6.19S
6.196
6.195
6.195
60194
6.195
6.1S0
6.17S
60165
50504
50504
5.504
5.500
50498
5.496
50494
50493
2
6.276
6.291
6.336
60380
6.453
6.522
6.627
6.673
60698
6.723
6.733
60744
6.236
5.563
50591
50567
50746
50676
5..813
50865
50902
56.61
39.57
28005
20034
13.6S
9.84
6.58
5.59
5.12
4.67
4.26
4.05
56.05
56.7!
35.35
49.42
10.39
15.46
7.20
5.65
4.84
·'-......_ .~...,
Probe Te Rp Re Rep E(O) E(P~) Trolley time
No. (oC) (Jl) (A) (A) (volts) (volts) for 50 em(sec)
5.493 5.923 4.42
5.491 5.945 4.05
21.1 7.56 5.493 5.983 3.54
6 18.85 0.52 8.73 9.39 3.878 3.900 56.24
3.859 3.902 22.64
3.855 3.925 12.40
3.854 3.959 6.38
3.853 3.968 5.14
3.851 3.977 4.03
3.850 3.958 5.86
3.849 3.945 7.48
3.849 3.934 9.12
3.849 3.918 12.27
3.848 3.896 20.43
3.848 3.884 28.14 .
3.846 3.865 56.38
3.844 3.973 3.54
TABTE C.2 Steady electrically driven flow.
Ta Ra Rop E(Pe) Probe co-ordinates I B
0
(oC) (A) (A) (volts) rein. ) zein. ) (amps) (Wb/m2)
17.7 6.06 6.51 7.851 . 0 0 0.80 1.19
7.860 .308
7.812 .335
7.883 .380
7.868 .410
7.860 .472
7.851 .564
7.847 .659
7.850 0
17.9. 6.07 6.51 7.841 0 .203 0.80 1.19
7.864 .309
7.885 .331
7.922 .357
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Te Re Rep E(P~) Probe co...ordinates I B0
(oC) ( ..IL) ( J'L) (volts) rein. ) z(in.) (amps) (w/m2)
709:35 0373
7.941 .37S
7.939 .392
7.904- .420
7.S79 .4-37
7.85:3 .484-
7.S48 .557
7.8:36 .657
7.839 0
18.1 6.08 6.54 80061 0 .390 0.80 1.19
8.089 .306
S.107 .325
8.138 .34'1
80177 0356
8.2'l'l .366
S.233 .376
8.~~8 .38~
8.24.8 .396
8.326 •.~o6
8.211 .415
8.165 .431
8.126 .445
8.094- .462
8.067 .511
8.061 .557
8.045 .664
8.244 .3S7
8.049 0
18.1 6.08 6.54 8.047 0 .576 0.80 1.19
8.059 .280
8.069 .306
80089 .329
8.114 .342
S0151 .353
8.191 .361
8.268 0373
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Te Re Rep E(Pe) Probe co-ordinates I B
°(oC) (A) (A.) (volts) rein. ) zein. ) (amps) (wb/m2)
8.327 .383
8.346 .390
8.340 .401
8.321 .407
8.298 .412
8.252 .421
8.214 .428
8.155 .440
8.099 .458
8.059 .4134
8.038 .532
8.017 .635
8.033 0
18.1 6.08 6.54 8.060 . 0 .676 0.00 1.19
8.078 .307
8.091 .334
8.101 .342
8.140 .359
8.194- .365
8.245 .370
8.332 .378
8.405 .386
8.419 .394
8.379 .403
8.320 .411
8.2S9 .415
8.154 .436
8.174 .432
8.114 .443
8.224 .425
8.050 .459
7.982 .490
7.955 .528
7.943 .580
7.926 .659
8.413 .395
8.045 0
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Te Re Rap E(F.n Probe co-ordi.nat.es I B0
(oC) (...rL) (JL) (volts) r(in.) z(in ..) (amps) (w/m2)
17.4 6.06 6.51 7.960 0 .690 0.25 0.43
7.903 .610
7..917 .660
7.90S .635
7.904 .610
7.901 ..560
7.901 .510
7..902 ..410
7.904- ~210
7 ..906 .010
7 ..956 .690
